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Abstract

This study is concerned with the compositionalanalysis of Roman and
early post-Roman glass from both domestic assemblages and the remains derived from
glass working and producing sites in Britain, using Inductively Coupled Plasma
Spectrometry (ICPS).
Samples analysed were from glassworking waste from Mancetter (midsecond century), Leicester (third century) and Worcester (first to third centuries), glass
production debris, probably manufactured from the raw materials, in conjuncton with a
domestic assemblage, from Coppergate (first to fourth centuries, or possibly later), and
a domestic assemblage from Fishergate (spanning both the Roman and immediate postRoman periods).
All the glass analysed was shown to be of a typical and uniform soda-limesilica composition, except for a small number of vessel fragments from York which were
higher in calcium.

Any compositional differences between blue-green glasses

typologically dated either to the Roman or Saxon periods, were found not to be
consistent.
Analysis of the colourless glass showed that the majority appeared to be
actively decolorized using antimony, in conjunction with apparent differences In the
compositions of the raw materials, when compared to glass of the same date in other

0

colours.
Compositional differences between melted waste from Mancetter, Leicester
and Worcester, were apparent, but not to an extent which allowed characterization to be

successful.
Analysis of glassmelting pots from Coppergate showed some high
temperature glassworking (and possibly glassmaking) could have occurred. Other debris,
thought to be indicative of glassmaking was also analysed and compared to the
composition of the Roman domestic assemblage.
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Chapter I
Introduction

1.1

The study of glass
Duringthe first halt of this centurythe traditionalemphasisIn glass studies

has been on visual typology, from which has emergedthe series and forms referredto
in archaeologicalreports (Kilbride-Jones1938; Isings 1957; Harden 1956,1968,1969,
1971; Guido 1978; Oliver 1984). On the basis of 'types' sequences were drawn up and
the arrival, Interaction and disappearance of various peoples postulated.

In addition,new datingtechniquesand associationshavehelped In dating
sequences of Roman vessels. The study has since developed from whole vessels
retrievedfrom grave goods to urban sites of various periods to broken vessel studies
(Hunter 1971; Price and Cool-1983) and reassessmentof material from museums,
althougha detailed chronology is still being built.
Alongside,but not initially relatedto thesetypologicalstudies has been a
study of the sites of glass production.One of the first investigatorsto record the location
of Romano-Britishglass kilnswas John Conyerswho recordedearly seventeenthcentury
glassfurnaces(Burnby1984). His attitudewas typical of that of the time: a preoccupation
with kiln products as distinct from the means by which they were manufactured. These
studieswere developedby Artis In the 1820s,who produced annotatedand measured
cross-sections of both pottery and glass furnaces. He also discussed kiln firing
techniques, and may have been the frst to conduct pottery-firingexperiments(Swan
1984,1).
By the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries,

archaeologistsbegan to be aware of the need to excavateand study glass production
centres(May1904,Atkinson1932)to furtherthe study of glass. However,as a rule when
hearthshave been discoveredand described,no attempt has been made to classify or
Identifythe differenttypes of glass madethere, althoughthis may prove difficult because
I

of scarcity of finds.
Parallel to these is the application of mathematical, physical and chemical

analysis, initially used to compare glass vessel and window material of an unknown
provenancewith that of known provenance. This has further been used alongside
typologicalstudies,to analysespecific items or groups of glassesin an attemptto solve
specific problemsincluding colouring properties(Sayre1963),decay mechanisms(Cox
et aL 1979; Newton 1985),compositional groupings (Sandersonet a/. 1984),etc.
During the last few years the study of glass technology, by means of a
Aer
190

'materials science' approach, has become more widely used. This approach focuses on
the raw materials, the properties of the vessels and the reconstruction of techniques of
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It was not until Bezborodov in the 1970S that an integrated multi-

dimensional approach was attempted. He published the results of excavationsand
descriptionsof waste glass togetherwith the analysisof glass finds (Bezborodov1975).
This trend is now increasing (Jacksonet a/. 1991;Cool and Jackson,forthcoming). By
by
find
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help locate some of the chief manufacturingcentres and from the amount of glass
discoveredand its varietyand place of discoverymay be able to draw someconclusions
as to the importanceof trade.
However,in completecontrastto our knowledgeof artefactsis the situation
regardingthe raw materialextraction. Very little is known about where these processes
took place and the techniques used. Extremely little is known about early glass
been
have
excavated
in
Britain
itself,
Roman
few
workshops
production
glass
althougha
in Britain (Section 3.3), very little work has been possible on sand or soda sources
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becauseof the complexnature of glass and the glassformingprocess.
Archaeologistshavebeen awarefor manyyearsthat glass was produced
using silica and an alkali. Since these observationswere made, and extended by the
analysisof soda glass from many differentperiods and places, a debate has developed
on the techniquesof glass production and the sources of raw materials,and whether
differencescould reflectareas of provenance,mainly centred around the exploitationof
the raw materials,and more specifically the alkali, natron. In particular, Interest has
centredon whethersoda glass spreadfrom one place,was madein specificlocalitiesand
whetherraw materialsor finishedgoodswere transportedfor glassmaking(Harden1958;
Grose 1984a).
Untilvery recentlythe basis for this debatehas restedon the wide corpus
of typological and subsequent compositional data from analytical studies, initiated, in the
main, to ascertain provenance. 'More recently, it has become accepted that data derived
from information on glass production can form a basis for studying cultural interaction and
social evolution to supplement that based on patterns of trade and exchange derived from
provenance (Henderson 1988a). Therefore studies are now concentrating on Information
gained from analysis to aid In supplementing knowledge about ancient manufacturing
technology, with the emphasis on the investigation of sites of glass production and
glassmaking residues.

The alms of compositionalanalysis are to give informationon technical
processes of a culture by looking at how materialswere produced or manufactured.
"Ir
From chemical analysis we can try to recognise products of a single glasshouse, locate
sources of manufacture and investigate the distribution of vessels themselves. From this
historical conclusions can be drawn, for example, changes in composition may be
associated with responses to economic change.

3

1.2

Alms of this thesis
This thesis is to demonstrate the value or otherwise of scientific

investigations of Roman glass in comparison with later glass. The research was
i

undertakenchiefly in the hope of developingcompositionalgroupingswhich may serve
to characterizethe technology of glass manufacturing,and linked to this, to perhaps
distinguishglassfrom differentmanufacturingcentres. This mayproveusefulin resolving
questionsof whether or not it is possibleto ascertainwhether glassesseen at different
sites were made in the same manufacturingcentres. It is to learn more about when and
where glasses were made and especially about the materials and technology used for
their production. More glass analyses will broaden the picture of variation or similarity of
compositions among glasses of different origins, and increase the need to look
specifically to areas of manufacturing.

This project is also seen as a study into the problems, and possible
solutionsof integratingarchaeological,technologicaland analyticaldata from a seriesof
different glass analyses.
A further aim of this study is to look at glass material from different
production sites, both glassmeltingand glass producing sites, to see if the raw material
of melted glass can be linked to finished products, to obtain information on the
discreteness and indiVidualcharacter of glass groupings between sites (ie. is glass
), and to see changes in glass
composition more homogeneous intra- or Inter-site?
composition between the Roman and Saxon periods. This should help to ascertain
whether it is possible to characterizeglass from these periods.
Soda glass from a variety of sites, both finished glass vessels and
glassmaking/meltng waste,was analysedmainlyfromthe Romano-Britishperiod,but also
from the immediatepost-Romanperiod. The task proveddifficult becauseof the problem
of finding sites of glass manufactureand of identifying glass production from the raw
Coppergate,
from
Evidence
taken
to
from
materialsas opposed glass melted
was
cullet.
where glass is thought to have been produced from the raw materials;Mancetterand
4

Leicester,which haveevidencefor glassmeltingand blowing,and Worcester,which also
shows glassmelting on a minor scale.

Glass from Fishergate showed a domestic

Saxon
(Chapter
4).
Roman
both
the
periods
and
assemblagespanning
To understandthe compositionof the finished glass the raw materialsof
glass productionare discussed(Chapter2). Historicalsourcesrecountingmanufacturing
technologiesat differentperiods are reViewed(Section2.1). In addition,an Investigation
relatingthe finishedmaterialto manufacturingprocessesis of coursenot possiblewithout
an understandingof the techniquesused In this period for the production and shaping
0

of glass (Section 2.4), and its subsequent effect upon the compositions of the raw
materials (Section 2.5). In Chapter 3 the archaeology of the production of early glass and
fabrication of artefacts is briefly reviewed. This chapter deals with the known sites of glass
production and the factors Influencing their location. Chapter 4 discusses the sites
analysed in this thesis, and describes the evidence for glass production. Despite current
Interest there is still little Information on the details of glass manufacturing practices and
raw materials, so it is necessary to draw information from a very broad chronological and
geographical base, and not just the Romano-British period which is the core period under
study here.

5
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Chapter 2
The technology of glass production

The complexityof Romanand immediatepost-Romanglasscompositions,
arising from the variety, easy availability and number of batch materials that were used,
makes it very difficult to draw conclusions about the source of these materials. However
it must be remembered the knowledge we have today of the chemistry and technology
of glass has been gained through advances in analysis, and was not available to ancient
writers. Therefore, great confusion frequently arises over the identity of the raw materials.
This can be shown for example with the alkali where sodium and potassium were not
differentiated until the late seventeenth century. Nevertheless from the analysis of written
sources and ancient glass compositions it appears that glass compositions were strictly
adhered to over long periods offirne.

In order to be able to interpret data derived from the analysis of
archaeologicalglass, it is necessaryto consider the original processesinvolved in its
manufacture. In particular,a knowledgeof the raw materialsused is important,with the
aim of establishing possible relationships between the elemental compositions, of
individual raw materials and the 11nalglass product.

Knowledge of the manufacturingprocesses involved In ancient glass
production may be gained from two complementarysources.

I.

The remainsof the raw materialsfrom excavatedglassmakingsites togetherwith
their subsequentcompositionalanalysis. Additional informationon the identity
and compositionof the raw materialsused In ancientglassmakingmay be derived

I

2.

from the characterisationof modem raw materialsources (Section2-3).

Written accounts of glassmaking processes which exist in historical records, a
selection of which is discussed below.
6

2.1

Documentary evidence for ancient glass production

Early documentary sources can proVide information about the raw
materialsused In glass production,the processes,techniquesand equipmentused, and
the probable sites of manufacture. Howeverthese accounts were usually written as
historical documents and therefore do not contain precise technical Information. In
addition, many also appear to have been Inaccuratelycopied from earlier sources by
writerswho were not familiarwith the processesinvolved. Nevertheless,they do provide
a starting point for future work. Written descriptions of glassmaking processes are
0

relativelyscarcebecausethe necessaryskillswere learnedby apprenticeship,and secret
recipes handed down by word of mouth. This Is best illustrated by referenceto the
cuneiformtabletsfrom which it has been estimatedthe same glassmakingtraditionsand
termswere in use overa large geographicalareafor over 1700years (Newton1980,175).
The same has been inferred from the study of Medievalglassmakingpractices (Engle
1974,42).
The most often quoted texts and those discussed below are from the
Assyrian cuneiform tablets of the seventh century BC (Oppenheimet ah, 1970), the
account by Pliny in his 'Natural History' of the first. century AD (Eichholz'1962),from
Eraclius' 'Do Artibus et Coloribus Romanarum'written in the twelfth century (Merrifield
1967),Theophilus'twelfthcenturyaccount'On DiversArts' (Hawthorneand Smith 1979),
AbQ'I-Qdsim'streatiseon ceramics,dated to 1301 (Allan1973),and from three accounts
dated betweenthe sixteenthand seventeenthcenturiesAD by Biringuccio,Agricola and
Ned (the latter translated by Merrett (1662), with additions) entitled 'Pyrotechnia', 'De Re
Metallica' and VArte Vitraria' respectively (Smith and Gnudi 1943; Merrett 1662; Hoover
and Hoover 1950). Of these accounts only that by Nod, a practising glassmaker, is
devoted wholly to glassmaking. Later work by Ure (1975) is also Included as it describes
soda glassmaking using similar processes.

,

7

Pre-Roman sources

The earliest known survivingaccountsfrom the seventhcentury BC are
from the cuneiformtabletsof which a new translationhas been publishedby Oppenhelm
et ah (1970),and studied by Brill (1970). They originatefrom an area in which some of
the earliest glass has been found. In addition to descriptions of furnaces, glass
technology is discussed by Brill, although the translationof some of the terminology
posesa problem. GlassIs producedin two stagesusingimmanakku(a type of quartzite,
possibly pebblesfrom a river bed) (10 parts)to naga ash (probablya soda rich plant ash
such as Salicornia (12-15 parts) and sometimes namrutu (the translation of which is
uncertain, but which may be a form of lime as no other reference to lime is made) (ibid,
109). The primary glass formed is thought to be called zuku.

The raw materialswerethen mixedand heatedto a dull red colour (around
9000C) to form a zuku -a frit which was ground to a powder and reheated to form a true
glass (busq) (see Section 2.4.1 for a definition of frit). Brill (1970,112), using similar raw
materials produced a glass at a temperature of 900-1000"C, to check the accuracy of the
translation, and to show that CaO, MgO, Fe203could have been introduced with the plant
ash used. Vessel formation was by the sand core method.

Thecolouringagentsusedincludedcopperand bronze,givingriseto blue
and green glass (ibid, 121). When melting blue glass the fire had to be smokeless
(oxidizing),but when melting red glass closed containershad to be used, and possibly
charcoal to maintain reducing conditions. The action of reduction and precipitationof
has
is
glass
this
such
complex,
copper would produce red glass, and although
method
been found (ibid, 121). It is also thought that antimony or lead-antimonyoxide called
Is
to
this
have
deliberate
been
for
open
of
the
addition
guhlu may
used opacity,although
question (ibid, 117) (see Section2.3.4.4).
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2.1.2

Roman sources
Pliny, a geographer, not a practising technologist, described the

manufactureof soda glass in the first century AD (Eichholz 1962). He know little of
scienceas it appearsmuch of his account Is Inaccurateand may have been copied. He
Is the first authorto describethe story of the discoveryof glassmakingby some natron
merchantswho campedon the sands of the RiverBelus,in modernNa'aman,2 km south
of Acre, and used natron as stones in their camp fire (ibld, 150-1). The heat and the
mixing of sand and natron (a soda-richevaporite),he claimed, producedthe first glass,
0

although it Is unlikely glass could be produced from natron and sand below 1500"C. A
second flaw to his account is the description of the addition of lapis magnes (lodestone)
to the glass to make it magnetic (ibid, 151), although it may be that he became confused
with the addition of either 'stone of magnesia' (lime) of which the deliberate addition has
been widely discussed (rurnef 1956c, 279T) (see Section 2.3.3), or manganese, a
colorant/decolorant (see Section 2.3.4.2).

The raw materialsfor glass manufacturehe discussesare more feasible;
'shiny pebbles' (probably quartz or quartzite)from river beds and 'shells' (which again
may possibly Indicatethe deliberateaddition of lime). Theseare then mixedwith natron
and copper to produce glass, and heated In furnaces fuelled by light, dry wood. The
resultantfrit is then reheatedand tinted (Elchholz1962,153). Although Pliny mentions
coloured glass he does not describe the process of manufacture.
0

In a specific instance,Pliny mentionsthat glass was made in Italy using
the 'fine white' sand of the Volturnus estuary near Uterno (ibid, 153). This pure sand was
then mixed with three parts of soda, fused and melted to produce colourless glass. Pliny
mentions that the most highly prized glass nearly resembled crystal, which Implies much
of the glass produced would contain imperfections (rrowbridge 1930,324). His reference
to the trade surrounding the sands of the River Bolus; 'numbers of ships are continually
coming to take away cargoes of this sand, but it never grows less' may be where he
became confused about the discovery of glass (Eichholz 1962,153).
9

2.1.3

Medieval sources
'De Coloribus et Artibus Romanorum', published under the name of

Eracliusis a series of recipes from NorthernFrance,written in the period spanningthe
tenth to fourteenth centuries (Merrifield 1967,208-216).

In a chapter on glassmaking

Eraclius draws upon the references of Pliny, but omits any reference to 'lapis magnes'
indicating he had some limited knowledge of glass production. In contrast to Pliny,
Eraclius describes the manufacture of forest glass as opposed to soda glass (ibid, 212).
Fern ash and 'faina' which is thought to be beechwood ash, were mixed together in a
ratio of 2: 1 respectively. Sand is not mentioned, but it is assumed the ash was added to
sand, as the mix is later placed in a furnace for a night and a day, but not allowed to melt
This would produce the frit and the first of the two stage process described by most
authors, which was then melted in a central chamber. Working, marvering and annealing
the glass are described, as well as the production of window glass using the cylinder
method (ibid, 214) (see Section 2.4).

Eraclius describes the coloration of red and green glass only - by the
addition of copper flings, but omits to mentionthe furnace dynamicswhich would bring
about the two different colours from the use of the same colorant (ibid, 214). He also
describes the production of glass which turns from a purple to a Tesh colour' by the
regulationof furnaceconditionsand the use of beechwoodash only (ibid, 69). The high
manganesecontent of the ash would produce this colour.
Also writing in the twelfth century,Theophilus''On DiversArts', Book 11is
is
the
biased
technologically
than
section
glassmaking
more
previousworks, although
Incomplete (Hawthorneand Smith 1979). Theophiluswas not a glassworker,this is
inferred from his reference to glass -, 'I have made it my concern to hunt out this
technique for your study as I learned it by looking and listening' (ibid, 48) and hence
he
metalworker
some of the glass-chemistry is inaccurate, although as a practising
furnace
a
furnace
dynamics,
detailed
allowed
accountwhich
understood
and produceda
reconstructon to be attempted (ibid, 50).
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Uke Eraclius,the alkalisourcedescribedby TheophilusIs dry beechwood,
which was used as both as a fuel and a glassmaking raw material. The ash to be used
49)
(ibid,
do
'taking
them'
with
as alkali was cleaned
care you
not mix any earth or stones
in
fritted
in
The
bed
2:
1.
was
mixture
sand a ratio of
and mixed with clean, washed river
the furnace for a night and a day, stirred so that the mixture did not overheat, removed
from the furnace, and then melted in another furnace for a further twelve hours to produce
glass (ibld, 53). He does not mention the deliberate addition of lime.
Further evidence of Theophilus' detailed knowledge of furnace technology
0

Is his description of the control of furnace conditions to colour the glass - the elements
responsible for colour being present in the raw materials and not added separately, iron
from sand, manganese from beechwood ash. The colour changes, from yellow to orange,
and from tawny to purple (ibid, 57), are both reactions due to the oxidation of iron and
manganese respectively by holding the molten glass for periods up to about six hours,
the resultant reactions and colour changes depending upon the proportions of each oxide
in the glass. This Is in contrast to the account of Eraclius who described the reverse,
where the glass turns from purple to 'flesh colour', which presupposes a reducing
furnace.

AbG'I-Q5s!
m's treatiseon ceramics,written in Persiain 1301,also makes
various references to the manufacture of glass (Allan 1973).

The silicasourcedescribedIs In the form of quartzpebblesfrom river beds
(shukar-l-sang)which are broken, ground to a fne powder, sieved and purified. The
alkali, `shakhAr,which they call qalf, which is made by burning pure full grown ushn5n
plants. ..The bestshakhdris that which has a colouredcentrewhen broken,with a strong
smell.' (ibid, 112). Shakhdrmeans'soda' and accordingto AbO'I-Qdsimwas the standard
flux for glazesand is thoughtto derivefrom the ushndn(Salsolasoda) and shOreh(Salso/a
tragus) plants producing sodas of 29.5% and 13.7% respectivelywithout washing or
purification(ibid, 116). Brill (1970,124) also gives an analysisof certain Middle Eastern
plant ashes giving a soda content of up to 42.5%.
11

The production of glass is described. 'Take 105 parts of shukar-i-sang
which has been powdered, beaten, ground and sifted through silk, and 100 parts shakhdr
or qall (made by burning pure, full grown ushn&n plants) in lumps the size of hazelnuts
or almonds, and mix them in a bariz (kiln). The pungency or weakness of the shakhir
varies depending upon the place.' (Allan 1973,113). To one unit of stone was added
either 1-1.5 units of shakh5r, depending upon its strength.

'This is cookedover a slowfire (for six hours)and is stirreduntil night with
an iron ladle made as large as the diameter of the kiln until it is well mixed and is become
6

one, like molten glaze, and this is the material for glass vessels'. After 8 hours the Wit'
is removed with a ladle and placed in a pit full of water

The craftsmen call this

mixture fawhar and store it, until the time comes to compound it, in a broken up,
powdered and sifted form.' (ibid, 113).

This two stage Orocessis extremelysimilar to that described for glass
production at similar periods in NorthernEurope.

2.1.4

Post-Medieval sources
In the seventeenthcentury, glassmakingappearsto have become more

widespread from the accounts of Biringuccio, who, like Theophilus, was a practising

devoted
is
to glass
Included
in
his
'Pyrotechnia'
a
chapter
metalworker.
volume entitled
(Smith and Gnudi 1943).

In his descriptionof glass productionIsalwort'- probablya soda rich plant
from Syria was burnt; boiled and then dried by evaporationto produce the purified 'sal
alkali', probably sodium carbonate. Groundpebblesor a fine white sand was mixedwith
the alkali in a ratio of 2:1 (sand:alkaii),and some manganeseadded (ibid, 127). Thiswas
then heated in the furnace until a frit formed, removed from the furnace, cooled and
before
then
Cullet
added
(broken
for
ground.
glass
re-melting)of the same colour was
the.final remelting (ibid, 129). This Is the first referenceto the addition of cullet in the
Roman
by
is
various
manufacturingprocess, althoughthe collectionof cullet mentioned
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authors (Leon 1941). It then was heated for two days before it becameworkable with
blow pipes or Iron rods.
Alternatively,white sand/crushedpebbleswere mixedwith burnt ash In a
ratio of 1:1. Manganesewas added and it was then meltedwithout fritting, althoughthe
method Is said to be 'not as good as the first' (Smith and Gnudi 1943,132). This
presupposesa furnace that could reach high temperatures(around 1500"C).
Publishedin 1612was Agricola's 'Do Re Metallica',also a book devoted
to metalworking,but Including a section on glassmaking. There are some problems of
translationbecauseof latin words manufacturedby Agricolawhere he did not know the
correct translation. Nevertheless, the similarity of this account with respect to furnace

designand the additionof 'magnes'to that of Pliny,Biringuccioand Theophilussuggests
these works were to some extent copied (Hoover and Hoover 1950,585-7).
Agricola
discusies
'%W

the raw materials for glassmaking proficiently

suggestingthat crystals (presumablyquartz) are better than transparentwhite stones
(from river beds), and for the alkali, soda is better than rock salt or 'lye' salt (ivy or salty
herb ashes)(ibld, 585). The processof glass manufactureis described- the rock is then
ground and sievedand mixedwith soda or rock salt In a ratio of 2:1. Minute particlesof
9magnes' are then added, which may have been manganese (ibid, 585).
Merrett published 'The Art of Glass' in 1662 which was a translation with

contemporaryadditions to the work of Antonio Nerl, an Italian glassmaker,who had
published50 years earlier, in 1611, a work entitled 'LArte Vitraria! (Merrett 1662). The
work was the first systematic account we have for the preparation and treatment of
glassmakingraw materialstogether with directions for the melting of a wide variety of

glasses.
As with all previousaccounts Nerl considerstwo ingredientsessentialto
glassmaking. The first was rock crystal, silica rock or sand, reduced to a powder and
sievedto the finenessof tour. Tarso,a calcinedwhite river flint was used for fine glass
whilst white sand was used for other glasses (ibld, 7).
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The second Ingredientwas purified alkaline salts which were usually
derivedfrom the ash of burnt plants or trees. Polverineor rochettaash from the Syrian
and Egyptiancoastswere used for the best qualityglass, or barillafrom Alicante,Spain,
for lower qualitywares (ibid, 1). The crude ash was crushedand boiledwith successive
quantitiesof water in brass cauldrons,the extractswere ladled Into earthenwarebowlsto
settle and the liquid evaporated until crystallisationhad occurred. Before boiling a
quantityof partly calcinedtartar (potassiumhydrogentartratefrom red wine) was placed
In each cauldronto act as a reducingagentto producea'whiter salt'which was removed
10

as it crystallized, and crushed. From 300 lbs of polverine the expected yield was 80-90
lbs of ash. To clecolorlse the glass manganese was added and the glass was then cast
Into water to remove the Impurities.
Ned (ibid, 7-8), using purified ash, suggests that 200 lbs of tarso and 130

lb of ash would produce crystalglass and for green glass unpurifiedash would be used.
For each recipe Ned recordsthe details step by step. It was knownthe proportionof the
two ingredientswas dependenton the purity of each and this would affectthe quality of
the finished product and the rate of reaction. BothNed and Merrettadvocatedtastingthe
ash to evaluatethe alkalinityand both suggest trials in small crucibles to find the most
suitable recipe (ibid, 252).
Subsequently,these ingredientswere weighed,mixed and heatedin two
stages.- They were first heated and raked togetherfor severalhours on the hearth of a
,01071

reverberatoryfurnace'called a 'calcar' at a temperaturetoo low to produce complete
fusion or liquefaction (ibid, 8,17). Ned notes that ash and tarso should be put in a
moderatelyhot oven where the smoke had ceased,to produce frit. If they were placed
In a cold oven the Irk would not fully form as the materialswould providea good Insulator
themselves. This Witt' was then kept to be used as required (ibld, 9). In the second
stage prescribedquantitiesof other Ingredientswere added to the frit to producespecial
characteristics or, colours, and the whole was heated until homogeneousglass was
obtained (ibid, 10). Two mainfurnaceswould be necessaryI colouredand clear glasses
14

were to be produced due to problems with smoke contarnination (ibld, 239-49).
Nerl describes various recipes for colouring glass, which was often used

to imitate precious stones and jewellery (ibld, 28ff). Cobalt and copper were used to
'zaffer'
brass
blue,
in
filings,
form
the
the
as
cobalt
and
of copper or
produce
copper
(zaffre),although it is unclear what this is but is thought to be a compound containing
iron
Green
by
cobalt.
glasswas produced adding copper, and'crocus martis'containing
was used to produce red glass and together with copper to produce green glass. A
varietyof colouredglasseswere producedusing variationsof the abovewith cullet. Other
0

compounds used were manganese, calcined tin, iron scale, calcined brass, etc. Each

type and colour of precious stone has its own exact recipe.
Merrett'stranslationadds to and updates the text of Ned; he refutesthe
story of the discovery of glass recounted again by Nerl, and suggests the discovery of
glass was contemporary with thdfirst pottery and metalworking furnaces; and by this time
he is aware that alkali is added to lower the temperature of the melt (ibld, 211). However,
more Importantly, he adds some information of the location of contemporary raw materials
from his observations at local glasshouses. Merrett observed the London glasshouses
obtained their raw materials from local sources.

Softwhite sand by this time was broughtfrom Maidstoneand hardersand
from Woolwich for green glass (ibid, 261). Flint was not used because it was thought too
expensive to prepare. Turner (1962,210) notes that'throughout Kent, Surrey and Sussex

are a number of sand deposits which were used as early as the thirteenth century by
small glass factories established in the forests of the southern counties, eg. Reigate,
Hastingsand Fairlight.'
The purificationof ash took placefor good qualitycrystalglass, but Merrett
notes ash for green glass was obtained from a variety of locations and different plants
throughoutthe country, so the quality was likely to vary (and hencethe quantitiesused
for glass production) (Merrett1662,256). Thereforethere was sand availableIn Britain
for glass production. The alkalisobservedby Merrettwould produce potash-richglasses,
15

unlike those soda-rich alkalis described by Nerl. However the crystals produced from
purified polverine tended to be unstable and Merrett (1662,211) noted the glasses
produced from such crystal were also unstable. As we now know this was due to loss
of the stabilizing agents of calcium, magnesium, aluminium and titanium during
purification, added to the fact that potash glass is less stable than soda glass (Turner
1962,205) (see Section 2.5).

The most recentaccountof the soda glassmakingprocesswas published
by Ure, initially in 1830, who wrote the 'Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures and Mines' (Ure
0

1875). Although this Is a relatively modern account it provides information on the
production of glass before large scale industrial processes became the norm.

Ure describes the manufactureof high quality glass and other more
utilitarian types such as bottle, window and plate glass. The raw materials were obtained
from a variety of sources. Silici was purified from sand or basalt, the alkali from kelp,
saltpetre or pearl ash. Ume was added from any calcarious rock, especially chalk, and
manganese and arsenious oxides were used as decolorizers (ibid, 644-675).
' r,
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For example,bottle glass was made of sand, plus saline salt, soap waste and lime - the
latter three burnt together,to produce ash (ibid, 645ff). Alumina and iron were also
sometimesadded, presumablyas stabilizersand colorantsrespectively. This was then
heatedfor approximatelyforty hoursto produceglass,and blown into moulds. Annealing
took 24 hours (ibid, 653).

Windowglass was madeto a differentrecipe,which includeda mixtureof
fine and white sand, soda, cullet, purified potash, saltpetre and arsenious oxide. This
by
the
flat
fritted
for
the
hours
in
30
furnace
produced
then
pane
was
and
and
melted a
cylinder method (ibid; 653).
The colorants are also described in detail, including the use of manganese
for decolorizing glass and the associated regulation of furnace conditions. Red glass was
produced by the addition of copper in conjunction with furnace regulation, purple using
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chargesby the breakageof one of their two bonds with silicon atoms.
This action of the network modifiers reduces the number of strong Si-O

bonds In the structure,thereforelowering its meltingtemperature.
Theadditionof potassiumgivesthe glassa lowermeltingtemperatureand
a wider range of plasticitythan sodium. However,despite the higher melting point and
shorterrange of plasticity,the end product is a clearer,more durable and more lustrous
glass (Hodges 1989,55).
Glasses composed of the monovalent network modifiers, potassium and
0

sodium alone are soluble In water over a period of time and therefore not durable. The
divalent calcium and magnesium, with double positive charges, act as network stabilizers
by being more firmly held in the structure and increasing durability.

2.2.3

Working properties
Glasses,unlike crystals do not have sharply defined melting points. A

crystallizingmaterialremainscompletely rigid up to a precisely defined temperatureat
which point it becomes liquid. In the case of glass, not all of the chemical bonds are
equivalentand so they break at differenttemperatures,each bond havingits own melting
point. Hence glass softensgraduallyas the temperatureincreasesuntil it becomesfluid,
making it easierto work (Brill 1962,136; 1963,122).
When molten glass Is cooled the randomly distributed atoms will
0

endeavourto form a less randomconfigurationlike those of crystals. The silica networks
which form at high temperaturescausethe melt to havea high viscosityso that the atoms
A

do not have time to form themselvesinto crystal lattices before cooling.
The eutectic mixture of a soda-silica glass has a melting point around
793"C (Figure 2.2). The addition of sodium carbonate alone, which has a melting
temperatureof 6000Cis the mainfactor In loweringthe meltingtemperature(Kagakerman
1988,76). Howeversoda-silicaIs unstableover long periods and so needs a stabilizer
to Improvethe chemical resistanceof the glass - usually in the form of calcium oxide.
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The eutectic mixture of soda-lime-silica is approximately 73% S'02,5% CaO, 22% Na20,
This three component system has a melting temperature of 725"C, (Figure 2.3), but higher
working temperatures are needed to reduce the viscosity of the glass. A typical sodalime-silica glass is at a working viscosity at about 1000"C (Figure 2.4). The addition of
further ingredients, such as colorants, will also affect the working temperature of the glass
(Matson 1951,83).
If more than 74% SiO2is used the glass is too viscous to work at a normal
temperature and requires higher temperatures; if too much CaO is used the glass is hard
to melt and will deVitrify and if too much Na20 'Sadded the glass will be easily attacked

by water.
Besides viscosity, the rate at which the glass will set as it cools is
important and controlled to a large extent by the alkaline earth content. It may be quite

fluid at the higher temperatures,but will stiffen rapidly as it cools if it is high in lime, and
vice versa (ibid, 83).

Just belowthe liquidustemperaturecrystalsform in the glass. Theseare
known as devitrificationproducts (Newtonand Davison 1989,4). In a glass of molar
composition 16Na20; IOCaO; 74SiO2these crystals are formed at a temperature

995 0.

These crystals are important in ancient glasses because it is unlikely they

would be formed during the glassmelting process. . Thus the presence of true
devitrificationproducts of glass-found in situ on an excavationsite are an indication of
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2.3

The raw materials for glass production

2.3.1

Silica

Soda-lime-silicaglassestypicallycontain60-80%silica(SiO). Thismineral
comprisessome 12%of the Earth'scrust as quaU the commonestof its crystallineforms
(the other main forms being tridymite and cristobalite)(Highley 1977,2).
In both modern and ancient times the main sources of silica for glass
manufactureare sand (from both unconsolidateddeposits and sandstones)and, to a
lesser extent,silica-basedrock.
Sand is a particulatematerialderivedfrom the weatheringand erosion of
'141.
igneous,metamorphicand pre-existingarenaceousrocks and is depositedIn a varietyof
environmentsby marine,fluvial, glacial and aeolian processes. Sandstonesare formed
from sand depositswhich havebeen consolidatedby pressureand the infiltrationof other
mineralssuch as clay or calciteWhichact as a cement The physicaland chemicalnature
of a sand deposit,whether consolidatedor not, is greatly Influencedby the type of rock
from which it is derived and the transport/depositon processesinvolved. For instance,
sedimentsresultingfrom the weatheringof crystallinerockstend to havea higherfeldspar
and heavy mineral content than those derived from arenaceous strata (ibld, 4). In
addition,aeoliansands are usuallywell sorted and have roundedgrains,whereasglacial
sands are generally poorly sorted and are much more variable in composition (ibld, 4).
In general, sands contain between 80 and 95% quartz, In addition to
0

varla.ble amountsof aluminosilicatessuch as feldspars,mica, rock fragmentsand other
minerals. For example, feldspars and micas frequently contain some form of alkali;
plagioclase contains aluminium,- calcium and sodium, alkaline feldspars contain
aluminium,sodium and potassium. 'Thesealkaliswill be incorporatedinto the final glass
and may be usefulin glass forming (Segrove1976,42). Naturallyoccurring clean,white,
well-sortedquartz sands of uniform grain size, needing no treatment,are relativelyrare.
Therefore, what constitutes a glass grade sand? There Is no simple
answerto this question,since so much depends upon factors such as the glassmaker's
21

preference,economics and the type of glass to be made. Almost any sand which is
washed and pro-treatedwill serve for crude glassmaking. However,there are certain
characteristicswhich are important,such as purity and grain size. Modernglass sands
are defined by silica and Iron contents,and grain size, but it Is impracticalto define a
silica sand by a minimumsilica or quartz content as many sands may be suitableafter
simplewashingand sizescreening,especiallyif their mineralcomponentsare compatible
with glass manufacture,such as the presenceof alumina. It is, however,desirablethat
the sand has a suitable grain size range and narrow size distributionwhere the bulk of
C)
grains are between 100 and 500ILm. Coarse grains which are slow melting may appear
as stones in the glass product, while fine grained material may contribute to seed
formation (ibid, 42). For colour control purposes, the most important undesirable impurity
is iron (in the form of ferric oxide, Fe203),followed by chromic oxide (Cr203)In the form
heavy
(FeCr2O4),
the
of chromite
and
minerals (ilmenite (FeTiO3),zircon (ZrSiOj, etc.)
which are insoluble in molten glass, producing black specks (Industrial Mineralogy of
London 1974,9).

a)

Requirementsfor the manufactureof colourlessglass
For the manufacture of colourless glass iron oxide is the most undesirable

impurity,particularlyif it is not uniformlydistributed. Sandswhich are suitablefor making
colourless glass should have a sufficientlylow iron oxide content so the glass will not
AWA
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have.a characteristicgreentinge, with a suitablegrain sizefor the best meltingproperties.
Generally, modern colourless glass requires sand with a maximum iron oxide content of
0.02-0.04% Fe203,which may be obtained after treatment (Wolfe 1984,250; Turner 1940,
199). Highley (1977,9) quotes a limit of 0.05-0.06% Fe203 beyond which glass cannot
be decolorized successfully. Nevertheless, glass with as much as 0.1% iron oxide can
be used to produce very thin glass which may be described as colourless. Other
0.006%
than
low
be
in
colouring oxides should
present
quantities, eg. sands with greater
Cr2O3are also unsuitable (ibid, 9).
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For contemporary colourless glass manufacture the sand has to be
screened to remove grains which are outside the required size range and then washed.
Frequently an acid or alkali treatment Is used. The alkali, often a weak solution of sodium
carbonate, acts as a detergent and removes clays, peaty residues, etc; acid treatment,
usually hydrochloric or sulphuric, may remove some colouring heavy minerals, especially
Iron (Turner 1940,202). The strength of the acid or alkali and length of treatment will
depend upon the nature and type of impurities. In some cases deposits overlain by peaty

matter are naturally leached by humic acid which removes feldspars and micas
(aluminium-richminerals),but does not removekaolinite (Al2S'20,
(OH)J, howeversuch
deposits are rare (DaVies and Rees 1945b, 277).

b)

Requirements for the manufacture of coloured glass

Sand for coloured glasses does not need to meet strict requirementsfor
purity since a large variation in the amount of iron oxide is allowed. These sands may
undergo nothing more than washing and grading.

However, the ease with which

impurities, including high levels of Iron oxides, can be removed from sand is important

in its use as a glass sand. This will depend upon how the impuritiesoccur; as discrete
heavymineralsor surfacecoatingson sand grainswhich can easily be washed away,or
inclusions within the,sand grain, the latter proving too difficult to remove. The separation

of sand suitable for glass productionfrom sand and gravel may also be feasible.
In modern glass production, if iron oxide is present in excess of 0.3%
green glass is produced, and an iron oxide content as great as 1% produces brown or
amber glass (Industrial Mineralogy of London 1974,9).

2.3.1.1

The analysis_of glassmakIng sands documented In ancient texts
Sand deposits documented In ancient literature include those from the

RiverBelus on the Syriancoast, and the RiverVolturnus,northwestof Naples (Pliny and
v

Strabo,in the first century). The Belus sands are so often cited as glassmakingsands
11
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that it is thoughtthat there may havebeena string of glassmakingfactoriesin this region
(Turner 1956c, 279T).
The analysis of some of these documented sands (Table 2.3) shows them
all to contain a reasonably high lime (CaO) content; those from Egypt and the River Belus
containing calcite from fossiliferous shell detritus. Turner (1956c, 281T) suggests the high
lime-containing Belus sand (lime content 14-18%) mixed with an alkali may produce a
usable, although not truly colourless, glass. Other analyses discussed by Turner (I 956c,
282T) also indicate that highly calcarious windblown sands were known from around
0

Alexandria, containing"shell detritus, but on analysis he found them to contain too much
lime for glassmaking at around 35%. All the sands analysed were found to be relatively
high in iron and'would beýunsuitable for colourless glass production using the criteria
described above, although sand from the Belus with Fe203at 0.13% may have been used
after treatment. The analyses alio show high values for alumina (4.25%). However all the
data stems from one analysis only of each sand, and due to compositional variability and
poorly sorted material, may prove ambiguous. No mention is made of the suitability of

grain size or unfformityof these sands,
Turner (1956c, 283T) finally concludes that although the ancient authors
were possibly not aware of the advantageous properties of high lime-containing sand,
they were well aware that this particular sand produced glass of the desired quality.
I
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2.3.1.2

Glassmaking sand deposits In Britain
British resourcesof sand and sandstoneare extensivebut only a small

proportion possesses the desired physical and chemical properties for modern
high
have
They
(Segrove
relatively
1976,42).
either
glassmaking,without pretreatment
iron contents, or contain sufficient chromiumto give a visible colour to the glass which
has to be removed,along with the iron, by froth flotation,washing, screeningand acid
leaching.
Documented sources do, indicate that colourless glass sands were
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colourless glass was produced
(Merrett 1662,361). Although Turner (1940), In a review of British sand deposits, found
there were few of sufficient purity to be used for colourless glass manufacture (Table 2-4)
(and he makes no mention of a deposit from Maidstone). Impurities, other than iron, grain
size and conformity are not discussed. A more detailed chemical analysis of some of
these sands can be seen in Table 2.5. In further work, Turner (1956c, 282T) analysed
highly calcareous sands, containing large amounts of shell (CaO c.350/o),from Cornwall
0

and Fife and found that the subsequent glass underwent extensive devitrification and as
such rendered useless. Hodges (1989,.55) suggests In antiquity European sands were
be
impure
too
to
possibly
of use, and flints were used where clear glass was required.
This suggests there are few sources which have sufficiently low Iron contents to be used
for the manufacture of colourless glass without pro-treatment.
In addition to colourless glass sands, there are a number of sand deposits

In Britain which are extractedfor the manufactureof coloured glass (Table 2.6). The
locationof these,alongwith a discussionof possiblecolourlessglass sands,are reviewed
belowaccordingto geologicalsource. The extentof these depositscan be seenin Figure
2.5 which showsthe main locationsare the Pleistocenesands in Cheshireand the Lower
Cretaceoussands (mainlyLowerGreensands)in Norfolk,Surrey,Kent and Bedfordshire
where sands for modern coloured glass are extracted. Other deposits are from the Late
Pleistoceneand Holocenebeds of Lancashire,Merseysideand Humberside,a very pure
deposit of Cretaceous silica used for colourless glass in Scotland, and the Carboniferous
sandstones of Staffordshire.

a)

Carboniferousand Jurassicsandstone
Carboniferoussandstone,in particularmillstonegrit, is an Importantsource

in
be
it
variable
quality and may contain up to 20%
can
of glassmakingsand, although
ImpuritiesIn theform of clay from decomposedfeldspars,high Iron oxide (0.1-0.15'Yo)
and
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alumina (0.5-0.8%) contents after washing (Table 2.7). Despite this it is possible to refine
it for modern glassmaking; millstone grit and Lower Cretaceous sands often have to be
crushed, milled and processed using froth flotation and hot sulphuric acid before use.
This may make them unlikely candidates for ancient glassmaking.
At Dervilla Forest the sandstone has a low enough iron content to be used
for colourless glass production after acid leaching. The analysis of millstone grit from the
Yorkshire dales was found to contain limonite (a hydrated mixture of iron compounds) and
feldspar, secondary mica and traces of kaolinite. This could be easily crushed and
AW
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refined, and some showed a mechanical grading and chemical analysis similar to that
specified for colourless glassware (Davies and Rees 1945a, 266).
The only known Jurassic source to be used for glassmaking is from
around Malton, Yorkshire, where one of the deltaic sandstones on the North Yorkshire
moors is quartzose sandstone, and has been used as foundry sand and this century for
glassmaking (Rayner and Hemmingway 1974,268).

b)

Lower Cretaceoussands
LowerCretaceousstrata include some of the main sourcesof silica sand

for glassmaking and other uses in Britain. They can be subdivided into three main areas;
the Hastings beds, Sandringham sands and Lower Greensand of the Weald (see Figure
2-5). Although the quality varies, some pure white quartz sands like those of the

Sandringhamsands and the Lower Greensandare suitablefor glass production. Sand
has been exploited at Fairlight near Hastings (quartzosesandstone)and at King's Lynn
in Norfolk (quartz sand, Sandringhamsands) for both colourless and coloured glass
flotation
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The Lower Greensands of the Weald consist both of iron-stained quartz
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of these is presentedIn Table 2.8.

C)

Upper Cretaceoussands
In Brbln the only silica sourcewhich Is sufficientlypure withouttreatment

to manufacturecolourlessglass is that from the Upper Cretaceoussands at Loch Aline,
0

Scotland. This is a deposit of pure sandstone between 3 and 7.5 m thick, covered by a
bed of mudstone and basalt (rurner 1940,205), which is subjected only to washing and
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calcined flints, but these are difficult to prepare.

Quaternarysands
Quaternarysands of Pleistoceneand Holocene age are also used for
coloured glass manufacture. Pleistoceneglacial and fluvio-glacial sands are widely
distributedthroughoutthe UnitedK(ingdom,but manydo not possessthe correct physical
properties,being of variablecompositionand grain size distribution,and are badly mixed.
However,exceptionssuch as those in Cheshire,aroundWilderspooldo existwhere they
can be efficiently sorted and cleaned,and at Chelford,Allostock and Oakmerethe sand
has a lower iron contentand Is of sufficientqualityfor glass production(Table2.9). These
sands are homogeneousand have round grains. There is also note of clean well-sorted
sands mixed with gravel which are suitable for glass production from around Colchester
(Highley 1977,36).

Holocenewind-blown dune and beach sands occur all over Britain but
thosefrom Merseyside,Lancashireand Humbersidehave been used for glassmakingas
they are very uniform in both compositionand grain size distribution. The sands from
around Ormskirk and St. Helens, Lancashire,are used for coloured glass production,
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They are very uniform, well sorted and consist of well rounded grains, however they have
a relatively low silica content and a high alumina content (c. 1.5%) due to the presence
of feldspars (see Bickerstaffe sand in Table 2.10) (ibld, 36). They also contain large
amounts of shell debris in their as-dug state. The same high alumina content (2-3%) is
seen for wind-blown and water deposited sands around Messingham and Kirton Undsey
and in Humberside, and Rufford, all of which are used for coloured glass production.

In summary, there appear to be many locations where workable sand
deposits for glass manufacture are found in Britain. However Figure 2.6 shows that
ANN
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modern glassmaking centres are not always located directly upon major sand deposits.

2.3.1.3

Glassmaking sands from Mainland Europe
Historically, especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Britain

has imported sands for the pr6duction of high quality colourless glass tom Belgium,
Holland and France. Table 2.11 shows that in terms of iron content at least, many of
these sand deposits are superior to Britain's best quality deposit at Loch Aline. Sand
deposits in SouthernHolland and at Fontainebleauin France are pure enough in their
natural state for the production of colourless glass. Other deposits, such'as those in
Belgium,Germanyand Francerequire only the most elementarywashingand screening
to give the requiredquality, unlike many Britishdeposits(industrialMineralogyof London
1974,24). As can be seen In Figure 2.7, this high quality sand is not only exportedto
0-9h,

Britain but finds its way to other sites in Europewhich also possess local glassmaking
sand deposits. Whethersuch trade routesfor glassmakingsand existedin antiquityis of
course,a matterof conjecture. Thefollowingare majorglass sand producersin operation
today (industrial Mineralogyof London, 1974).
The most important silica sand produced in Germanyis from the North
Rhine at Westphalia, In the Ruhr region, at Min and at Haltern, north of Recklinghausen.
The sand excavated from Min is the most pure with an Fe2o3content of 0.02%. Other
sands are excavated at Haltern-Sythen which have an Fe203content of 0.025% and are
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washed.
There are three main areas of glass-grade silica sand extraction In France;

around Paris,the North-Eastand Lyons. Other less importantareas include Vancluse,
Gironde,Drome,Pas-de-Calaisand CharanteMaritime. The Parisregion produceslarge
amounts of sand for coloured glass manufacture and the famous colourless
Fontainebleau sands from Nemourshave an Iron oxide content of less than 0.01%.
Italy importssand from Belgium,France,The Netherlandsand Germany,
although it also extracts sand on a limited scale from Milan, Piacenza,Viaregglo and
0

Ruberia in the north, and Melfi and around the Adriatic in the south.

Most glass sand extractedin Belgium comes from Mol, east of Antwerp,
from an underwater deposit. The sand is washed and sorted and has an average grading
of 99.5% S'020 0.025% Fe2O3 and 0.24% AJ203. Better quality sand is also mined to a
more limited extent at Maasmachelen near the River Meuse which has aS'02content

of

99.75% and an Fe203 content of 0.011 %.

The Netherlands possesses excellent colourless glass sand in the
Maastrichtand Meerlenareas in the south. These deposits are so pure in their natural
statethat little or no processingis necessaryfor the production of colourlessglass, and
some sands have a Fe203content as low as 0.008%,although 0.012%is the average.
Spain mines sand at k1ja and Cabanas de Vintus, and also at Ribadesella

(Oviedo)and Burgillo (Segovia)but not of a very high quality.

2.3.1.4

Summary
In Britain, only the Loch Aline deposit, which is found below the surface,

is of a purity comparableto the sands of the Mioceneage on the Mainlandof Europe.
All other sands undergo some sort of processingto Improvetheir quality for colourless
glass.
Table 2.12 showsthat afterthe LochAflnedeposits,sandsfrom the Lower
Cretaceous are the next purest having a quartz content of more than 96%, a clay content
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of 1-2%, and a low iron content after washing (<0.08% Fe203)which is present mainly as
the iron-bearing heavy minerals ilmenite, haernatite and magnetite. Lower Greensand has
low aluminosilicate levels and high silica and iron oxide levels, eg. the Folkstone beds in
Surrey. Glacial sands are higher in aluminosilicate which makes the total silica level lower
at around 95%, and they have a relatively high iron content. The millstone grit is variable
in quality and has relatively high iron and alumina contents up to 0.15% and 0.8%
respectively.
This suggests, in general, British glassmaking sands differ principally in
aluminosilicate content alumina being the most abundant oxide other than silica in sand,
followed by the alkalis with which alumina is combined in feldspathic and micaceous
materials. Other elements are present only as traces - the heavy mineral fraction which
contains iron, titanium, zirconium, manganese, etc. is trivial by amount but may contain
sufficient colouring elements td'make its removal desirable (Davies and Rees 1945a)
(Table 2.13).

Sands presently used for the manufacture of colourless glass are
stringentlysorted and cleaned. Whetherthe same strict sand requirements,especially
that of the very low iron oxide levels, for the production of colourless glass existed in
antiquitymay be indicatedby compositionalanalysis,especiallywith regardto iron oxide,
of samples of colourless glass. It may be interestingto note how the Iron oxide levels
differ betweennaturallycolouredand colourless(decolorized)Romanglass. R Campbell
OIPA
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Thompson (in Turner 1956a, 40T) has revealed that the Assyrians of the seventh century

BC probably had extensive knowledge of acids, bases and salts, and that they were
probably acquaintedwith aqua regia. The samemay possiblybe arguedfor the Romans,
as Pliny'devotesspace to mineralsubstancesand their varioususes. Whetherthis could
have been, or was, used for sand purificationcannot be ascertained.
Extrapolating from the finished glass to the raw materials however is

fraughiwith problems. Apart from the impuritiescontainedin the extractedsanddeposits,
other factors Influencingthe compositionof the final glass are the refining, mixing and
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fritting procedures undertaken by the glassmakerwhich will add and delete certain
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2.5)Impurities
characterise
to
the
makes
other
glass
the sand from differentlocationsused in the manufactureof a glass, it is only possibleto
say 9a sand Is unsuitable.
In addition,it has beenshownthat there are manydiversesourcesof sand
which are exploitedIn Europefor the modernglassmakingindustry. Whetherthese same
However,
Is
AD
first
fifth
to
In
to
the
open speculation.
centuries
sourceswere also used
there are sourceswithin Britainthat could have been used, at least, for the manufacture
of coloured glass.
In ýcertain cases, especially as far as. high quality colourless glass is
concerned, archaeological eVidence of glassmaking sites near suitable high quality sand

deposits,such as those at K61n,,
Is well documented.The locationof Britishsites of glass
productionin the Romanperiod is discussed in Section3.3.

2.3.2

Alkali

'The alkali in glass is the principal networkmodifierwhich is added to the
silica to reduce the melting temperature (see Section 2.2.2), However, alkali also reduces
the durability of the glass and therefore calcium, which may be present in the raw

materialsor added Intentionally,is necessaryto act as a network stabilizer(see Section
2.3.3).
The.alkali In glass can be providedby suitablegeologicaldeposits In the
form of sodurn carbonateor nitrate,or by any one of an enormousrange of plant ashes
as potassium carbonate or nitrate (Hodges 1989,55).

Fromthe type of alkali alone ancientglassescan be divided into two very
broad compositional groupings (ýunter and Sanderson 1982,159), based upon the

concentrationsof potassium,sodium and calcium; glasses made of plant ashes being
higher in potassiumand calcium but lower in sodium. -Perhapsmore significantly,they
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are visibly different now, the glass made from a plant alkali being much less durable and
prone to weathering, becoming opaque and often disintegrating. However, as will be
discussed below these two categories are not always so compositionally discrete, and
further sub-groupings within these groups have been identified (Henderson 1988b).

The compositionof glass with respectto certain elementsis thought to
give an indication of the original source of alkali used In the manufacture. Work by
Geilmann and Jennernan (1953), Geilmann and BrOckbauer (1954) and Geilmann et a/.
(1955) on differences in alkali sources lead to a variqty of workers looking at different
glass compositions which they thought would reflect characteristic compositional
differences of particular raw materials from different geographical regions, and the
hypothesis that chronology could also be established if the composition of the raw

materialsused changed with time.
Our knowledgeof raw materialsused for early glass manufactureinitially
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Mh

the large scale deposits of natural evaporitesresultingfrom the evaporationand

a)

drying up of seas; this is termed natron.

b)

.

the smallerscale man-madeevaporites,resultingfrom the evaporationof sea,lake
and river water in pans, etc.

C)

the ashes resultingfrom the burning of a wide range of vegetablemattersuch as
beech and oak trees, seaweed,desert plants, etc.
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2.3.2.1

Natural evaporite sources
Of the evaporite alkali sources known to have been used in the

manufactureof ancientglass, the sodium salt natron is the one most frequentlyquoted,
althoughit is only known in a small numberof African locations,the most famous being
Wadi Natrun (Egypt). It was used in early glassmakingaround the Mediterraneanbasin
and was also extractedin antiquityand exportedfor uses other than the manufactureof
glass (for example,as a detergentand in the embalmingprocess),and has been found
in Egyptian tombs (Turner 1956c, 283T). Its chemical composition has since been
characterisedby Turner (I 956c, 284T), Lucas (1962,186), Geilmanneta/. (1955,153).
Sayre and Smith (1967,290) and Brill (in Henderson 1985,273). The first major elemental
analysis, undertaken by Turner (1956a) (Table 2.14), shows it consists essentially of the
NaHCO3.2H20(Brill, in Henderson 1985,
crystalline mineral trona with the formula, Na2CO3.
273).

The main features of this material is its compositional heterogeneity, especially

between the main sodium components of carbonate, bicarbonate and chloride, and also
its lack of other major contaminants (Table 2.15).

Natronsupplies sodium chloride and sulphateto the glass, and therefore
glassesmade using this soda source are expectedto have relativelyhigh levelsof soda,
and lower levels of other'alkalineoxides such as potash and magnesiumoxide.
Other natron sources have been Identifiedfrom India (Henderson1985,
274)from the decompositionof mineralparticlessuch as plagioclase. Theseare said to
contain calcium and magnesiumsalts.
It has alwaysbeen assumedthat the alkali used In Romansoda-lime-silica
glasseswas the Mineral evaporite natron because of the high levels of soda and low
levelsof'other alkall,
i salts in these glasses. However,it Is noteworthythat from analyses
of Egyptian glasses the high levels of potash suggests natron was not used In their
manufacture(Sayreand Smith 1967,289).
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2.3.2.2

Man-made evaporites

Pliny (first centuryAD) writes about the preparationof river and seawater
evaporitesfrom Nile water at Naucratisand Memphis (Eichholz1962,150-51). More
recentlyit has beenshownthat these saltswould varywith the source,whetherrecovered
from the evaporationof sea or riverwater. Popp (1870)in Turner(1956c,284T)analysed
Nilewaters (Table2.16)which showedone litre of waterwould only yield 0.142g of salts.
Thereforethis processof obtainingalkaliwould proveto be both low yielding and labour
intensive.
Ank
fýRý

Table2.16 showsthat althoughtheseevaporiteshavehigh levelsof soda,
in contrast to natron they also, contain around 5% potassium carbonate, and small
amounts of calcium and magnesium carbonates. Any glass produced using this type of
alkali would presumably reflect these differences. However it has been suggested by
Turner (1956c, 292T) that the higher levels of calcium carbonate in the evaporite would
probably precipitate during evaporation and be easily removed during preparation of the
raw materials (see Section 2.5.1). Therefore, a high calcium glass may not necessarily
be produced. All seas are saline and are particularly high in sodium and potassium

chlorides and sulphates. To convertthe sulphatesto sulphites,carbonaceousmaterial
could be added to the glass batch by mixing charcoalwith the glass forming materials
at an early stage of firing (see Section 2.5). Turner (1956c,292T) suggests that Nile
sandsthoughtto be used in ancientglassmakingwould be rich in this evaporitebecause
IOWk
VIt)

of the annual Inundationof the sands followed by the evaporationof water, leavingsalts
with the sand.
A search for suitable evaporite sources in Britain has revealed deposits

other than sodiumchloride are too deep for extraction,or are potassiumrich (Henderson
1985,275).

Sodium chloride as an afternativesoda source has been suggested by
(see
In
the
insolubility
its
glass
but
because
some authors,
of
subsequentlydiscounted
Section 2.5). Experiments by Brill (Henderson 1985,276) showed glass did not form well
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using sodium chloride, although the presence of chlorine In the glass from natron cannot
be discounted.

The highestamountsof chlorinefound In ancientglass by Geilmannet a/.
(1955,148) were 1,17% in Egyptian Eighteenth Dynasty glass and 1.18% In a Roman
specimen from Germany. These values being equivalent to 1.93 and 1.95% NaCl. The
highest sulphate content also found by the same author was 0.66% (rurner 1956c, 295T).

Romanglass fragmentsstudied by Stern (1990,42) containedchlorine at
1-2'Yo,and they suggested sodium chloride was added as a flux to reduce the melting
temperature and viscosity of the melt, probably from the natron even after processing.
It the Romans were adding some sodium chloride to the glass this would
substantially alter the problem of finding suitable evaporite sources in Britain, although this
is unlikely (see Section 2.5).

2.3.2.3

Plant ashes

Glass can also be produced using alkali from plants, although the
distinction between soda and potash was not made until the eighteenth century (see
Secton 2.1).
Those plant ash sources described by ancient authors include Saficomia
(cuneiform tablets).

Pliny discusses the use of oak ash; Theophilus, beech ash;

Biringuccio; Syrian salwort and.fern ash; Agricola, oak and pinewood ash and Neri,
polverineand rochetta-the plant ashesexportedfrom Syriaand the Levant(Section2.1).
The latter (derived from keli) has been shown by Turner (1956c, 287T) to be high in
sodium carbonate (Table 2.17).
The change at around the eighth to tenth centuries In Northern Europe
where potassium rather than sodium became the predominant alkali In glass was first
I
explored by Geilmann and Jenemann (1953) and Gellmann and BrOckbauer (1954) who
attempted to relate beech ashes to the glasses made out of them. From their work they
observed accompanying changes In manganese and phosphorus concentrations in
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glasses and concluded that the introduction of beech ashes as an alkali was responsible
for the change (although in England those areas famous for Medieval glass, such as the
Weald are oak woodlands). It is not known why this change took place, but increased
demand for glass and fuel for glassmaking, and the discovery that forest glass was often
richly coloured may have been influencing factors (Newton 1980,178). Brill (1970) also
used soda-rich marine and desert plants to produce glass which he then attempted to
match with archaeological specimens.
Plant ashes (of all types) can supply potassium and sodium carbonates,
chlorides and sulphates, and calcium and magnesium carbonates and phosphates to the
glass. -In addition, different plant ashes all add minor and trace elements which may, on
occasions, account for certain traits characteristic of glasses made with potash, such as
increased rate of decay or colour of the glass. It was noted by Turner (1956c, 289T) that
in beechwood ash manganese was found in concentrations between 1-11%. Manganese
can act both as a colorizer and decolorizer in glasses (see Section 2.3.4.2).
-

In fact, some ashes have been shown to produce glass alone when heated

to a high enough temperature. For example wheatstraw (Turner 1956c, 289T), although
none are likely to produce soda-rich glasses (Table 2.18),

Broadly speaking plants growing near the sea or on salt desertsare high
in soda, whilst inland plants are high in potash. However,neitherare both wholly soda
or wholly potash, and all, plant ashes are relatively high in both potassium and
magnesium. The desert plants keli (Turner 1956c, 2871) and Salicornia (Brill 1970,110)
were both found to be high in soda, and therefore may have been used as a substitute
for natron. There are approximately fifty species of the genus Salicornia (glasswort or
marsh samphire) found in the British lsles,ýwhich was known to have been used as an
alkali in the seventeenth century (Merrett 1662,252). This halophyte has a high sodium
content and commonly grows on salt marshes and on mudflats (Clapham etal. 1952,3615; 1968,125). The species Salicornia herbacea has been suggested as a source of soda
for glassmaking in desert regions (Turner 1956c, 285T; Brill 1970,110) and a related
_
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British species, Saficornla europaea (Henderson 1988b, 87) may provide the same
function In glasses made in Britain.

The first study of the compositionsof variousBritishvegetationtypes was
undertakenby Turner (1956c) (Table 2.18). This serves to show the large differences
betweendifferentspecies, even within different parts of the same plant.
A relatively recent study of both marine and woodland plant ash was
undertakenby Sandersonand Hunter (1981). They found seaweedto be soda-richwith
significantquantitiesof potassium,magnesiumand calcium. Wood ash sampleswere
high in calcium and potassium,and more specificallyoak and beech asheswere high in
manganese (Table 2.19).
However the differences within species was so significant that it was
impossible to discriminate between different types of wood ashes. In addition, there was
a marked variation between analyses from a single sample, and between different parts
of the same plant (Bezborodov 1975,51) (Table 2.20). This might suggest that there
would be a greater variability in alkali contents In glasses produced from plant ashes than
from evaporite sources.

Theseanalysesindicatethe problemsof makingand reproducingworkable
glass from materialswhich are so complex in nature and variable in composition.
Thus, although several authors have suggested glasses were made with

plant ashes beforethe Medievalperiod, the exact plant source has proved elusive. This
Is because:

It Is impossible to tell from the finished glass what the original proportions of sand
to alkali were added; what other substances were added, and which substances

were lost in the reaction.

2.

The chemical composition of plants can be variable; factors affec.ting this are:
a) different species have very different compositions (Brill 1970,112),
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b) the physical environment in which the plant grew, would affect its uptake and
storage of nutrients (Geilmann et aL 1955,154),

c) the ways In which it was burned, refinedor used altersthe compositionof the
ash (Turner 1956c, 290T),
d) different parts of plants have different chemical compositions (Bezborodov
1975,51)p

e) thereare differencesevenbetweenplantsof the samespecies(Sandersonand
Hunter 1981,28).

Consequently, the fact that the later forest glasses lack the overall
consistency of the natron-type glasses is more easily understood due to the compositional
variability between and within plant species (rurner 1956c, Geilmann et aL 1955,
Sanderson and Hunter 1981). "

2.3.2.4

The relationship between the alkali type and glass composition
Fromthe analysesof varioustypes of alkali sourcecan any inferencesbe

made from the glass compositionas to which type was used?
Work on a variety of glasses by Sayre and Smith (1967) showed that the

total amount of magnesium, sodium, potassium and calcium in all the glasses they
analysedfrom severalgeographicallocationsand chronologicalperiods is almostequal,
4fýý

but with different ratios of each alkaline element.
Theyalso notedcorrelationsbetweenpotassiumand magnesium.Glasses
with a high magnesium level (approximately 3% and above) also had high levels of
potassium (1% and above) and low levels of soda (12% and below) and vice versa. There
also appeared to be a chronological progression, glasses with high levels of magnesium
and potassium were found up to 800 BC in the Middle East and Mediterranean regions,
following this and into the first millennium AD the low magnesium and potassium formula
developed which then spread into Europe and continued until the introduction of plant
38
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period would be expected to fall Into the low magnesium, low potassium category.

Sayre and Smith (1967,290) concluded that low concentrations of
magnesiumand potassium In low magnesiumglasses are commensuratewith those
found in sand (for examplefeldspars, see above and Wright (1987,194)), and suggest
that natron was used as the alkali source, which was substantiatedby less than 0.1%
potassiumand magnesiumfound in natron (Table2.15).
The alkali from high magnesium, high potassium glasses was likely to be
0
derived from another source, -one, of which could be the evaporation of seawater,
mentioned by both Pliny and Agricola. Although Nile water had been analysed previously
by Turner (1956c, 285T), no minor elemental levels had been determined. The values
obtained from the analysis of water from the Nile and Jordan by Sayre and Smith (1967,
291) compared favourably with the levels of both potassium and magnesium in the high
magnesium glasses, although lower values of soda were obtained than for natron (Table
2.16). They concluded that the large amounts of calcium present in the water would
precipitate out and be easily removed.

High levelsof magnesiumand potassiumin these glassescould also have
been derived from the use of coastal plants as an alkali (see Table 2.19).
Although,, using present knowledge natron is the most likely alkali to

produce a glass which has a low magnesiacorrelatingwith a low potash content, such
as in Roman glasses, there may have been some plants which could produce similar
compositionalratiosdependingupon the refiningtechniquesused,the proportionsadded
to the mix, and the amount of non-reactiveingredients (Section 2.5). A most likely
possible alternativeIs seaweedor Salicomia.
It appears it is still difficult to judge whether soda derived from Egypt or
other Mediterraneancoasts where soda-rich plants such as Salicomia may have been
refinedand used for Romanglass production. Equally,it is Impossibleto judge whether
natron, or indeed recycled glass cullet, was traded over a long distance.
I
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2.3.2.5

Summary
In summary, from the work of these numerous authors it has been

suggestedthat natron was used as the chief alkali componentof Mediterraneanglass
from aroundthe first centuryBC to glassesproducedup to the ninth and tenth centuries.
This at face valueseemsratherImprobableconsideringthe limitednumberof sites natron
has been identified,the wide distributionof glasshouses,especiallyduring the Roman
period (see Chapter3), the large amountsof glass produced,and the numerouspolitical
and economic changes throughout this large time-span. These arguments could
AWN
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therefore be used against both the long distance transportation of natron or the finished

products. However, the emergence of a substitute alkali material, and the break with the
natron tradition, have remained elusive. Various alternatives have been suggested,
including seaweed, and geological deposits throughout Europe (Henderson 1985,275),
but none appears at this time to fulfil the necessary requirements for the production of
good quality glass, of the correct composition, with the technology of the periods under
question.

Therefore at this stage it is not tenable to make inferencesas to the
location and sourcesof raw materialsused by ancientglassmakers,but it is possibleto
make some commentsas to the similarityor dissimilaritybetweensource materials,and
especiallybetweengroups of glasses.

2.3.3

Ume

Calcium oxide (lime) acts as a network stabilizer and reduces any long
term weathering. This ingredient is found in relativelylarge quantities in' most ancient
glasses (generallyup to around 10% up to the seventeenthcentury). However,it is not
clear if ancient glassworkerswere aware of its contributionas a stabilizerto the glass.
Thereare only two ancientreferences;on the receiptsof the Ninevahtablets (theaddition
lime),
(but
are
not
between
0.2-0.9%).and shells
of an extremelysmall quantity of lime
in
Merrett
the
until
by
Pliny
(Elchholz1962,151). Ume is not mentionedagain
mentioned
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1956a,
Turner
be
(Merrett
it
1662,259;
not
added
should
seventeenth century suggests
46T).
In modern glass, lime is deliberately introduced in the form of pure

limestone,and for flat glass Is typicallyfound at around 8%. If dolomiteIs used magnesia
is also Introduced which is said to reduce the devitrification of glasses (Harris 1982,20).
The iron content is also important as most British dolomites contain about 0.2% Fe2o,

(Harris 1982,21).

0

2.3.3.1

Evidence for the ancient use of lime
That the Egyptians were aware of lime in uses other than the manufacture

of glass, is seen in a recipe for the manufacture of a substitute for lapis lazuli, which was
obtained by heating silica,- malachite, calcium carbonate and natron to around 830"C
(Singer et a/. 1958,240). The remainsof such a factory have been seen at EI-Amarna,

Egypt.
Ume Is formed by burning chalk or limestone(CaCO3)at around 900"C
to convert it to quicklime (Davey 1961,98). Umestones which contain silica and alumina

are called hydratedlimes and are used as mortars. Whenthe lime is hydratedthe silica
and aluminaform insolublecalciumand aluminiumsilicates. Ume burningwas employed
in Mesopotamia f1rom2500 BC, and has been seen in the remains of a lime kiln at Khataje

where lime mortarswere prepared by mixing with ash (Singer et a/. 1958,242). In the
Romanperiod;timberwas used for calcining lime and oftenfragmentsof charcoalor ash
can be seen in the mortar (Davey1961,98).
Stucco Is a rendering of lime, gypsum and cementwhich was applied to
walls from the Egyptian period onwards. Egyptian stucco has been found to consist of

82%calcined gypsum. In the Romanperiod it may have been made by using hydrated
lime or a mixture of hydrated lime and powdered limestone (ibid, 113). Pliny talks of
slaked lime and a mixing pit containing lime was recovered from the Roman deposits at
Chelmsford (ibid, 113). Analysis of the contents of the pit showed it to contain'chalk (50.6
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wt%), together with gravel, sand, crushed tie and burnt clay (Davey 1961,114). Similar
pits containing carbonated lime have been found at St AJbans, around Luton (ibid, 114)

and at Wilderspoolin connectionwith a glass furnace (see Section3.3).
In addition, the white pigment used for painting stucco in the Roman
period has been shown to contain high proportions of calcium carbonate (Davy 1815,
118). An analysis by Davey (1961,178) indicated one recipe consisted of mollusc and
egg shells, calcined and ground hydrated lime, white marble dust and chalk.
Therefore it has been shown that lime was known and used widely by the
G

Romans, but whether they added it to glass Is difficult to ascertain.

2.3.3.2

Sources of lime in Britain
In Britain, although limestone resources are good, the most abundant and

Table
2.8,
2.21).
(Figure
is
Carboniferous
limestone
easily exploitablesource
Beach sands are also a valuable source of calcium carbonate, and sands

CaCO3content,
90%
are
today,
a
which are exploitedcommercially
with approximately
those in the north and west of Scotland and west Cornwall. However,these values for
calcium carbonate are extremely high and sands with very much lower contents of
calciumwould need to be used for glass productionRthe two were not being separated.
An analysis of various types of shells has been attemptedby Lowenstarnand Weiner
(1989,91), which shows that all shells appear to consist solely of calcium carbonate
(Table 2.22).
However,that lime is not discussedin manyglassmakingrecipes,may be
becauseit was not added deliberately,but unintentionallyas a constituentof the sand or
found
lime
(Turner
as
Some
1956b,
270T).
of
sources
alkali
occurring
commonly
(Matson
dolomiiic
in
beach
include
(see
sandstone,
contaminants
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sands
shells
1951,84), feldspar minerals (Sandersonet aL, 1984,54) or possibly limestone(Table
2.23). In dolomites,lime is often accompaniedby magnesiumcarbonate,a minor constituent
(1985)
Sennequier
Velde
and
often seen in ancient glasses (Biek and Bayley 1979,5).
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possible
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glass
being more likely in forest glasses (Table2.19).
Therefore,the presenceof calcium, in abundantamountsIn glass, could
be either a feature of the contamination of both the sand and alkali In a two-component

glass, or through deliberateaddition..

2.3.4

The natural col6ur of glass and the role of decolorizers

The colour of glass may be different whether viewing In transmitted or
reflectedlight. Normallyglass colour is that seen in transmittedlight. The thickness of
the glass also alters the appearanceof colour to the eye.
The colouring effects in ancient glasseswere produced in three ways.

By the presenceof relativelysmall amountsof transition metals such as cobalt,
iron,
nickel, manganese,etc. which dissolve in the silicate network and
copper,
form part of it (Weyl 1981).

By the development of colloidal suspensions of insoluble particles such as those
in copper and ruby glasses (Barber and Freestone 1990).

3.

By the introductionof opaiiiing agents (Turnerand Rooksby 1961).

The form these colorants;may take when introducedto the glass Include
unrefined mineral ores containing some colorant in association with others minerals (eg.

the lead antimonate,bindheimite)or purified mineral ores or metals (eg. gold, Newton
1970). Some processing of colorants may have also taken place, the colour being added
to the glass from a colorant frit, containing a dilute colorant oxide in combination with
other raw materials enabling control to be exerted over the amount added, or cullet in the
form of canes, cakes and beads (Newton 1971,12).
The first colouring materials used were iron, copper, manganese, cobalt
S

and gold (Section 2.1); iron initially as an impurity of the raw materials and later, in some
In
However,
the
of
colour
glass not only
production
glasses, as an added constituent.
depends upon inclusion of a specific metal oxide and the way the colorant is mixed into
the batch, but also upon the presence of other oxides in the batch, the furnace
temperature, length of firing, type of fuel and state of oxidation or reduction in the furnace
(gaseous atmosphere). Some colorants, such as iron (see Section 2.3.4.1) enter the
glass with the raw materials; this may also be the case for antimony and manganese
oxides, which act as decolorizers.

2.3.4.1

Iron

Most ancient glasses which do not contain any deliberately-added
colorant,show a pronounced'natural' green colouror tinge. This is becausethey contain
011%

appreciablelevels of iron, usually 0.3-1.5%as oxide,which is presentas a contaminant
Sand
(Schreurs
the
Brill
1984,199).
often contains variable amounts
of
raw materials
and
Impurities,
impart
Iron,
is
also
of
which still present after refining, and ceramic crucibles
including iron, to the final glass (see Sections 2.3.1 and 2.5), and some plant ashes also
Imparts
iron
The
1981,28).
iron
(up
colours
to 0.4% Fe) (Sanderson and Hunter
contain
is
to
brown,
related
from
bluish-aqua
which
to green to yellow-green to olive and
range
the proportions of ferrous and ferric iron present respectively. This in turn depends upon
the atmospheres which prevail when the glasses were melted and upon the presence of
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various redox species within the melt.

Iron representsan Importantcolouring oxide which promotes selective
The
two
main
the
In
infra-red
the
parts
of
spectrum.
ultraviolet
and
absorption
visible,
regionsof absorptionof Fe ions in glass are:

1.

A strong band from Fe2+, centred on the 1100 nm (infra-red) wavelength and

blue
tnt.
fairly
into
the
a
pale,
giving
region,
extending
visible

2.

A strong band from F03+centred on 405 nm, which would give a red tint, but in
brown
band
1100
the
shades
gives
green,
or
nm
amber
combination with

depending upon the proportionsof each.

3+

There Is also a series of weak bands from Fe

in the 375-450 nm region

givinga pale lemoncolour and a strongerband from F63+at 258 nrn (ultra-violetto visible
region),also giving a pale lemon colour. Howeverthey normallyoccur with the 1100nm
band, giving a greenish-bluehue, or with both the I 100 and 405 nm bands where their
contributionis negligible.
Iron exists in glass In both ferrous and ferric states simultaneously,the
relativeproportions being determined by a chemical equilibrium between the two. In
addition,those factors affectingthis equilibriumand hencethe colour of the glass are the
0

total, concentration of iron, the composition of the glass with respect to other
oxidizing/reducingoxides within the matrix, and the furnace parameters(temperature,
length of melting time and redox conditions).

a)

Totalamountof iron
With the increase of total iron in a glass, the relative amount of Fe203

Increases and the proportion of FeO decreases, first very sharply over the range'0.040.05% by weight total iron, then slowly, ultimately at greater than 1% becoming almost
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constant (Bamford 1977,79).
Weyl (1981) experimented with relative proportions of iron by using a base
glass of 15% Na2O,10% CaO and 75%S'02, to which increasing amounts.of Fe2o3were
added. This was then melted in a controlled atmosphere at 1400*C for 22 h and the
determined (ibid, 107). Figure 2.9 shows that with
relative proportions of FeO and Fe2Q,
3
increasing amounts of iron, the relative FeO decreases from around 36% to about 12%
when the total iron is between 0.5-2%. With iron concentrations between 0.5-0.7% the
colour of the glass changed from light-green to green to greenish brown. Above 2% total
iron the glass became olive green.

b),

Influence of the composition of glass
The composition of the base glass can influence whether iron is a network

former or a network modifier. Ma former,the iron atomsare integratedinto the silicate
networkas Fe04 (ferrite)groups. As a modifier,ferrousor ferric ions simply fit into gaps
in the silicate network (Weyl 1981,92) like the alkalineelements(Section2.2).

h to

case of soda-lime-silica glasses, as the alkali (Na2O)concentration increases the
proportionof iron in the form of ferrite increases. Consequently,there is a colour change
from bluish green to green and ultimatelyto brown

(Na2O:

SiO2,2:

3) (Andresen-KraftIn

Weyl 1981,93) (Figure 2.10).-

The presenceof sulphuralso exertssomeeffectupon the colour imparted
by the iron. Fromthe examinationof amber colouredsocla-lime-silicaglasses,Schreurs
and Brill (1984,200)detectedthe presenceof the ferri-sulphide(Fe"-S') complexwhich
had some effect on the colour of the glass. When melted under reducing conditions
sulphateis reducedto sulphide which then forms an amber colouredcomplexwith iron.
In the absenceof the ferri-sulphiclecomplexthe glass appeareda bluishaquacolour,and
with increasingconcentrationsthe glass changedfrom blue to green to olive and finally
amber (Table2.24). The sulphur may have originatedfrom eitherthe sand, or natron as
a sulphate.
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Phosphorusalso has an influence on colour. The presence of large

band
intensifies
FeO
In
forest
the
absorption
glasses,
amountsofP20.1n
a glass,suchas
in the nearinfra-redandcan act as a decolorizer,changingthe yellowferricIoninto the
glassesthere
colourlesscomplexferricphosphate.Howeverin mostsoda-lime-silicate
is too littleP206in solutionto decolorisethe glass(Weyl1981,96).

Furnaceconditions
Temperatureand length of melting
When Iron Is the only or most abundant transition element, increased
melting times and temperature lead to the preferred form Fe" (light-blue), whilst the lightyellow tint of F03+depends upon short melting times (Sanderson and Hutchings 1987,
105). Therefore, relative FeO concentration is found to increase with the melting

temperature. It has also been'shownthat the repeatedmelting of glass from cullet gives
rise to different, usually darker colours (Gehlhoffand Thomas 1930,288) (Section 2.5,
Table 2.28). In addition, work by Guss (1930,365) demonstratesthat there are large
fluctuationsin the colour of glass when foreign cullet is used, and the glass proves more
difficult to decolorize.

Oxidation and reduction
All things being, equal brown colours are obtained in iron-containing

glasses Under oxidizing conditions, 'and blue colours under reducing conditions.
However,
ý when oxidizing conditions are maintained at temperatures above 1300"C,
trivalent iron (Fe20) dissociates In the glass melt forming divalent iron (FeO) with the
liberation of oxygen (Hostetter and Roberts in Weyl 1981,101). Furthermore, Weyl (1981,
94) noted that when ferrous silicates are melted they decompose, partly forming ferric
ions, partly metallic iron. ' This explains why no silicate glass can be melted without part
of its Iron remaining In the ferric state even when conditions are reducing. Ferrous (Fe')
iron therefore produces a blue colour, ferric iron (Fe3) a much weaker yellow, the ratio
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of strength being roughly 10:1. As the redox state changes so the proportion of ferric iron
alters the dominant wavelength. Since ferrous iron has the stronger colour, the ferric iron
is of less significance (Wright 1988,92).

Summary
Therefore a characteristic equilibrium is established in each glass between
divalent and trivalent iron which depends upon the temperature, the duration of heating,
the concentration of the oxide, the composition of the glass and the furnace atmosphere.
In most cases the equilibrium is approached only gradually so that a relatively long time

is required for its establishment.
NearlycolourlessRomansamplesanalysedfrom Colchesterby Greenand
Hart (1987,276) were found to contain an average of 0.23% iron, and as this value was

Roman
the
of
deviation
iron
the
samplesthey
all
of
content
within one standard
mean
suggestthe lack of colourwas obtainedby using oxidizingconditionsratherthan the use
of iron-free constituents or a decolorizer.

However, it must be noted that the vivid green colour of many glass
fragments seems to be linked to the presence of both iron and copper,* and a blue
(Stern
1990,41),
iron
be
due
to
cobalt
and
coloration can also
a combination of copper,

CoO
CuO
in
isolation.
these
The
required
and
or each of
oxides
minimumamountsof
to produce a blue colour in glass are 0.6%and 0.02%respectively(Shtapovain Kuleffet
ltmh

a/. 1985,187).

2.3.4.2

Manganese

Manganesecan act as both a colorantand clecolorizer.It can oxidizeiron
in
iron
by
glass.
its
for
produces
the
and
own colour compensate
green shade which
Manganese dissolved in socla-lime-silica glass is present as divalent or

3,1
Mn
the
trivalentions. The colour of manganeseglasses is caused by the absorptionof
!on and the influence of the base glass. -It is the trivalent (Mn3+) form which gives the
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The
in
the
(absorbing
470-520
the
spectrum).
nrn range of
well-knownpurple coloration
divalent(Mn2+)form (absorbingIn the region of 430 nm) is weakly yellow or brown and
imparts virtually no coloration. The colour of a manganese-containingglass will be
determinedby the equilibriumbetweenthe purple manganicform and the essentiallynoncolouring manganousform (Weyl 1981,125).
The equilibrium between the Ions also depends upon the redox conditions,

the compositionof the base glass and the melting temperature. Generallysoda-limesilica glasses melted under weakly oxidizing conditionscontain only a small proportion
the
intensive
In
to
in
its
colour
trivalent
purple
order
obtain an
of manganese
state.
melting conditions should be as oxidizing as possible. In addition, the more alkali a MnOcontaining silicate glass contains, the greater its tendency to absorb oxygen and change
into the deeply coloured Mn203 glass. The fact that the manganic ion is present in the
glass in a very low concentration makes this glass very sensitive to smoky flames which
cause purple streaks (ibld, 129).

Temperaturedependencemeasurementsstudied by Bamford (1977,80)
showedthat manganeseions becamemore reduced as the melt temperatureincreased.
lf, the glass is cooled slowly manganese absorbs oxygen producing a black Mn,
304
precipitate,but reducingthe bubbles in the base glass which is fully accomplishedwhen
MnO is at a concentrationof 0.5%.
However, manganeseat low levels is better known as a decolorant in
Rom.
an glasses,where R oxidizesthe blue/greenferrous ions In the glass.

2.3.4.3

The relationship between manganese and Iron

In glasses containing both iýon and manganese,manganeseacts as an
3+)
itself
Fe2Oý,
being
FeO
No
to
Mn203
(Mn
MnO.
to
reduced
oxidizing agent changing
is possible in the glass before all the Fe2+ has been oxidized to Fe3+. An Increase in
manganese content decreases the Infra-red absorption and increases the absorption in
the violet and blue, corresponding to an increase in Fe3+ions. Thus in a soda-lime-silica
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glass of composition 72% S'02? 10% CaO, 17% Na20,2% FeO alone produces a deep
green colour, and 3% Mn20, alone produces a dark colour also, but when the two are
present together the glass is almost colourless (Turner and Weyl 1935 in Turner 1956b,
179T).
However, R was first noted by Geilmann eta/. (1955,146) who analysed
39 Medieval glasses containing a range of iron and manganese concentrations (0.15-3%
MnO and 0.06-1.47% Fe203),that sometimes there appeared to be no correlation between
the colour and the concentrations of the oxides. Similar findings were also noted by Cole
is

(1966) in Roman soda-lime-silica glasses.
This work was extended by Sellner et a/. (1979a and b) who examined
various fragments of forest glasses to ascertain whether the colour of the glass was due
to the different compositions of iron and manganese oxide, or whether it was caused by
different melting conditions (atrhosphere, temperature) with the same colouring oxides.
They observed that glasses of similar compositions, containing the same colouring agents
(iron, manganese and copper) showed great variations in colour, and concluded the
individual colours were produced by particular oxidation states of the colouring oxides
which are not revealed by chemical analysis (Table 2.25).

After further work they found the simultaneous presence of several
colouring ions renders the colour behaviour of the glass very sensitiveto changes in
furnaceatmosphere. A test batch of glass with a measuredcompositionof 1.7wt% MnO
le-MOI&

and.0.7 wt% F020,displayedgreen colours in one fragment,blue colours in anotherand
violet-brownIn another, which indicated a shift in the redox equilibria of the colouring
ions.
Furthermore,samplesmeltedin an air and oxygenatmospherewerefound
to display no Fe2+band, whereas a strong Mn3+band was observed next to the weak
Fe3+absorption. The colours of these samples ranged from brown to violet-brown.
With the same glass composition melted under a reducing atmosphere
there was a marked increase in Fe" absorption and the Mn3+ band disappeared. The
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3+

Mn
The
light-blue.
then
where
reactions
redox
glass was

2+,

is reduced to Mn

and

FID2+

is itself oxidized to Fe" took place (Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) (Sellner et a/. 1979a, 259):

Mn2o3

2FeO + 1/2

02

AV

2MnO + 1/2

AV

Fe203

02

(Eq. 2.1)
(Eq. 2.2)

Furthermorethey suggestedthe concentrationratios of manganeseand
iron play a significant role In the redox equilibrium (Eq. 2.3) (ibid, 259).

Mn2o3+2FeO

&V
ý

2MnO+ Fe203

(Eq. 2.3)

For example, if the content of iron is proportionately lower than that of

ýi
manganese,a substantialpart the Mn" will remain,givingthe glass the corresponding

violetcolour.
Therefore glass containing both iron and manganese can be different

colours in the same atmosphere,depending upon the concentrationin which these two
elementsare present. On the left hand side of the redox equation(Eq. 2.3) there are two
2+
ions
Fe
) whilst on the right hand side two very weakly
(Mn",
strongly colouring
2+'

colouring ions (Mn

F03+)

occur. Thus, the measurementof the ratios of iron and

manganesein glasses may give an explanationof colour (Figure 2.11).
Spectrophotometricwork by Sandersonand Hutchings(1987)on a variety
In
found
from
first
that
the
sampleswith low levels of manganese
millennium
of glasses
(<0.1% MnO; 0.5% Fe203)the spectral absorptionwas at the blue end of the spectrum
which suggested glasses with a yellow tint were probably melted in highly oxidizing
conditions., When the proportions of iron to manganesewere equal (0.5%:0.5%), the
resultingcolour dependedagain upon the meltingconditions;long meltingtimes moving
2+
Mn
Fe3+
towards
times
the equilibrium
whereas
shorter
or
reducing
and
melting
,
2+
(Sanderson
Fe
have
some
and Hutchings 1987,105).
preserved
conditions may
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In highly coloured Byzantine purple glass tesserae, Freestone (1990a, 273)
showed that, although MnO levels were in a range of only 0.4-0,9%, their MnO:FeO ratios

were high and thus the colorationmay reflect a differencein oxidationstate ratherthan
absolute concentrationof manganese.
That the complex interrelation 'of concentration, furnace atmosphere,
temperature, melting time, basicity of the glass and the colour may have been understood

by ancient glassmakers,albeit not the actual chemistry,can be seen in the works of
Eraclius (Section 2.1.3) and Theophilus:

If you see the glass in a pot changingto a saffronyellow

11

7

colour, heat it until the third hour and you will get a light
saffron yellow ... and if you wish, let it heat until the sixth

hour and,you will get a reddish saffronyellow ...

But if you see any pot [of molten glass] happeningto turn

I

a tawny colour, like flesh, use this glass for flesh-colour,
and taking out as much as you wish, heat the remainder
for two hours

.....

Heat
it
light
purple.
and you will get a

again from the third to the sixth hour and it will be a-

-ý

reddish purple and exquisite

1OM"

(Hawthorne and Smith 1979,55-57).

due
to
This
be
the
to
gradual
appearance,
appears
a'-description of
-3+.
in
the raw materials.
Mn
the
present
oxidation, of
rather characteristic
colour
purple
Geilmann and BrOckbauer (1954,457) suggest the manganese was available in wood ash,
and values of up to 4.25% MnO has been quoted in beechwood ash (Newton 1978,59)
documented
both
Hunter-1
981,28),
1.82%
MnO
Wealden
In
(Sanderson
and
oak ash
and
wood ashes used for Medieval glassmaking.
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Newton has suggested the Medieval

glassworkerchangedthe colourof glass by exertingcontroloverfurnaceconditionsrather
than adding colorantsand decolorants.
Alternatively,the intentionaladdition of manganeseas a decolorantmight
be in the form of pyrolusite(MnOj (Greenand Hart 1987,276). This mineralIs commonly
found In Britain at Endellion, Cornwall and at Hartshill, Mancetter (Greg and Lettsom,
1858,286), and further afield in Sardinia and Bavaria. Other commonly occurring
manganeseoresfound in Britainincludepsilomilane(approximately75%manganesewith
15% BaO, 5% K20 and 1% CaO), diallogite (between 70-90% manganese, 2-3% CaO, 27% MgC03 and up to I I% FeO), and finally wad which can contain up to 50% iron oxide
(and Is thought to have been mentioned by ancient authors (Davy 1815,117)).

All of

these are found In Cornwall,, the most prosperous sites being around Endellion and
Tintagel, and all but wad are found at Hartshill in Warwickshire. Other findspots include
Exeter (psilomilane), Derbyshire'(wad), Ayrshire and Aberdeenshire (manganite, wad) and
Shropshire (diallogite) (Greg and Lettsom, 1858,286-93). Rhodochrosite (MnCO3),which
contains up to 50% manganese has been found in various places In Germany, Italy,
Sardinia and France (Mondadori 1983,92).

2.3.4.4

Antimony
Antimony is the other principal decolorizer'used in ancient glassmaking.

It is a stronger oxidizing agent and thus a more efficient decolorizerthan
manganese,
producing a more brilliant glass. Its use for decolorising glass is based on raising the
internal oxygen pressure of Ahe'melt to an extent,that FeO is oxidized to Fe2O3
and
gaseous oxygen is liberated (Weyl 1981,118).
Temperature dependence data studied by Bamford (1977,80) for antimony

in soda-lime-silicaglasses under an air atmosphere indicated a predominantly Sb5+
(pentavalent)statefor temperaturesless than 1100"C and a predominantlySb3+statefor
greater than 1300"C. The glass fining action of antimony can be explained by such
changes. As the glass batch containing Sb2O5is heated,the change from Sbr3+
to Sb3+
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liberatesoxygengas which aids In removingdissolvedgasessuch as H20,SO2andCO2.
On cooling,the changefrom Sb3+to Sb'5+is possibleonly by absorbingoxygenfrom the
bubbles remaining in the glass which were not swept out in the initial heating. The
cooling is too rapid and the diffusion in the glass too slow to permit significantreaction
with the outside atmosphere.
Antimony was also used as the principal opacifier in opal glasses from an

early period up to the beginning of the fourth centuryAD when it was succeededby tin
oxide (Turner and Rooksby 1961,1-2). Opacity in glass is produced by adding antimony
to soda-lime-silica glass where it reacts with the calcium to produce opaque white crystals
(Ca2Sb2O7);

of calcium antimonate,

however if the temperature is increased the crystals

redissolve and a colourless glass is produced. In lead glass lead pyroantimonateIs
produced (Sayre 1963,269).
To Introduce antimony intentionally into the glass batch a mineral such as
stibnite

(Sb2S3) Was'

probably

added

(Napier

1879,236)

or

bindheimite

(Pb2(Sb,B')20, (O.OH)) a lead antimonate which would produce opaque crystals of

Pb2Sb2O7
(Biek and Bayley 1979,9). The most likely source of antimony as stibnite,
which is the richest antimony-containingmineral ore, was known from Egyptian times
where it was used as make-up (Napier1879,237). The mineralstibnite containsaround
72% antimony(Jones 1987,220), and large depositsoccur in Italy (mainlySardinia)and
Central France (Mondadorl1983,28), and in Britain; Cornwall,East Coast of Yorkshire
and Ayrshire, Scotland. Sources of bindheirnitein Britain include Endellion, Cornwall,
where sometimes the mineral can contain up to 2% lime, in addition to 2% iron oxide
(Greg and Lettsom 1858,370-76).
Cervantite, an antimony ore with approximately 12% CaCO, and 2% iron
oxide (ibid, 371), berthe'rite, an antimony sulphide with up to 15% iron ore, traces of zinc
found
Iron
3%
to
all
are
3%,
jamesonite
to
and manganese up
and
which can contain up
in Cornwall (ibid, 370-376). An alternative antimony ore, but with lower proportions of
Germany,
England,
Cornwall,
in
(25%),
found
is
bournonite
is
(PbCuSbS,)'which
antimony
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Sardinia, and Tuscany, Italy (Mondadorl 1983,43).
When antimony and manganese are present together in glass an

(Sanderson
(Eq.,
follows
2.4)
and
two
between
the
elements as
equilibrium exists
Hutchings 1987,103):

2+

2Mn

+ Sb5+

2Mn

3+

3+

+ Sb

(Eq. 2.4)

The position of this equilibrium is controlled by the relative concentrations
When
is
transition
the
the
only
manganese
the
two
conditions.
melting
of
elements and
Ion in soda-lime-silica glasses the Mn2+ state Is favoured. When antimony is present,
Mn2o, is reduced by oxides of antimony. However this equilibrium can be manipulated
to produce purple and pink hues depending upon furnace conditions (ibid, 103).

2.3.4.5

The use of manganese and antimony as decolorizers In glasses
Pliny (Eichholz 1962,153) talks of a new method of glass production which

in
Campania
from
Volturno
River
in
Italy,
the
to
aimed make colourlessglass,
using sand
and that a similar processwas used In Gaul and Iberia (Price 1987,30). The process he
infers may have involvedthe use of such decolorizersas those described above.
That antimonyand manganesewere added intentionallyto ancient glass
has been argued by Sayre(1963)who found that for both antimonyand manganese,the
0

concentrationsencounteredin colourlessglass from the mid second millenniumBC until
the end of the first millenniumAD, predominantlyfell into two groups; high concentrations
(grouping around I% in both) and low concentrations (less than 0.10/6)(see Figure 2.12).

The low concentration,especially In coloured glasses, he attributedto the result of the
normal inclusion of impurities or by the accidental inclusion by a variety of processes
such as the use of cullet, and the higher concentrations in colourless glasses, the result
of deliberate addition (Sayre 1963,265).
The introduction of these oxides to colourless glass would be primarily to
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remove discoloration due to iron through oxidation and chemical complexing. However
glass melts containing antimony would tend to flow more easily and be more free of
t

entrapped air bubbles, thus acting as a clarifier.
Sayre (1963) found two distinct trends related to use; the first around the
eastern Mediterranean and Near East, the second from Italy and Northern Europe. In the
eastern Mediterranean and Near East regions there was a chronological shift from no
decolorants in the mid-second millennium BC to the use of antimony in the first
millennium BC followed, in the Roman centuries, by a shift to manganese which
eventually superseded antimony. The introduction of antimony was correlated with the
production of low magnesium and potassium glasses, the antimony later gradually being
replaced by manganese.
Specimens from Italy and Northern Europe to the ninth century AD, all of

the low magnesiumtype, were *alsoexamined. The data on Italian and Rhenishglass
(Table
Figure
2.26;
these
in
trends
the
additives
of
use
providesa pictureof chronological
2.13aand b). In the first and early second centuriesAD there is an occurrenceof glasses
From
the
high
manganese.
plus
with
manganesealone, antimonyalone, and antimony
late secondcenturyand mostof the third century,glasseswere predominantlyof the high
antimony (especially for very high quality ware such as cage diatreta) or antimonyfourth
to
the
the
third
through
type,
in
there
trend
the
when
of
end
manganese
was a
centurytowards increasedrelativemanganeseconcentrations.The frequentoccurrence
of glass containingadditiveamountsof both antimonyand manganesecontrastswith the
rare occurrence of such glass in the Middle East.
In conclusion Sayre (1963)suggests:

There is evidence both elementswere used as colorants and opacifiers before
being used as decolorantsindicating a logical progression.

2.

In the case of antimony in particularthe concentrationsencounteredin the high
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rangesare too great to be readily explainedon the basis of accidentalinclusion,
and these concentrations,just in excess of the Iron, would be enough to
successfullyoxidizethe Iron and decolorizethe glass. In additionthey are found
in high concentrationsIn the majority of colourlessglass, but rarely In coloured
glasses,agaln Indicatingdeliberateuse.

3.

The shifts between high and low concentrations in many areas seem more
characteristic of deliberate addition than chance geographic variation. In many
cases one element appears to replace the other in glasses of the same basic

composition.

This confirmed an earlier paper by Sayre and Smith (1961,1825) who

suggested Roman glass was i soda-lime-silicaglass which was characterisedby the
increasing use of manganese oxide (MnO) rather than antimony oxide (Sb2o) as a
decolorantin concentrationsin the order of 1% towards the end of the Roman period.
This has been confirmedby Velde and Gendron(1980,185)where a minor but consistent
quantityof MnO (0.09-1.66%)was seen in Gallo-Romancolourlessglasses dating from
the first to fourth centuriesAD.
That these decolorizers, and especially manganese, were not added

intentionallyto some groups of glasseswas first suggestedby Geilmannand BrOckbauer
(1954,458) who pointed out that In potassium-rich glasses of the late Middle Ages,

manganesewas Introduced unintentionallythrough the use of beechwood ash as the
alkaline component. Newton (1978) also supports this In studies of British Medieval

potash glasses.
Turner (1956a, 48T) records that small amounts of manganese occur In

the soils and sands of Egypt, and that it appears in varying amounts in Egyptian
Eighteenth Dynasty glasses. Uterary evidence also does not clarify this point. The
reference to 'lapis magnes' In Pliny, In the production of soda-lime-silica glasses, is
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ambiguousand unsubstantiated(seeBecton 2.1.2). It is only in the sixteenthcenturythat
Biringucclo discussesthe addition of manganese'It does not melt in such a way that
metal can be extracted from it, but when it accompaniesthings disposed to vitrify it
colours them a beautifulviolet, and with it glassmakerscolour their glass to that shade
...

It also has In it a certain propertywhich cleansesmelted glass when it is mixed with

it and causes it to change from green to yellow to white' (Smith and Gnudi 1943,113;
Turner 1956a,491).
With regard to antimony, Newton (1980,175) has argued that, although
colourless glasses contain antimony, it is unlikely it was deliberately added. He suggests
ancient glassmakers could have used 'secret' raw materials which gave them colourless
introducing
The
being
through
problems
of
such small
contaminated with antimony.
glass

amountsin his opinionseem 'overwhelming'.Supportfor this is given by Biek and Bayley
(1979,17)who suggestthat it'is 'quite inconceivablefor such accuratecontrolof chemical
for
(1984,54)
the
Sanderson
have
been
to
who
argue
et
a/.
attempted',and
ingredients
Scandinavian
first
Dutch
British,
inclusion
in
and
of antimonyand manganese
accidental
millenniumglassesthrough the use of cullet.
If the addition of small amounts of colorants is 'Inconceivable'(Newton
1980,175), the same could be argued for the deliberate addition of cobalt. A deep blue
coloration Is produced with only 0.05-0.2% CoO In Roman glasses (Goilmann 1962,187);
but the deliberate addition of this has never been questioned, even in the form of

concentratedWits' (Biek and Bayley 1979,8).
It Isfeasiblethatjust as sodiumand potassiumwerenot characteriseduntil
the eighteenthcentury, it was known by ancient glassmakersthat adding either or both
lowering
desired
had
in
the
these
form
the
of
effect
of
elements
of plant ash or evaporite
the temperature of the melt. In the same way, antimony may have been added in a
mineralform (as cobaltabove)which had the desiredeffectof opacifying/decolorizingand
the
of
the
nature
the
being
exact
refining
aware of
glass, without the glassmakers
decolorizer.
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Therefore,the low amountsof antimonyseen In ancient colourlessglass
(lessthan I %) could have been added, not as pure antimony,but In some other form,
such as a mineral etc. which would then perhaps have been ground and mixed with a
batch of sand, producing a dilute concentration. This may be illustratedwith reference
to cobaltoreswhich often containcharacteristicminor constituents(Pb-Sb;Ni-Mn-Zn;BI;
Fe, etc.) (Geilmann1962,190). Since the amount of cobalt needed to colour glass Is
extremelysmall (like Sb) these minor constituentsare reduced in the molten glass to an
extremely low level. it Is also possible that various samples or minerals were mixed to
produce the desired colour in a glass.
Gebhard (1989,167) In the analysis of Celtic glass from Manching, has

suggestedantimonymay ariseaccidentallyfrom the use of raw materialsrich in antimony,
although the source of the raw materials Is not discussed.

However,colouf' assessmentfor the most part Is based on subjective
descriptions,and the same Is true for the use of decolorants. The complexInteractionof
many differentfactors makes colour measurementdifficult to relate to glass chemistry,
and it is now becoming clear that true technical appraisal can perhaps be achieved by
a combination of analytical and spectrophotometric data (Hutchings and Sanderson
1981). Glass colour Is a reflectionof manufacturingtechnology In addition to the choice
of raw materials.

2.4

Processes In ancient glass production
Glass production tends to be a blanketterm used to define a number of

processes. These Include glassmaking which is the manufacture of glass from the raw
materials, and subsequent shaping. Cullet (broken and waste glass), can be added to
this to help the melting process; it can also be remelted alone, and this Is termed
glassme/ting. When glass Is melted and manipulated to produce objects, eg. beads, this
Is known as glassworking. Glassb/oWng Involves Inflating glass using a blowing iron
which produces characteristic types of melted waste found In association with
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glassmelting (see Secton 3.3.4).

Glassmelfingis less complexthan glassmaking,requiringa lowerfurnace
temperature,and needing less time, energyand hencecost to producefinished objects.
In the production of modern soda glass the raw materials are mixed
together and heated to a temperature of approximately 15000C, which allows them to
react quickly to form glass (Frank 1982,3).

When the molten glass has cooled to

approximately 1000"C it is viscous enough to be worked.

m

2.4.1

Fritting
In antiquity the high temperatures needed for the production of silica glass

from the raw materialswould be difficult to reach becauseof less sophisticatedfurnace
technology, and
glass manufacturebecame a two stage process (Blek and Bayley
-so
1979,1). , The raw materials-(silica, an alkali and possibly a calcium containing
700-800"C
to
time
heated
for
together
approximately
some
compound)were mixed
and
to drive off gassesand impuritiesand lower the temperatureof subsequentglass fusion
by fluxing the silica with the soda -a process known as fritting (Turner1956c,293T). A
frit is the granularmaterialcreated after heatingthe constituentraw materialsof glass to
drive off volatileby-products. In some publicationsthe term frft is used improperlyfor the
for
factories,
the
discarded
for
or
at
glass
vitreous waste products
substance glass,
Egyptian blue or faience (Grose 1989,10). The raw materialswere often processed
beforefritting to increasethe successof the finished glass,and to rid the mix of unwanted
impurities. The frit was not allowed to melt
Afterwardsthe resultantfrit was broken,ground to a powderand mixedto
increase the surface area for melting and produce a homogeneousglass. Less time
It
then
fuel.
less
hence,
was
be
for
further
would
needed
melting to produce glass and
this
stage
Into
at
cullet
The
1000"C.
ground
of
addition
put
cruciblesand meltedat about
would again reduce the temperaturerequired to produce molten glass.
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The subsequent molten glass would then be cast, blown, worked and

finished by gentle annealing.

Glassmelting and working properties

2.4.2

Howa glasswill reactupon meltingand subsequentmanipulationdepends
upon a variety of factors.

The choice of basic glass solids - glass production from the raw materials or

0

remelting from cullet.
The glass and its properties - the type of basic raw materials such as soda,

in
the matrix.
each
potash, and relativeamountsof
The temperature of forming - which dependent upon furnace technology.
The constraints by which glass is encouraged to form, such as moulded or blown

glass.

In the manufactureof modern soda-limeglassesthere are four stages to
the glassmeltingprocess using ready formed glass (Cummings1980,72-4):

I.

Room temperature to annealing point (540*C). Whilst the main body of the glass

is still solid, and will not bend or deform, its top surface is just soft.

:S

2.

From annealingpointto the softeningpoint, usually540-710"C. Withinthis range
it is possible to bend glass sheet over moulds without much surface distortion or
change in section thickness.

3.

From the softening point at 710"C to around 8200C where stretching and

is
It
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is
increasing
this
that
rates.
part
reached
stage
will
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at
softening
former
is
form
for
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responsible
or
part
mould
of
pieces,
a
only
where
supported
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and the unsupported glass deforms under gravity.

Extending from 820-10000C this is the stage during which glass reaches its point

of least viscosityand can be poured like thick treacle.

These stages are not exclusive and do not have precise boundaries.

The productionof reasonablequalityglass dependsupon the heat of the
furnace and the speed of founding. If the ingredients are heated too slowly the glass will
contain many small air bubbles and impurities which become trapped in the viscous liquid
as it cools. To avoid this, modern furnaces are heated to a high enough temperature
before the materials are placed in the crucible, then heated again, before being reduced
to the temperature needed to work the glass.

In antiquity,furnaceconstruction,fuel and use of the prevailingwind, with
the aid -of bellows, would have been used to produce the high temperaturesneeded.
Price (1976,115) suggests that since wood-fired furnaces were dependent on wind for the

draughtto producethese high temperaturesit cannotalwayshavebeen possibleto work
the glass furnaces,and many batcheswould havebeen spoiled. However,accordingto
Bryant, (1973,155) wind speed and direction did not have a large impact upon the

temperatures reached in permanent domed-pottery kilns, especially with the use of
strategicallyplaced shields. Glass furnaces may have been of a similar style (Section
3.3.1).
Melting experiments carried out by Turner (1956c, 294T) and Brill (1963,

130) using gradient furnaces showed that typical Roman glass, made from the raw
materialsafter fritting, would begin to melt at 725"C, becomeworkable at between800900"C, require a final meltingtemperatureof 1100*C, and have a temperatureof at least
1080"Cfor satisfactoryblowingoperations.Any differencesin meltingtemperatureswere
probably due to, slight differences in glass composition (see Section 2.6.1). A Usual
temperatureachievablein ancient furnaceswould be in excess of 900*C (Bryant1973,
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154; 1977,116; 1980,38), although a temperature of 1270"C has been achieved in a
furnace modelled on the southern type of glass producing furnace (Newton and Davison
1989,111; see Section 3.3.1). Recent experiments in the production of glass beads from
cullet have recorded a temperature of 9000C, after four hours, in an open clay hearth
using forced air ventilation (T Gamm, personal communication). Therefore it Is possible
to achieve relatively high temperatures without sophisticated equipment.

If the glass is held at too high temperatures(800"C for ready formed
modern glass) for a sustained period, a white scum develops on the glass surface,
causedwhen the surface of the glass loses some of its constituentsdue to prolonged
incandescence. When the glass Is cool this manifests itself In shrinkage or devitrification

where the surface of the glass loses its gloss and becomes milky or crystalline
(Cummings 1980,72).

2.4.3

Vessel forming

The methodsused by craftsmenin antiquityhas had an influentialrole in
the identification of varioustypes of glass and in determiningtheir date and provenance.
In fact, most reports organise glass Into groups according to their basic type Of

manufacture.
With the development of knowledge of Roman glass forms, it has become

clear that certainvessels,or groups of vessels,superficiallysimilar In appearance,may
havebeen manufacturedor finished by cUfferentprocedures;or that products of different
cultures,regions,periods,andworkshopsmayhaveemployedthe samebasictechnology
but with significant differences In detail. However, the dearth of excavated and published

factory sites limits our understandingof the working methods employed.
From present knowledge,Romanglass from the earliest periods tended
to be manufacturedusingfour main methods;applyingmoltenglass, or sectionsof coiled
glass rods to a pro-formedcore, carvingfrom a glass block, casting In moulds, and after
the first century AD, blowing (both free and mould blowing) (Price 1976,111). This study
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does not encompass those methods of sand core vessels, inlay, mosaic, cane sectioned
or millefiorl glasses of the early Roman period, but the latter two forms which were more

common in Britainfrom the first century,such as cast and blownvessels,are discussed.

a)

Glasscasting
In heat forming, the glass is P*lacedin a furnace in powdered form, or
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produced by sagging over a mould.

Crucible pouring. Cold glass is placed in a crucible inside a furnace. When the glass

is moltenit is removedfrom the furnaceand poured into, overor onto a mould (ibid, 117).
Even in its molten state glass has a strong skin at as boundarywith air, which allows it
large
from
be
filed
to
one
This
be
to
cut with shears.
allows a small number of moulds
Section
(see
blowing
Those
crucible or vice versa.
sites not showing evidenceof glass
3.3) may have formed glass by moulding or heating glass over moulds.

Glass casting moulds. Virtuallyany materialcan be used as a mould,such as domestic
bowls or plates, which are inert at the fabricaton temperature (around 9000C) so long as
134).
(ibid,
to
a layer of chalk between the glass and the mould is used prevent sticking
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b)

Romanforms produced by using moulds
The technology of sagging over formers seems to have been developed

around the end of the first century BC, In Syrio-Palestineand later around the
Mediterraneanbasin. It is around this period that glass is found in increasedquantities
on all archaeologicalsites throughoutthe Romanworld (Grose1984a,38). This is In part
becauseof favourableeconomicconditionsleadingto the expansionof the Romanglass
industryat this time. The productionmethodsadoptedspeededthe fabricationof finished
tablewares,reducedthe amountof polishingnecessaryand enabledthe glassworkersto
work at lower temperatures. Sagging blanks required only that the glass softened
sufficiently to take on the shape induced by the former, and this was important, not only
because high temperatures were difficult to sustain over long periods, but the amounts
of fuel needed would be reduced. The vessels produced before the first century AD tend
to be cast and most are deliberately and brilliantly coloured, some polychrome. Types
include cast linear-cut bowls, and certain classes of cast ribbed bowls (see Harden 1987,
50-52).

Examplesof Roman vessel forms found in Britain such as ribbed and
hemisphericalbowls were- produced by sagging over or into a former, the outside
surfacesoften being fire-polishedand the interiorsground. It a vessel thickens towards
the rim it may have been produced by sagging.
Vesselsmade by a variationof this arethe pillar-mouldedbowlswherethe
surfacesare a mix of fire-polished,pressed and ground finishes. Where these bovAs
appear In large numbers,this suggestssagging methodswere an attemptto produce a
larger quantity of these objects than castings could (see Chapter4).

C)

Blowing
Glass forming underwent,an Importantchange with the developmentof

blowing. It became a material which could be worked In 'factories' and could be
produced speedilyto provide low cost containers. The range and size of vessels at this
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time are seen to increasedramatically.
The following is a description of the methods used by modem glass

blowers,and probablyancientglassworkers,and is similarto one describedby Agricola
(Hoover and Hoover 1950,592).
After glass has been melted in the furnace to the required temperature, the
glassblower uses the blowing iron to gather a 'gob' of molten glass from the pot in the

furnace by twisting the iron so that the molten glass collects on ft. This iron would be
probably approximately 3-5 feet long to protect the glass worker from the heat of the
furnace, depending upon the size of the furnace. After inflating the gob of glass by
blowing through the iron, the vessel is manipulated into the desired shape by swinging
it, and marvering (rolling) it on a flat surface (probably fine grained stone), shaping it with
tools such as tongs or blowing it Into a preformed mould.

The whole process is short

for simple shaped vessels and all that is required is the finishing of the rim and base. For
larger vessels the whole process is repeated. For more complex shapes, such as vessels
with stems and feet and handles, more than one glassmaker is usually needed as it is

essentialto keep the blown body rotatingwhile the extra glass for the stem is gathered
and added to the base and worked into shape.
For the neck and base to be finished or the application of the base or
handle the vessel must be removed from the blowing iron and attached to a pontil iron

(usuallyabout 3 feet long) which is affixedto the bottom of the vesselwith a seal of glass
,44ft

called a pontil-wad. The vessel may be held by both the blowing iron and pontil rod for
some forms of applied decoration or handle application,after which both are removed
and the vessel,which should no longer be flexible is placed In an annealingoven to be
slowly cooled.
The removalof the vesselfrom the pontl producesa roundscar,or jagged
ring of glass at the point of contact between the two surfaces, A disk of glass, known as

bases
be
concave
a post, may also
present, which was attachedto some vesselswith
(Bimson 1980,9). These features would be removed in the finishing processes.
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Most of the glass of the Romanperiod was free blown or blown Into a
mould of either clay or wood, or blown and the sides flattenedon the marverblock. The
lettering
displaying
for
be
themselves,
the
vessels
some
evidence moulds can
seen on
or seams (Price 1978,76).
Rims could be produced by simply cracking off, and possibly grinding
smooth, or cutting off with shears and rounding In the furnace. Some rims were bent over
to form a tubular or flattened form. Bases could be formed in a number of ways, either

by manipulatingthe body or applying a separatebase ring or stem. A full descriptionof
types of rims and bases can be found in Price (1976,125). Decorativetechniquesused
by the Romans could be created while the glass was still hot, or later when the vessel had
cooled by cutting and engraving. Whilst still hot, the glass could be tooled or pinched
to make raised blobs and ridges, or Indents. Coloured glass could also be applied In the
form of trails or blobs which could be left proud of the surface or marvered flush.

Decorationafter the vessel had annealedand cooled was accomplished
by painting,wheel cutting and engraving. No painted exampleswere examinedfor this
thesis. Wheel cutting and engraving were used throughout the Roman period, from
simple lines on Hotheimcups (Price 1978,73), through facet cut beakers (Oliver 1984)
to such vessels as elaborate cage cup vessels like the Lycurgus Cup (Harden and
Toynbee 1959). ,

Evidence for blown glass

With the introduction of blowing, production of Roman vessel glass
Increased and this quickly led to the establishment of glassworks throughout the Roman
empire. The first examples of blown vessels have been found in Syrio-Palestine from the
first half of the first century BO. Blown vessels have also been found in Italy dated to the
end of the first century BC/beginning of the first century AD. More recently finds of blown
vessels have been seen from Jerusalem, dated to the first century AD. What Is notable
about these vessels is that it appears that rather than employing a metal blowpipe, the
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craftsman had used a glass tube. By pinching shut one end and heating it sufficiently he
was able to blow through the opposite end causing the sealed part to expand outward,
thereby fashioning the body of a small bottle. According to Grose (1984b, 33-4), tube

blowing, as opposed to blowing using a metal blowpipe, is very limited in scope and
capable only of fabricating small bottles and related artefacts.
Tube blowing may have been a preliminary stage leading to the invention

of the metal blow pipe, or an experiment,or a contemporaryand alternativemethod of
blowing glass. Blown glass is by far the most common form of vessel production by the
second century AD and can be seen throughout the Roman world. Some examples can
be seen in unguent bottles, cylindrical cups, globular flasks and mould-blown vessels
such as square bottles (see Chapter 4).

2.4.4

Window glass
Window glass was also made in the Roman period, the first occurrence

being from the first century AD was cast probably in wooden moulds. After casting, the
pane was ground smooth on one surface and left shiny on the other. Later cylinder-blown
This
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the
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to
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use
window glass was made; current evidence points
gathered and blown in the same way as vessel glass, but swung on the end of the
blowing iron to form an elongated cylinder which was then removed from the Iron, and
by
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to
spinning an
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a
opened out
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sheet, or'muff'.

large
force
to
iron
by
as
a
create
centrifugal
amount of molten glass centred on an
out
disk as possible, thus making the thinnest glass at the edge the best for use as window
glass (Price 1976,124).

2.4.5

Bead and, bangle production
Glass beads have been produced in Britain from the Iron Age (Henderson
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glass
been
melting
made
and Warren 1981). Although some beads could have
the
on
glass
of
cane
or
crucibles, it is more likely that they were made by placing a piece
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end of a pontil rod or on a core and heating it in the furnace or hearth (Guido 1978,7).
The glass could then be heated to a temperature which would allow the manipulation of
the glass and a bead shape produced. The Initial glass could either have been produced

on site or imported. Thereforecrucibles and large amountsof glass wastewould not be
produced,or subsequentlyfound on bead makingsites. The meltingof glass in crucibles
would be too wastefulfor the manufactureof beads,especiallyif they were made in small
numbersof differing colours (colouringcould be added to the molten masson the pontil
rod). The manufactureof beads in this way may howeverproduce waste from the end
of the pontil rod, thought to be characteristicof moiles (Section 3.3.4). Other bead
manufacturing processes are discussed by Guido (1978,8).
Romano-British bangles are commonly found in Scotland and northern
England (Kilbride-Jones 1938; Stevenson 1956; 1976; Price 1988). They all appear to
have been made In one seamless piece, probably being produced by gathering a lump
of molten glass on a pointed metal rod, pushing a second rod into the centre alongside
the first rod, and then spinning and manipulating the two rods in order to widen the
aperture symmetrically, a process similar to the manufacture of some bead types (Guido
1978,7; Price 1988,341). They were then decorated using glass rods to produce twisted
cords, marvered trails or blobs.

2.4.6

Annealing
Glass acquires stress within its structure upon cooling and hardening to

room temperature,and unless this stress is releasedor reduced the glass will shatter.
Stress is caused by different parts of the glass being at different
temperatures and therefore different points in the shrinkage cycle. If the glass passes
through the transformation point between the liquid and solid states, and solidifies, these
Imbalances will be frozen within the form and potential breakage stresses will be created.
The release of strain involves the evening out of these stresses by creating an even
temperature throughout the body of the glass and lowering the temperature constantly
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and evenlyin a process known as annealing. The circumstanceswhich affectannealing
vary considerablybetweenpieces; the type of glass, variationsof thicknesswithin the
glass object, and dispositionwithin the furnace.
Eachtype of glass needs to be assessedfor transformationtemperature
and then kept through a band variation of no more than 3-4*C existing within the whole
of the vessel. The surface of the glass is always at a lower temperature than the interior.
Therefore, the most difficult object to anneal will be the one with wide and sudden
variations of thickness, where there will be a problem of keeping both thick and thin
M
sections within the small temperature range.
This problem Is accentuated when different types of glass are mixed
because of incompatibilities of the coefficient of thermal expansion between the two which
are not releasable, eg. in Roman forms of cameo vases.
The annealing point of modern soda-lime glass is 552*C (Cummings 1980,
150), and in the Roman period annealing was estimated to take a day or more (Harden
1987,87).

2.5

Variations in batch composition relating to the raw materials and '

subsequent glassforming processes
From earliest manuscripts up to the twentieth century little change has
occurred in the methods and ingredients for glass manufacture,arriving at similar
^- 11

compositions. Today weights of raw materialsare set out to constitutethe 'batch' and if
a different glass is to be produced a new batch formula Is devised. However,constant
batchformula becomesdifficultto achieved the compositionsof the raw materialsare not
known or are liable to variation. All raw materials,especially naturallyoccurring ones
which containwater, or are hygroscopic,eg. soda, are liable to variationIn their content
of glass forming 'oxides and therefore no batch produced would be so constant.
Aflowancesmust be made for moisture In sand, alkali, etc, before the batch is made.
Alterationsin the amount of alkali In particular has important implicationsfor viscosity.
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Thereforeraw materials must be rigorously pro-treated,including refining and drying
before glass manufacture takes place (Zschimmer 1930,230).

2.5.1

Purification
Removal of Impurities in the raw materials could be achieved by selection,

solution, filtration and evaporation, by fritting and by prolonged heating of the glass to

removevolatilematerials.
Purification of ash by extraction with water would leave calcium and
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magnesium carbonates and phosphates behind in an Insoluble residue. The chlorides
and sulphates would then be recoverable from the extract by evaporation. Therefore, the

presenceof phosphatein large amounts in glass, as a rule, might suggest purification
was not carried out (Turner 1956c, 293T).

A complication,however,is that sands containvarying amountsof many
impurities including for example lime, magnesia, alumina and iron oxides (ibid, 293T). It
is therefore unlikely that the initial components of the raw materials would be represented
in the same proportions in the finished glass as those that initially entered. This does not
take into account any other additions to the batch such as colorants, 'decolorants,
opacifiers and, of course, cullet. Therefore matching the raw materials to the finished
product remains an enigma.

2.5.2

Frifting

Changestaking place during fritting depend upon the purity of the sand,
the composition of the alkali, the temperature, the duration of fritting and whether the
furnace conditions are reducing or oxidizing (Table 2.27a and b) (ibld, 293T) (see Section
2.4.1.1).
Experiments on clean sand, pure limestone and sodium carbonate have
suggested a slow chemical reaction of sodium carbonate on grains below 600"C which
become more rapid at 8-900"C when the raw materials become fritted (ibid, 2941).
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In addition to inconsistencies between different types of alkalis, depending
upon which alkali source was used, various proportions (from 5-80%)would be unreactive
and therefore not be incorporated into the glass. Those components which would react
with the silica component of the sand are carbonates and bicarbonates, sulphites and
sulphides (ibld, 294T). The chlorides are partially unreactive, sodium chloride and
potassium chloride melt and volatilize depending upon the temperature reached, without
decomposition; whilst the sulphates react slowly unless reduced by carbonaceous
materials to sulphites or sulphides above 750"C. The reaction of silica and sodium
This
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In a glass of composition75% SiO2;9.2%CaO; 15.8%Na20the solubility
(1939,265T)
Turner
to
Bateson
by
found
and
1400"C
was
of sodium chloride at around
be 2.34%. At temperatures of up to 12000C as expected from the wood-fired furnaces
likely to be used (Turner 1956c, 295T; see Section 2.4.2) the removal of excess chlorine
by volatilisatilonwould therefore not take place and would have to be achieved other than
by prolonged heating.

2.5.3

Glassmaking

a)

Solubility

Awýý

k9ý

,

In the conversion of frit to glass the alkali salts melt, dissolve in one

Decomposition
Into
take
solution.
anotherand also
calcium and magnesiumcarbonates
K)
(Na
proceeds
Ca)
and
(Mg
carbonates
of alkaline earth carbonates
and alkaline
and
rapidly. For example,kelp (or seaweed,Table 2.19) which containssodium carbonate
and sulphite and potassium chloride and sulphate would produce a soda-rich glass
because of the limited reactability of chlorides and sulphates (Turner 1956c, 2961).
Therefore,the compositionof the final glass will dependnot on the total amountof salts,
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but on the amount of each in the form of carbonates, bicarbonates, sulphites and
sulphides, which are capable of reacting with the sand.
The reactions between the constituents in a glass batch proceed even

betweensolid materials,but are facilitatedby melting. Immiscibilityis rare and silica with
alumina,soda or potashgives homogeneousmeltings. Two liquid layerscan be formed
in meltingsof silicawith lime, magnesiaand ferric oxide,and solubilityis dependentupon
time and temperature,as well as the nature of the substance.
0
VolatilizaUon
Antimony oxide, and sodium and potassium sulphates all volatilize to
varying degrees when the batch mixture is melted. With a glass of 73.5% S'02; 9.2%
CaO+A'203; 16.5% Na20, soda is lost between 1250-1450"C and some potassium
carbonate may also be lost (ru -mer 1930,373).
Between 1350-1400"C the volatilization of several common oxides per I%
of oxide originally present is as follows (ibld, 373):

Na2o(present as

Na2CO.

Na2o(present as

Na2SO4)

K20

(present as K2CO)

)

0.032%
0,0rl

0/0

0.12%.

This has subsequently been confirmed by other workers. Howarth and
Turner (1930,395) found with sodium carbonate, no Volatilization when heated In air at
6-700"C for 6 hours, but slight Volatilization at around 8000C, which increased at
temperatures in excess of 1000"C. In soda-lime-silica glasses the reaction Is similar.
Gehlhoff and Thomas (1930) melted 100-200 kg of high magnesia soda-lime-silica glass
at 1200-1400"C for 7 hours. This was repeatedly cooled and remelted until an excess of
20 meltings had occurred (Table 2.28).
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Table 2.28 shows not only soda, silica and potash are lost through
volatilization, but concentrations of iron, and alumina appear to rise. This may be due to

contaminationfrom the crucible and a percentageincreaseof some oxides through a
decreaseof others.
Therefore it is likely some alkalis are lost when glass is manufactured. In
addition work by Turner (1956c, 293T) showed that calcium and magnesium carbonates

have low dissociationtemperaturesand also may be lost from the glass batch (Table
2.29). This may account to a certain degree for the consistent compositions of many
t

Roman glasses, where volatilization may take place until an equilibrium is reached.
This may have implications for the remelting of cullet.

It has been

suggestedby Heyworth(1991,390), that much early post-Romanglass, and especially
Saxonglass is the result of remeltingof earlierRomanglass (Section2.6.2). If this is the
case, sufficient subsequent rnýlts should show a trend similar to that above, with
increased levels of iron and alumina and decreasedlevels of soda, silica and potash
(althoughsmall differencesmay be impossibleto detect).
Thereforethe equilibrium does not indicate the complete history of the
glass batch, especiallyas glass containsso manydifferentoxideswhich will influencethe
melting temperature.

It Is apparent that even the two basic componentsare both complex in
character and liable to variation in composition. This may be one explanationof why
ancient accounts give such varying recipesfor basic soda-lime-silicaglasses,with such
great differencesin the proportions of the two main ingredients.
In addition impurities may induce chemical reactions between different
compoundswhich affectthe solubilityand insolubilityof variouscompoundsin each other
form.
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to
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and serve
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addition to problems of insolubility, unreactability and volatilization of some components,
may cause the glass composition to differ from that expected.

2.6

The composition of Roman and Immediate post-Roman glasses

Various authors have undertakento analyse glasses from a variety of
periods and geographical areas with an aim to group glasses according to chemical
composition, and to aid in provenance studies (Bezborodov 1975; Sayre and Smith 1961;
Sanderson and Hunter 1980; Velde and Sennequier 1985; Henderson 1988 amongst
others). Other authors have interred glass types on the basis of analytical work and
accounted for them in terms of raw materials (Turner 1956b; Geilmann 1955; Brill 1970;
Biek and Bayley 1979; Sanderson and Hunter 1981). These analyses primarily aim to
determine similarities and differences in glasses compositions which have been made of
discretely different raw materials.
Four factors should be borne in mind when considering the chemical
composition of glasses.

1.

The complex chemicalcompositionof the raw materialsfrom which the glasses
were formed, and subsequent changes In the glass forming process.

2.

The possible addition of foreign cullet and widespread trade in glass.

The possible inhomogeneityof the glass.
0

The extent of weathering and corrosion to which glasses have been subjected

since they were made.

Therefore the following discussion relates to compositional trends rather

than discrete groups.
The first major work of this kind was by Turner (1956b) who reviewed a

variety of analyses undertaken by other workers. His assimilationof Roman glasses
together with those of other workers are seen In Table 2.30, along with analyses of glass
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from the Immediate post-Roman period. These analyses show various common traits:

The composition Is seen to be complex; there are a large number of
constituentsthat go to make up the glassesenteringwith the raw materials,and as direct
additives.
The predominance is of a soda-lime-silica type glass, the major
components are soda, potash, lime, magnesia, alumina and silica. None seem to contain
appreciable amounts of lead. In all the glasses silica is usually in the range 65-70%, and

only rarely exceeds70%.
0
Thereis a predominanceof soda overpotashin Romanglass,where it can
be up to 304old higher, up to the Medieval period when the change in alkali source from
soda-rich ash derived from maritime plants or evaporites to that produced inland such as
beechwood (Turner 1956b, 177T) (see Section 2.3.2).
characteristically less than I. M.

The K-20 content is

Low potassium and magnesium are generally thought

to represent the use of a naturally occurring sodium carbonate or natron as the source
of flux for the glass. However, two analyses of Roman colourless vessel glass found in
Bohemia Indicates that Roman glass recipes occasionally contain very high levels of K20
and low levels of Na2O,although the authors suspect the glass may have been Imported
(FrAna et a/. 1987,87); an example of Roman potash glass has been seen in an Italian
sample with 10% Na2O and 8% K20 (Mirb et a/. (1992,123) and Sanderson and Hunter
(1980,263) also reported three samples with lower soda and higher potash (mean Na20
12-10/o,K20 4.5%) levels than expected from the fifth to sixth century site at Cadbury
Congresbury, which they attribute to a transitional type of glass.

An alternativereasonfor the apparentlack of potash glass in this period
has been discussed by Newton (1980,177) who suggestedMedievalglass decays at a
rate of 0.5 mm per century. Thereforesince early Romantimes such glass would have
lost 10 mm; as not many glass articles are jo mm thick they would have completely
perished. Thus the skill of ancient glassmakersin choosing durable compositionsmay
have
be
have
others
and
durable
only
remained
a statistical effect, whereby the
ones
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perished (ibid, 177).

Alumina Is an almost universalconstituent,as may be anticipatedsince
clay and other minerals,especially kaolinite, often occur in sands, and it can also be
derivedfrom refractorycontainersused for meltingglass (see Section6.6.2.1). Generally
aluminaIs presentat 1-5%,although one fragmentfrom Mainz had a very high value of
7.12%(Turner1956b, 170T).
According to Velde and Gendron (1980,186), the alumina content in Gallo-

Romanglassesis consistent,near 3% indicating its presenceis quite premeditated. No
impuritieswould be so consistentIn quantity. They suggestthe Romanswere aware of
its properties as a mechanical and chemical stabilizer and added it deliberately with clay
kaolinite, or feldspar, but the source has not been Identified. The addition of alumina is
known to aid the mechanical strength of glass and its resistance to aqueous attack
(Morey 1938,64), however Hodges (1989,55) indicates that as alumina raises the melting
point it would not be advantageous to glassmelting. Alum was used in the Roman period
for dying and in medical recipes, and Pliny suggests it was mined in Egypt, Spain,
Armenia, Macedonia and Sardinia, although locations further north are not discussed and
neither Is its deliberate addition to glass (Forbes 1955,182).

Ume is also a universaland major ingredient,possiblybeing derivedfrom
shell sands as the level of MgO is relatively low (see below). The analysis of Gallo-Roman

glass from France shows the Na2Oand CaO contentsto be very consistent (Velde and
Gendron1980,184),moreconsistentthatthose observedby Sayreand Smith (1961),but
this Is a more limited geographicalarea (Table2.30). It is usuallyfound at around the 58% level, but can occasionallybe up to 15%where it appearsto be replacing the soda
1ý

level)
5%
(Jackson
1987,110).
the
around
kat

Magnesiais an Importantconstituentof ancientglasses,afthoughit usually
occurs at levels of less than 1.5%.

According to Matson (1951,84)

the relative

proportionsof CaO and MgO Indicatesthe type of limestoneused In the glass batch; a
dolomitewould have equal proportionsof both (50:50), while a pure calcitewould be low
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in MgO. Many Romanglasses have a high CaO:MgO ratictwhich accordingto Matson
(1951,84) suggeststhe Intentionalselection,and possible importationof limestone. In
Egyptianglasses Matson (1951,84) links this with the presenceof dolomitewhich also
contain in excess of 15% magnesiumcarbonate,but this is refuted by Turner (1956b,
1771)as the high magnesiaglassesseen from the glassmakingsites at Tell-el-Amarna,
Egypt, are not near a source of dolomite (magneslanlimestone). Magnesiummay also
enter the glass with the alkali, especiallyplant ashes (Section2.3.2).
Iron can be found from trace up to 2%, a wide range which may suggest
Usunintentional addition, as a contaminant of the sand (Section 2.3.4.1). After the Roman
period glasses in Britain (fifth to sixth centuries) are seen to have a higher iron content
and by the seventh and eighth centuries levels of iron in glasses from Saxon
Southampton have been noted at around 2.2% (Sanderson and Hutchings 1987,105).
Manganese is generally found in Roman glasses from trace levels

upwards.ý Its addition, either intentionallyor otherwisehas been discussed in Section
2.3.4.2. Accordingto Sayreand Smith (1961,1825-6)Romanglass is characterisedby
low antimony and higher manganese levels in conjunction with low potassium and
magnesiumlevels. Low but consistentvalues around 0.5% are thought to be deliberate
additions as glassmaker'ssoap (Velde and Gendron 1980,185).
Antimonyis seen in only someof the glasses,which Turner (1956b,179T)
concludesis usedas a refiningagent,althoughuse as a decolorantcannotbe discounted
(Sayre and Smith 1961,1825) because it is seen In many colourless glasses at around
0.5%.

Other colouring agents used In Romanglasses, in addition to iron and
manganese,are copper oxide (for blue, green or opaque red) and cobalt oxide (for dark
blue) (Gebhard 1989;Weyl 1981).
Residual constituents include P20, which Is a normal constituent of soda-

lime-silica glasses and may be derived from the sand, or plant ashes (Geilmannand
Jenemann 1953). It does not usually exceed 0.5% until the Medievalperiod. Titanium
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*(C-aO:MgO in the order of 10:1).

is also seen at the trace level, probably as an impurity from the sand. Sulphur and
chlorine are also present (Stern 1990,43).

The near identityand the good durablecompositionof the differentpieces
of Romanglass indicateabest' compositionwas achievedthroughoutthe Romanworld.
Consideringthe numberof variationspossibleby elaborationson a basic formula,a strict
discipline in manufacturingpractice is indicated.

2.6.1

The working properties of Roman glasses
The compositions of Roman glasses can be seen in Table 2.30 which

high
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2.4.2)
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show a good working composition

AJ203
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F0203
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increase
An
its
(Matson
1951,83).
Increase
to
tend
viscosity
combination which would
in A]203+Fe2o3,up to 4%, increases durability, however many Roman and Immediate

post-Romanglasseshavevalueggreaterthan 4%,and this may be explainedby solubility
of the crucible walls (Turner 1956b, 175T), or the use of iron-rich sands.

There Is also more CaO present in nearly all the glasses studied than at
the thermal maximum (of 5%), and more

A1203,

If one considers that aluminiurn can

substitutefor silicon in the glass networkand aluminiumis trivalentand silicontetravalent,
then the excess of Ca is a valence counterpart for aluminium in the equation +1(Na)+4(si)_=
+2(ca)+3(AD,Thereforethe excessCaO Is compensatedfor on a molar basis by

A1203.

Thus

the ternaryminimumCaO-Na2()-S'02lsrespectedwhen A] Is added (Veldeand Gendron
1980,186).

2.6.2

Sources of raw materials for the production of glass In the Roman and
Immediate post-Roman periods
I

Table 2.30 shows that Roman and later first millenniumglass has been
shownby variousauthorsto be dominatedby the soda-lime-silicatype in WesternEurope
which presentsa number of unresolvedarchaeologicaland technical problems.
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Sand sources are numerous in all areas of the Roman Empire, however
using present knowledge of raw materials used by early glassmakers the most likely
source of alkali is the soda-rich evaporite 'natron' found in North Africa and the Middle
East. Alternative sources of soda derived from plant ashes (Turner 1956c; Brill 1970;
Sanderson and Hunter 1981) can be readily distinguished in glass from that made using
natron because the former has much more magnesia and potash (c.4% MgO, 2% KVO)
than natron (c.2% MgO, 0.4% K, (although it is thought seaweed will also produce a
20)
soda-rich glass (Section 2.5.3)). In addition the variation in plant ashes makes firm
However,
in
(Section
2.3.2.3).
to
problematic
a specific plant or part of plant
attribution
general a wide variation in glass composition resulting from the use of plant ashes is not
observed. This may be due to adding glass batches together to overcome wide variations
or because specific parts of plants were selected.
Geilmann et a/. *(1955,148) supports the use of natron in the Roman
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the Danube and Baltic has been suggested by Newton (1980,178). However the
from
the
being
traded
that
were
natron
suggestion
either natron or glasses made of
Middle East throughoutthe first millenniumAD has yet to be widely accepted.
The similarity of glass compositionsin Britain from the Romanto early
Congresbury
Cadbury
from
is
by
the analysis of glass
post-Romanperiod supported
(Table2.30)which shows a mean compositionof both Romanand earlyGermanictypes,
the compositionalanalysisand subsequentstatisticalanalysisbeingunableto differentiate
in
differences
observed
betweenthe two (Sandersonet aL, 1984,62). The very small
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levelsof Iron oxide and titaniumoxide may be a function of cullet re-useand continualremelting (Section2.5.3). Alternativelyit may Indicatethe use of lower grade or unrefined
sands In the post-Romanperiod (Section2.3.1). The authorsconcludethat this similarity
of compositions In glass from different periods was due to the Rhinelandglasshouses
continuing production Into the Germanicera using the same fundamentalmaterialsand
technology, suggesting non-local production In both periods. Other authors have
suggested this similarity may be due to post-Romanglass being derived from the reworking of earlier Roman glass (Heyworth 1991,390), although this may appear untenable
because of the relatively large quantities of post-Roman glass which would have to be

available.
This poses a variety of questions;was natron the only known source of
soda used in this period? How much cullet was available In Roman and immediate postRoman times? What other evidence is available for trade routes to Alexandria (such as
pottery, etc.) to support the suggestion that natron was traded?

With present Informationwe are left with a picture of a long tradition of
I

glassworking within a soda-lime-silicabased technology lasting almost a millennium
through changing political situations, but with no real evidence as to the sources of raw
materials used.

0
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Chapter 3

The location of and archaeological evidence for the production of glass in the
Roman period

3.1

Factors affecting the location of glass production sites
The development of glass In Mesopotamia occurred within a framework

of poor natural resources (wood, stone and metal were all imported). It was influenced
Amftrl

by and borrowed from a number of well-established material technologies and traditions.
Prime among these was ceramics; a technology which used many processes which may
have influenced the development of glass. These were sophisticated kilns, crucible and
sagger production, and a control of glazes and their composition.

Metalworking,

particularly in gold and silver, was in an advanced state, employing techniques like lostwax crucible casting and working of blanks, both of which could be applied to
glassworking. Lapidary working employed the cutting and polishing of stone to create
large vessels, small cylinder seals and gemstones (Cummings 1980,11).

That

glassmaking grew within these industries is likely as it, like metallurgy and pottery
production, involves applying heat to manipulate and modify a class of inorganic materials
(Rye 1981,1). These activities have been collectively labelled 'pyrotechnology' (Wertime
1973,670) because they make use of reactions taking place at elevated temperatures and
require a control of temperature and the gaseous atmosphere surrounding the reacting
materials.

The development and increasing sophistication of techniques of glass

production seem likely to have occurred In conjunction with explorations in the use of
these other materials.
Although it was from ceramics that glass is likely to have taken many of
its techniques, it was with the metal and lapidary workers' products that it Was most
associated. The interaction of these processes can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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In the Roman period, the production of glass became less expensive and

morewidespread,Implyingglasswas made in variouscentres. From an economicpoint
be
furnaces
location
likely
would
the
factors
to
of glassmaking
affect
of view,those
most
the availabilityof sand, and refractoryclay sources for crucibles, supplies of fuel, and
in
factor
However,
unlike pottery production centres, a major
nearnessof a market.
but
is
raw
materials,
settingup a glassmakingcomplex not necessarilya good supply of
more probablywith this higher cost commodity,a regular market place and knowledge
of production techniques. This can be seen with the location of modern glassmaking
0

centres away from major sand deposits (see Section 2.3.1, Figure 2.6).
For example, if we examine contemporary documentary sources, in 1618

a glasshouseproducingutilitarianglasswas built at Kimmeridge,Dorset,promptedby the
local availability of oil shale for fuel. However, the industry soon failed because
Kimmeridgewas not close enoUghto the marketto makethe low quality glass produced
economical(Crossley1987,343). Bearing this in mind, a geological survey of sites of
good glass sand and availabilityof a soda source may not necessarilyIndicatean area
where glassmaking may have taken place. Other factors such as the high cost of
importationof utilitarian goods, or the cessation of the production of certain types of
vessels elsewhere, may provide sufficient impetus for the initiation of a new site of
productionor the relocationof an existing industry.
In addition, if glass was traded as ingots for subsequentmelting, smallscale glassworking could take place on metalworking sites, where once molten, the rest

of the processIs almostidenticalto metal casting,the same crucibles and moulds being
quite acceptable. The evidence of glass production would later become lost In.the
metalworking waste. This may lead to a large number of unidentified small-scale
I
glassworkingsites.
Thereforethe primaryfactorswhich appear to be affectingthe location of
glassmakingsites in antiquity seem to be their associationwith other high temperature
Industriesand their closenessto the market
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3.1.1

Association of high temperature processes In the archaeological

record
It is knownfrom Medievaltimesthat craftsmenof differentskillsfrequently
worked together, either through necessity, eg. the charcoal burner and iron smelter, or
because the raw materials they used occurred close together, or they served the same
markets. Hence, the links between these industries would be fuel, raw materials, furnace
technology and associated processes. The evidence for glassworking at those sites
discussed below Is reviewed In Section 3.3

a)

Evidence of Me association between sites of Roman glass and pottery
production
The association of Roman glass furnaces with pottery kilns has already

been pointed out by Price and Cool (1991,24), in the cases of Mancetter,Castor,Water
Newtonand Sheepen,Colchester. This fits in well with good suppliesof fuel, accessto
kiln
technology,
high
temperature
for
of
trade
the
markets and
collection of cullet, and
building and firing,,already in practice to some extent. By the mid-secondcentury in
Britain there were a number of major nucleated pottery 'industries', each producing a
industrial
These
for
sitesoften
markets.
vessels
rangeof specialised
regionalor provincial
consisted of a large number of kilns in close proximity and each represented a
concentration of resources and effort directed at producing products with shared
Mancetter
"
those
By
Industries
at
their
seen
such
as
characteristics. virtue of
size, pottery
and ColchesterInvolvedlargeworkforces. The evidencefrom potterymanufacturingsites
is easy to detect, ,but evidence of other smaller specialist enterprises, such as
glassworking,are less easily detected.
At Mancetter there is evidence for the large scale production of mortaria

in the second to third centuryAD. Twenty-onepottery kilns have been excavatedwhich
Is
this
it
39),
within
1973a,
and
show a chronologicalprogressionlinked to trade (Hartley
framework of pottery kilns that a glassworkingkiln was discovered. The distributionof
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mortaria produced at Mancetter is seen to spread from Hadrian's Wall down to
Oxfordshire and throughout the Midlands (Figure 3.2), trade being conducted by the use
Other large groups of potters supplying the north-west are from

of waterways.

Wilderspool on the Mersey, which was perhaps more famous for its metal and
glassworking hearths.
At Sheepen, Colchester, a large number of Roman pottery kilns have been
excavated indicating a large production and distribution network (Niblett 1985,6). Earlier
excavations at Colchester have noted the production of high quality samlan ware
0

(Richmond 1966,84), and the melting of glass.
The glass furnaces uncovered at Fleet Ditch, London, may have been

associatedwith pottery kilns as Indicated by John Conyers In the seventeenthcentury.
'The Labourerstould me of som[e] Remainsof other such kind of small kills that was
found up & downe nere the place of the other Pott kills ...' Bumby (1984,75). These
small 'kills' he later describes as glass furnaces.
Excavations In 1912 by Bushe-Fox (IM)

at Wroxeter uncovered, on a site

adjacent to a putative glass furnace, a pottery furnace dated to the first to second
centuriesAD. Otherglassworkingsitesshowingevidencefor potterymanufactureinclude
Calstor by Norwichwhere pottery kilns dated to beforethe third centurywere excavated
(Wacher1974,236), and two small pottery kilns at Silchester(Boon 1974,279-80). It is
likely that many of the glassmakingsites would In fact produce pottery in some form for
crucibles, and for local domestic usage. However it Is interesting to note that many of the

large-scalepotteryIndustriesof the period,such as Mancetter,Colchesterand to a limited
extentWilderspoolwere also producingglass. This glass productionmay havetherefore
been more widespread than Is Indicated during excavation,as with the similarity of
furnacedesign,and the clusteringof glass and potteryfurnaceson those sitesmentioned,
those glass furnaces not showing evidenceof glassy residuesmay have been mistaken
for pottery kilns.
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b)

Evidence'of the association between sites of Roman glass and metal
production
The similarity between metal- and glassworking has been discussed

(Section3.1). In additionto meltingoperationsin crucibles and furnaces,there are other
areas of commontechnology. When metal is cold-workedit can becomeembrittled. To
overcomethis an annealinghearth is requiredwhich for iron does not need to go above
700"C. There is also hot-workingwhich for iron and steel requires temperaturesof
around 1200"C. Many sites have evidence of smithing hearths only, where secondary
working of imported material would have taken place, These are often no more than
holes in the ground and do not contain molten metal waste only a heavily vitrified slagged
lining (Tylecote 1990,163).

It is possible that in some cases glass furnaces were

mistaken for metal smithing furnaces when located amongst metalworking hearths.
Excavations by May (1904) at Wilderspool showed evidence for silver,

copper-alloy and large scale metal production, especially the discovery of many iron
smeltinghearthswith associatedslag, nearthe glassworkinghearths(Section3-3.1)(ibid,
73). Ore roastingfurnaceswere also seen and the bottoms of kilns like those used for
lime burningfor the calciningof iron ore. Cast and wrought iron was producedand there
are the remainsof smithing hearths. From analysisof the iron Tylecote (1990,167) has
shown that the high sulphur content indicatesthey were smelting using coal.
The first to second century glass furnacesfound at Wroxeter(Bushe-Fox
1913,10) were in association with crucibles, melted glass and a few drops of bronze,
which Indicates bronze melting only took place. Other excavations nearby produced
bronze slag and part of a cupellation furnace for extracting silver from lead (Bushe-Fox
1914,11) and five crucibles used for the melting of silver (Bushe-Fox 1916,65). That coal
may have been used for some of these processes is evident. Bushe-Fox reports coal in
the remains of an iron smelting hearth at Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1913,7) and iron slag was
also found in association with a heap of unburnt mineral coal dated to the late first century
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(Atkinson 1942,15; Webster 1955,211).

If coal was used for high temperature iron
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Innerearthworkditch at Silchester,althoughthe furnaceswhich producedthis havenever
been identified (Boon 1974,268; Aano 1977,80). Copper refining and bronzeworking
were also seen, including spoilt work, droplets of metal,casting waste from moulds and
round crucibles(rylecote 1990,37). Therewere also the remainsof two silvercupellation
hearths and there is evidence of silver and pewter working (ibid, 60 and 93).
Apart from large scale pottery production at Sheepen, Colchester, as at
Wilderspool, there is evidence that low carbon steel was produced for blooms or billets.
Coal would have been used and there is abundant evidence for this in the metalworking
and smithing (ibid, 167).

At Caistor by Norwich an ironworkinghearthwas found in the vicinity of
the glass furnace and an oval furnacewith a flue, but with no suggestionput forward as
to its use, although it appeared to contain slag of some type (Atkinson 1932,109).
Tylecote (1990,93 and 158) also mentions evidence at Caistor for iron smithing and

bronzeworking.
Of the sites in London,at Fleet Ditchthere is mentionby John Conyersof
some evidence of metalworking on the same site as the putative glass furnace (Burnby
1984,75). In recent excavations in the Walbrook Valley, London, glassworking finds can
be added to the evidence for metal working which proliferates across the area (Shepherd

and Heyworth1991,14).
This is also the case at Worcester, where evidence of large-scale
ironworking has been found, In association with the glass waste deposits (G McDonnell,

personalcommunication),
Wacher (1974) makes a brief mention of metalworking when discussing
excavations at Leicester. He describes a small silver hearth in the outer colonnade of the

market,which had been used for a preliminaryprocess in the recoveryof silver from late
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base coinage. Nearby was found a cake of metal weighing 5 lb which was composed of
15% copper and 55% lead and traces of silver which, he says, probably came from a
cupellation furnace., Associated with this were 'considerable amounts of once molten
glass, mainly in the form of droplets and threads, [which] probably imply that glass
vessels were made In the same furnace' (Wacher 1974,353).

In conclusion, the evidence discussed above suggests that glass furnaces
are often found in association with other high temperature technologies. For example, at
0

Wilderspool glass, pottery and metalworking all share a common site. At the Walbrook
Valley a similar industrial complex can be seen. At Mancetter there is large scale pottery
production located around the glass furnace, and metal- and glassworking are seen
together at Leicester. This is not unexpected as the industries could share common
Interests such as use of furnaces, markets and fuels. The suggestion that a metal

Wacher
by
tentatively
for
furnace
be
suggested
as
cupellation
could also
glass
used
(1974) at Leicester, should be borne in mind. In the examples seen at London,
Colchester,Wroxeterand Leicesterit is apparentthat thereis also a link here betweenraw
materials, high-temperatureindustries and trade. All these towns possessed a large
This
is
for
distribution
known
be
to
commodities.
other
marketing and
used
network
discussed below.

3.1.2

I

The Influence of trade on location

Pottery has been studied in the past because it is both a durable and
ubiquitous commodity which makes the location of production centres and patterns of
distribution easy to study (Millet 1990,157). Fulford (1977,38) has argued that patterns
of pottery distribution can be used to study the distribution patterns of other commodities
because pottery was traded as part of a mixed cargo; this is especially true for containers.
However, fine pottery may have been imported for its own intrinsic worth, even N it was
be
therefore
the
types
can
of pottery
not
prime object of trade. The distribution of all
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affecting
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for
be
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tableware will travel further than coarse cooking wares.
same may
different types of glass vessels, although trade In the Roman economy was not only open
to market forces, but was also, to some extent, state-controlled.
Trade patterns In Britain are seen to follow a common scheme. Using
In
follows:
has
Indicator,
(1990,157-81)
the
Millet
summarised
as
situation
pottery as an
the early period large quantities of pottery containers and high quality samian ware flowed
into Britain from the western provinces, especially Gaul. In the first hag of the third
century, although Imports are evident from Gaul and the Rhineland amongst others, they
are less numerous and less significant than those of the early Empire. Trade is further
seen to decline in the fourth century, this is thought to be due to the province becoming
more prosperous and self sufficient as the economy grew. Therefore as manufacturing
became more established, regional economies became more self sufficient.

This Is seen in the archaeologicalrecord as the decline in importationof
pottery from the Continent coincided with the growth in the Indigenous pottery production.
In the third and fourth centuries two closely related changes occurred: a) the absolute
number of pottery producers declined and there was a movement from urban to rural

locations,b) the scale of pottery production and distribution per centre increased.
The movementfrom urban to rural locations at this time has also been
noted for other manufacturing processes Including metalworking and glass (Fulford 1989,
193).

A similar pattern can be seen for the glass industry from the limited
evidenceavailable. The second centuryglass housesat Wroxeterand Colchesterare all
located In or very close to markets,while the later exampleat Caistor by Norwich Is not
This progressionmirrorsthat describedfor the potteryIndustries. In London,which was
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an important inter-provincial trading centre, the change from manufacturing to residential
functions in the urban centre occurs earlier than most, in the second century. Although

the locations of the later glass furnacesare not known, it is probablethat they were all
near the finds of glass waste. If so, it should be notedthat all the findspotsfor the third
to fourth century glassworking waste In London are on the periphery of the Roman city.
That the second (and continuing into the third) century pottery Industry at Mancetter is

located away from the town may in some way be argued for by its size.
Therefore, if the pattern for glass production Is similar to that for pottery,
it Is likely that any Romano-British glass manufacturing sites In the mid to late'Roman
period would be located away from the major centres (and may be of a relatively large
size). Therefore it is to these areas that evidence should be sought.

3.1.3

Summary

Thisassociationof hightemperatureIndustriesis not necessarilyexplicable
in terms-of raw material resources. Clay for pottery, for instance, is availableIn most
locationsthroughoutthe country, and not just limited to the peripheryof towns where it
for
fuel
That
located.
industries
the
was
woodland
major
pottery
were
appears most of
used 'up early on and necessitatedthe movementof industry away from towns is not
feasible either, as coppiced woodland could be used. Increasedpressure on land may
have put a premiumon its value,ýbut the large distancessometimesmovedwould appear
to be unwarrantedin some cases. Therefore,it would seem a negativeexplanationfor
the success of the rural producers is not appropriate,especiallyas transportcosts may
be predictedto put these areas at a disadvantage. So it is necessaryto show a positive
model and look for broader changes.
''Other industrialproductionsitesare explainedby their locationsalongriver
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transport cost advantageswere combined with large scale production, making goods
cheaper.
As many later potteriesproduced specialistgoods markets are seen to
in
For
to
tended
the
specialise
overlap.
principal manufacturingcentres all
example
certain pottery types; Mancetter produced mortaria and the Oxfordshire potteries
specialised in high quality drinking vessels. Not only did the amount of pottery
manufacturedincrease,but also the range of goods manufacturedwidened. If this was
the casefor potterya similarmodelmay be suggestedfor glass. For instance,the relative
closeness of the Leicester and Mancetter glasshouses may suggest they were
manufacturing different commodities for overlapping markets (assuming they were
operational for some time at the same period). By studying the areas of manufacture it
may be possible to inter levels of technical skills involved, emergence of fashions or
demand and models of Interaction and cooperation between different manufacturing
processes which would have been essential for the efficient operation of the various
workshops.

It Is Interestingto note most of the glass productionhousesdiscoveredin
Britainare for glassworkingand not glassmakingfrom the raw materials(seeSection3.3).
Thustrade may not necessarilyhave been in raw materialssuch as sand and alkali, but
of ingots, blanks and frit. The large block at Beth She'arim may attest to this, where
ingotswere sent to separateglassmakingworkshopsfor fabrication. Theseworkshops
could then become separateentities, so that a bowl formed in one workshop could be
from a blank imported from another, and then polished and ground at another, The
trading of Ingots, at least, is known to have continued until the eighteenthcentury AD
when round cakes of coloured glass were produced in Venice to supply enamellersall
over Europe who then ground them into fine powder (Charleston1963).
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3.2

Evidence for the location of glasshouses in the Roman Empire
Harden (1958,48)

defines three sources of incontrovertible fact as

opposedto inferenceand surmise,relatingto the locationof Romanglassmakingcentres:

1.

Such statements of contemporary authors as could be understood and trusted.

2.

References to glassmaking and glassmakers in ancient inscriptions, including the

inscriptionson glass vessels.
3.

leý

3.2.1

Finds on the sites of ancient glass factories.

Uterary evidence
In Petronius' novel 'The Satyricon', written in the mid-first century, it is

stated by one character that he would prefer a glass cup to one of bronze or gold had
not glass, of late, become so ordinary and cheap (Grose 1977,15). This underscores the
sudden appearance of large quantities of affordable tableware by the invention of blowing,
and implies widespread production. Of the few references to the location of Roman
Alexandria
AD)
in
17-19
literature,
BO
Strabo
(26-7
mentions
glassmaking sites early
or
and Sidon in the Hellenistic kingdoms, and Rome. He also implies the existence of
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the
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the
River
where
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another
on
at
there was white sand for glassmaking (Grose 1983,39). Pliny also makes mention of
glasshouses in Gaul and Spain (Eichholz 1962,153), and the existence of the Belus and
Sidonian glass sands (Harden 1958,48-9).

There is no mention of where glass was

produced in Britain.

3.2.2

Epigraphic evidence
From various sources of inscriptions it is clear that glass Was made in

Romeand Puteollin Italy. Funeraryinscriptionsmentioningindividualworkersexistfrom
Athens, Lyons, Mauritania and Dalmatia; and the names of several first century AD
bear
their
which
from
Sidon
known
from
vessels
fragments of glass
glassworkers
are
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names (Price 1978,73).

Other names on glass vessels are summarisedby Harden

(1958);the 'Artas' signatureson handles are found In early first century contexts,most
in
blown
'Ennion'
In
frequently Rome and the
cups possibly originated
group of mould
the Levant,and may have later movedto Italy In the first century. Apart from these, glass
bottles with the initials CCAA on their bases have been found in the Rhineland. It is
thought this may have been an abbreviationof Colonla ClaudiaAra Agrippinensis,the
Romanname for K61n. The other groups of vesselswith the name of the proprietor or
Gaul,
bottles
(northern
Include
the'Frontinus'
bases,
the
mainly around
manufactureron
300 AD) which have an abbreviation of this Inscribed on their bases, and the AVG
unguent bottles (southern Spain and Portugal) (Price 1978,76).

However, it seems

Empire
the
found
in
of
that
the
parts
which
are
many
common vessels
extremely probable
were manufactured in more than one place at the same time, especially if used as
containers.

The epigraphic and literary evidence presented above Indicates that
Spain
Gaul,
in
Rome
Italy,
K61n,
and
Sidon,
Alexandria,
other
and
areas
amongstothers
Portugalwere Importantglassmakingcentres In the Roman period and exported their
products in great numbersfor considerabledistances.
However,it is also necessaryto rememberthat except In the case of rare
and luxury glass there may well have been a greater trade in glassworkers who moved
from place to place to meet local demand for the everyday glass vessels that would not

havebeen worth importing. Both in the Anglo-Saxonperiod (Hunter 1985,64) and later
In the sixteenthcentury (Crossley1990,227) In Britain,furnacesare known to havebeen
set up using FrenchImmigrantworkers and hence the same forms were produced here
and abroad. They would bring with them their Ideas, recipes, and fashions. '
It has been suggested that during the Roman period there were some
establishmentsIn areas(in the Empire)which specialisodIn producingthe Initialglass for
One
finished
such site has been claimedat Ausseren
to
products
elsewhere.
export make
Reben,Germany(Tomasevic1977). Furthermore,it should be borne In mind that vessels
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need not have been decorated in the same place they were made. The importation into
Britain of small amounts of strongly coloured glass for use as colorants has been argued
for Iron Age beads (Newton 1971,12) where it was made to a standard recipe in only a
few centres, and in the form of canes or cakes in the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries
(Charleston -1963). Charleston (1963,65) also mentions a large number of slabs of
coloured glass found in Germany In Roman contexts which may have been used in a
similar manner.
Therefore distributions of vessels displaying inscriptions may not reflect a
single production centre, but, with the case of itinerant workers, they may have been
manufactured in many locations.

3.2.3

Archaeological evidence for major glass factories on the Continent

Evidence of all'the glass factories in the Roman Empire will not be
discussed in detail here because it is with British glassmaking sites that this thesis is
concerned. It is known that the Romans made glass in abundance In North Africa and
later in Italy and exported it widely (Harden 1958,53). However that large glass factories
were also operational in other areas is evidenced by a number of excavated sites, a few
of which are reviewed below.

Various glasshouseshave been excavatedin France, although in some
cases, as in the case of British glasshousesites, the evidence is not conclusive. The
main sites from the Romanperiod are situated In north-westand central France,with a
few isolated findspots;In western France not far from Bordeauxand in the north-east
(Figure3.3). One commonfeature of these sites Is that they are all locatedon or near a
major river, or near the coast (Foy 1991,54).
Germanglassmakingsites have long been known from Wn (see below)
and the sites, afthough few in number, which have now been located around the area,
and those from Bonn, are summarised by Follmann-Schultz (1991). Other sites in
Germany and the southern Netherlands can be seen around the Forest of Hambach
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(Glaitszch 1991,38) and at Aachen, Mich, Neuss, Xanten, Asperden and Nijmegen
(Figure 3.4). These are all located at or near to major rivers, especially the Rhine and its
tributaries.

Howeverthe most revealingstructuralremainsof IdentifiedRomanglass
furnaceswerethosefrom Eigelsteinnear On In the Rhineland(Figure3.5). Althoughthe
plans were later destroyed, a sketch of these was published by Doppelfield (1965, In
Follmann-Schulz1991,39). It Is known that the remainsrepresentedthe lower courses
of both circularand rectangularstructureswhich had been rebuilt, each rebuildingbeing
carried out over the previous furnace which had been razed. Between the layers
fragments of completely colourless glass were found. Fremmersdorf (1965) believes the
Wn factories produced colourless glass on a large scale from c. 100 AD. Harden (1958,
53) also agrees that In the western provinces K61ncolourless wares were exported widely,
especially in the form of fine cut and painted wares.

Glass Is also seen to have been produced at the fourth century site of
M6r!da, Spain,from the evidenceof blowing Ironsand glass waste (Price1974;Langand
Price 1975). This Is the only known evidence of glassmakerstools from this period.
There Is also evidence for crucibles at the third to fourth century glassworking site
TitelburgIn Luxemburg,madeof whitish,fine-grainedrefractoryclay, measuring25-33cm
In diameter (Price 1976,115).
This archaeological evidence alone indicates that there were glasshouses

at numerouslocationsthroughoutthe RomanEmpire.

3.2.4

Forms with limited geographical find areas as a key to their place of

manufacture
In the relativeabsenceof Informationfrom any of the three sourcesof
Incontrovertiblefact defined by Harden (1958),it may still be possiblesometimesto Infer
productioncentresor regions by using differentkinds of archaeologicalInformation,but
with care. For example, Individual forms which have a very limited geographical
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distribution are often accepted as being produced locally, and the regular occurrence of
large quantities of different vessel forms in a town or region, has often been interpreted
in the same manner. For Instance, K61nis accepted as one of the most important high
quality glassmaking centres in the western provinces but this is in part from the evidence
of the glass found in burials there (Follmann-Schulz 1991,39).
It is so much more difficult to suggest centres of production for common
glass forms which are widely distributed in the Roman world, although there may be
minor variations in their method of manufacture which may point to manufacture In one
or many geographical areas.
A study in Iberia by Price (1987) indicates that several early blown vessels
found in burials show a geographical concentration in southern Iberia which, in her
opinion, may suggest the existence of a glassmaking centre In that region in the late first
and early second centuries AD (Price 1987,39).

Those that occurred outside the

specified area were said to be dispersed by long-distance trade paralleled to pottery
produced in the same area.

Cast pillar-mouldedbowls (Figure3.6,1) are known to have been made
in the first three quartersof the first centuryAD. The maincentresof manufactureare not
known but these forms are found all over the Romanworld. Indeed,most pillar-moulded
bowls found at sites in Britainand the Rhinelandexhibita degreeof similarity(Price1978,
72), suggestingthat the same centre/centreswere supplying both areas.
By contrast, Hofheirncups, which are of a more simple blown style, are
found all over the Empire, and are common up to 70 AD (Figure 3.6,2). They were
probably produced at many different centres and traded locally (ibid, 73).
Later first century types with distributionsnorth of the AJpsare the long
neckedconical or globularbodiedjugs with angularhandles,endingin a clawattachment
on the upper body and globularjars with a folded tubular ring formed into a collar (Figure
3.6.3 and 4). These are found at sites in Britain,central and northernFrance,Belgium,
Holland and the lower/middleRhinelandin late first/earlysecond centurycontexts. They
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conjunctionwith this, Price (1978,70) has put forward the view that, from the later first
centuryonwardsthe glass assemblagefrom the Rhineland,northernFrance and Britain
developcharacteristicswhich distinguishthem from contemporarymaterialelsewherein
the Empire. This Implies glass may have been made In Britain, although she does not
specifywhat these differencesare.
The distributionof colourlesscylindrical cups Is thought to be a product
of the Rhineland glasshouses in the second and third centuries AD, and although few
fragments have been found it is thought K61n was the likely distribution centre
(Fremmersdorf 1965; Alen 1983).
The study of the manufacture of blue-green utilitarian glass is central to this

thesis and therefore it may be Important to trace their place of manufactureon the
Continent Glass bottles were used as containers for liquids, and were therefore
transportedand traded because of their contents, and were not necessarilyobjects of
trade in their own right.
Squarebottles are most common in Italy and the western provinces,and
were made in large numbersin the first and second centuryAD. The bottle stampsfrom
Britain are similar to those seen in northern France and the Rhineland, but too few
examples are known from these locations to be able to distinguish the centre of
manufacturewith certainty,althoughWelker (1974,74) has suggestedthose with the AF
or AF encircled by aQ motif may have been made in Britain. However,becauseof the
ubiquity of these utilitariancontainers,Harden (1958,54) has suggestedthat they were
produced In many differentcentres.
Square bottles went out of production in the late second/early third
century, and may have been replaced in part by a group of mould-blown cylindrical
bottles called 'Frontinus' bottles (they have this name abbreviatedon their base) In the
third and fourth century. Frontinus bottles occur In large numbers in northern France
where they may have been made and are widely distributed In the Rhineland. Few,
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however,are seen in Britain(Price1978,76). Despitethis, it Is likelythat bottles,because
of their utilitarian function and their ubiquity throughout the Empire, were made at many

sites, including Britain,althoughthere is no archaeologicalproof of this (Allen 1983).

3.2.5

Concluslon
Using the evidence reviewed above, Harden (1958,53) argues that glass

blowing Is thought to have arisen on the Levant coast and Syria, and factories producing
similar vessels soon began to spread west and were in Italy by the first century AD. The
(5

technology later spread to north Italy, Gaul and the Alpine provinces. By 40-50 AD glass
production is seen in Lyon by the presence of various vessel types with limited
distributions. However recent evidence from London (Section 3.3), does not necessarily
support the hypothesis of Harden (1958,56) that the spread of glassmaking was a
gradual process, only arriving ih Britain in the early third century.
Later distributions, indicative of the place of manufacture, are hard to
Identify presumably because trade increased and manufacturing centres grew both in size
and number (see Section 3.1.2). By the fourth century, yellow-green glass became the
predominant colour over the blue-green of the first to third centuries, and there was a
wide variation In forms. This ffnding, allied to what appears to be a fall In glass quality
may Indicate that many glasshouses were in operation at this time, feeding a non-

specialist,utilitarian market.
Glass does appear to have been a rarer commodity In Britain than the
Rhineland,and much of the fine tablewarefrom Romano-Britishsites appears to have
been imported from that region since glass was manufacturedon a large scale In the
lower Rhineland, especially at K61n,from the middle of the first century onwards. This,

however,does not rule out the possibility of the production of glass vessels,especially
utilitarian wares, in Britain as Is discussed In Section 3.3. It does point to the manufacture
of glass at a variety of different locations throughout the Empire.
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3.3

The archaeological evidence for the production of glass In Britain
Documentarysources(seeSection2.1),while Indicatingthat glassmaking

was taking place In the Romanperiod, do not necessarilyIndicatewhere it was made.
Therefore,archaeologyhas proved the main source of evidence of glassmaking and
workingin Britain.This can be split into variousclassesof evidence,which are discussed
below. Morespecific details of the sites producingglass fragments,etc. analysedIn this
study are given in Chapter4. Not all sites have evidencefrom each category,and much
of the evidencediscussed below is unpublished.

3.3.1

The furnace

3.3.1.1

Furnace structure

The first furnace capableof producingglass, as opposedto reheatingfrit
or glaze,Is documentedIn the seventhcenturyBC cuneiformtabletsfrom Assyria. Three
types of furnace were described very generally, indicating the existence of a fritting
furnace,with the lower part like a Romanpottery kiln, and the main floor piercedto allow
flamesto ascendthe chamberabove; the second and third types were variationsof this
(Charleston1978,10).
Althoughseveralglassworkinghearthsare knownfrom Romantimes (May
1900,1904; Atkinson 1932), none offers any structure which gives an Indication of the

morphology of a glass furnace (except perhaps that from Eigelstein, near K61n(see
Section3.2.3)). One of the only pieces of artefactualevidenceis found on a first century
clay lamp from Dalmatiashowing two glass workers and a glass furnace (Price 1976,
115). This Indicates that the furnace was two tered, had a stoke hole, and was situated

above ground.
Therefore,we must look to the post-Romanperiod for an indication of
glassmakingfurnacestructurewhich mayhelp In our Interpretationof Romanglassmaking
Sites, and then to other pyrotechnological Industries of the Roman period. According to
Charleston (1978,10) two types of glass furnace developed In the post-RoMan perlod,
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which were geographically discrete, although the exact distributions of each have not
been charted.

Thefirst is the northemtype,takenfrom accountswrittenin twelfthcentury
Germanyby Theophilus,in which the main furnaceand annealingovenare on the same
level. The shared heat is through a fire trench running the length of the composite
furnace,or by transmittedheatfrom the mainfurnaceto the subsidiaryone. The second
type, documentedby Agricola,which has a southemdistribution,is shownto havethree
storeys. The fro chamber appears at the bottom, a central chamber is where the heat
rose to melt the glass, and a vaulted upper compartment in which the glass was allowed
to cool (anneal). This type of furnace is thought to be circular and beehive shaped
because of descriptions of similar furnaces in the seventeenth century (Merrett 1662,23949); circular furnaces have since been excavated on a much smaller scale (see Section
3.3.1.2). It is interesting to noie that Merrett not only describes this beehive shaped

structure, but also talks of simpler furnaces used for making green bottle glass which
could be rectangular,each havingfour pots on each site, the fritting taking place at one
end. This appearsto mirror the northerntype of furnace (see Section2.1.4).
Charleston(1978)arguesthat the two differenttypes developedbecause
of the 'increasing difficufty in the north of obtaining soda ash which was a Mediterranean

speciality, and a copsequent reliance upon ashes of indigenous plants' which
necessitatedthe developmentof a new type of furnace (ibid, 10). Why this should

ý;;iiiý

influence furnace design to such an extent is unclear, and precludes any trade to the
north of the 'soda ash'. If In Romantimes there was such a trade, and we accept the
argumentput forward by Charleston,then the southerntype of furnacemay be as relevant
to the study of British glass furnaces as the northerntype at this tme- In addition the
account by Merrett (1662) above suggests the two may have been used
.
contemporaneously.
In Britain a number of putative Roman glass furnaces have now been
Fleet
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The
in
near
excavated.
the seventeenth century
earliest excavation was
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London(Burnby1984),with morerecentexcavationsat Castor,WaterNewton(Artis1828,
in Price and Cool 1991),Wilderspool (May 1900; 1904), Calstor by Norwich (Atkinson
1932),Leicester(Wacher1959),Mancetter(Wilson1970),and various sites throughout
London (Shepherdand Heyworth1991)all revealinglittle structuraldetail.
The discoveryof furnaceshas led to a problem of Interpretation. Unless
the contents of the furnace are found in situ, the material recovered from the fill or
adjacent to the furnace cannot be regarded as having been made there.

ID

Where more

than one furnacehas been fired on a site, a redundantstructurecould also be filed with
old materialor wastefrom adjacentwaste heaps,makingthe furnacenot necessarilyone
which was used to melt glass.
An additional complication is that more often with glass furnaces there Is

little or no waste to prove it was In fact used for glassmeltingbecauseof re-use of waste
for cullet. The furnacethereforeneeds to be interpretedalong with other contemporary
featuressuch as glasswasteand glassmakingtools. As no large-scalesubstructuresand
superstructuresare known from glass furnaces,the comparisonwith pottery kilns which
have been found in greater numbers, may help us decide what a glass furnace looked
like.
Archaeologicalevidenceof the substructureof Romano-British
potterykilns
suggests these were of an updraught type with either one or two flues (Bryant 1980,36).
The kilns had a raised floor which was either built in or was supported by a pedestal and

had a vent to allow passageof hot gases Into the oven above (Bryant 1973,149). The
kilnswere fired from a stoke pit In which the potter stoodwhilst tending the fire. The oven
pit was connectedto the stoke pit by a tunnel-likeflue which acted as a passage down
which hot gasesflowed Into the kiln. Both oxidizedand reducedpots could be produced;
oxidized by ensuring oxygen was present in the oven during the cooling period, and
reduced by restrictingthe air flow Into the kiln whilst cooling took place. Archaeological
evidenceshows wood was Invariablyused to fire the pottery kilns.
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Potterykiln forms revealedIn excavationare shownto come in all shapes
and sizes, which could have supported a wide variety of forms of superstructure (Corder
1957; Musty 1974; Bryant 1973; 1977). No two potters' kilns so far excavated have been
the same, as each potter would have had his own method of building and firing, and
would have been influenced by training and the quantity and availability of raw materials
and fuel. Therefore any attempts to interpret whole kiln forms from partial archaeological
evidence are fraught with difficulty. It is likely glass furnaces were of a similar design, but
because of the nature of glassmaking it is likely that glass furnaces had permanent clay
10004,

Stg;
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domes to achieve the higher temperatures required, the maintenance of suitable redox
conditions, and for successful annealing. This may have been accomplished by the
building of a free-standing dome with possibly more than one storey. The time spent on
construction would be a long-term investment as once built they would be re-usable.

Closed kiln firings have a slower rise and a more eventemperaturethan
Experiments
for
firing
times
firings
by
long
therefore
pottery.
open
and are
characterised
carried out by Bryant (1977,116) at Barton-on-Humber,achievedtemperaturesranging
from 750-955"Cafter7.75 hours,and with onefiring almost1000"Cwasreachedin 10.15
hours total firing time, in a kiln of 3'6" diameter,using 4 to 5 cwt of wood fuel. The higher
of these temperatureswould have been adequatefor the meltingof glass, and the slow,
even rising and cooling temperatureswould be ideal (see section2.4.1). Similarpatterns
havebeen experiencedIn other experimentalpotterykiln firings (Woods1982)using both
peat and wood as fuel.
Those furnaces described above presuppose the use of crucibles for

glassmelting,but there is evidenceat Moorgate,Londonof Romantank furnaces,In which
the glass was melteddirectly (Shepherdand Heyworth1991,14), and a constantsupply
of glass could be kept molten for mass production.
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3.3.1.2

The archaeological evidence for Roman glass furnaces
The best preserved glass furnace structure from Roman Britain is that from

the mid-secondcentury settlementat MancetterIn Warwickshire. Mancetteris perhaps
better known as a major site for the production of mortarla (Hartley 1973b;see Section
3.1.1). The furnace Is located in the midst of an industrialsite on Watling Street (Wilson
1970,286). There may also have been other glasshousesIn the area, but as the area
is
Mancetter
found.
The
furnace
excavatedwas very small none were subsequently
at
0

recordedas having three phases (see Section4.1).
The first phase, the largest,was 80 x 77 cm In area and almost circular.
It was relinedand patched,each successivefurnacebecomingsmaller;the third version
was only 51 x 34 cm. The evidence for the melting of glass came from remnants of
solidifiedglass dribbles on the lining of the latest furnace, but no crucibles were found.
The excavationsuggested it wis probably demolished after use In the Roman period
(Vose 1980,132) and its small size has led to the postulation that it was used for
glassmeltingand not glassmaking(CharlesworthIn Vose 1980,134). A small annealing
oven representedby shale and stone foundationsappearedto be connectedto the side
of it (HartleyIn Vose 1980,132).
Other recordedglass furnacesexcavatedat the turn of the century are at
Castor, Water Newton (Artis in Price and Cool 1991,24) where there was said'to be a

furnace containingglass, and at Wilderspooland StocktonHeath near Warrington (May
1904,37-58). The glass furnaces at Wilderspoolare situated around an area known for
its good quality glass sand. Five glass workshopswere recorded by May (1904,37ff),
one of which showed a furnace, describedas an oblong platformof dense clay T60 x 5'
x 2'4" high with an oval cavity in it 3'6" X 3', a stoke hole filled with reddenedclay, and a
10"flue, Afthoughthe furnace did not contain glass dribbles and drips, two years later
its surroundingswere examinedand a piece of crude half made glass, pieces of twisted
glass rods, many bits of hollow glass vesselsand two broken clay pots containing scum
were found. Four other workshops were also found.
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This evidence for the production of glass in these hearths is not wholly
convincing. Examination of the remains from the excavation at Warrington City Museum

however, does suggest that glassmeltingwas taking place, by the presence in the
assemblageof once moltenglass (Priceand Cool 1991,24). Guido (1978,36)suggests
that glass beads may have been made at Wilderspoolat the end of the first century, but
this may seem unlikely on a site which has produced (albeit tentative) evidence for
glassmeltingon such a large scale.
Evidence for glass furnaces and crucibles at Silchester is mentioned by
Boon (1974,280) and consists of an area of hard burnt clay which was thought to be the
base of a furnace. Ukewise there is a tentative mention of melted glass associated with
late first to early second century furnaces at Wroxeter (Bushe-Fox 1913,10).
Also, at the mid-second century site at Colchester a suspected glass

furnace (with a heavilyburnt floor and tracesof a flue) was unearthed(Wilson1970,290),
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production of glass). Afthough crucibleswere not found in situ, he records eVidenceof
glassmeltingpots, crucibles and wasters of blue-greenglass (Burnby 1984,68).
That glass was being produced throughoutthe Romanperiod in London
Is evident from twelve sites at five locationswithin the city described by Shepherdand
Heyworth (1991). The evidenceof glass production comes from varying topographical
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produced a small quantity of glassworking debris. Four other
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(ibld, 14). The second London site to show evidence of a furnace was Moorgate (early
second century). The area Is located In the Walbrook Valley which Is known to have been
used as an Industrial area from the late first century and the area as a whole has
produced a large amount of glassworking waste Including furnace fragments from an
Indeterminate number of structures. The material from the Moorgate area included part
of the superstructure and bases of at least two tank furnaces (ibld, 14). A late second to
early third century glass kiln and related material Is also noted from the Copthall area of
London (Rankov 1982,373).
10

A mid-fourth century furnace from Caistor by Norwich was described by
Atkinson (1932,11 Off)as a horseshoe shaped feature in conjunction with two rectangular
furnaces, of similar size, running north to south. Only one contained evidence of use.
It was 4'10" x 2', was made of moulded clay lined with ties, with a 7", three layered
bottom. Above the floor was dlayer of sandy ash containing fragments of fused and
splintered glass. Above this was a layer of burnt clay which was Interpreted as the upper
floor of the oven and just above this a horizontal 1" layer of fused glass adhering to the
sides. It was thought the heat would be provided by a small cavity in the north-east
corner, slanting downwards Into the space below the upper floor, which was used as a
blast hole.
A similar furnace to that found at Mancetter was excavated at Blue Boar
Lane, Leicester (Wacher 1974,353), just outside the Forum. This was originally dated to

the earlyfourth century by pottery eVidence,but assignedto the mid to late third century
according to the glass found on, site (H EM Cool, personal communication)(Section
4.2.2). The location of the furnace is shown in plan of the site from 1959 (Wacher 1959,
114), but the structure and associated material has not been published.

Xthough a furnace has not been located at Deansway,Worcester,some
furnace lining with deposits of molten glass were recoveredfrom a ditch and grave fill
dated to 240-400AD (Cool and Jackson, forthcoming) (see Section4.3.1).
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One site which has produced evidence of a putative glass furnace is
Coppergate, York, although the exact date is uncertain (Bayley 1987,254) (see Section

4.4.1.2). Excavationuncoveredthe base of a furnace or hearth, approximately75 cm
wide, and many other pieces of brick and tile with vitrified deposits which were thought
to be furnace structure, although little survived in situ (Hall 1984,43ff; Bayley 1987,249ff)
(see Secton 4.4.1).
Other unpublished sites where glass kilns have been noted Include Combo
Hay (Wilson 1970,296) and Ilchester (Goodburn 1976,357) in Somerset.
0

In summary, it seems clear that with so little tangible evidence,
reconstruction of the furnace structure is impossible. In addition to this, not only is
furnace substructure largely unknown, but also methods of firing and other technological

methods are at present unclear."

3.3.2

Other associated features

In addition to a glassmeltingfurnace, the glassmakerwould require an
annealing chamber for the slow cooling of finished artefacts. Some of the structures
described above which do not contain glassy waste, but which are in associationwith
other putativeglassmeltingevidence,such as the secondstructureat Caistorby Norwich,
may have been annealingovens, but have not been identifiedas such.
A raw materialand perhaps a fuel store may have been necessary. The
extentof storagewould depend upon the type of fuel used. Again,these structuresare
hard to identifyduring excavation,and impossibleto Inferfrom earlywritten reports. Pits
of cullet could be described as raw materialsof sorts, and there may be some evidence
of this at Mancetter(see Section 4.1).
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3.3.3

Glassmaker's/worker's

equipment

Theglassworkerwould certainlyrequirea rangeof equipment.Pontilrods,
scissors, blowing Irons and crucibles are the more obvious items. In general these have

not beenfound on Romano-Britishglassworkingsites,exceptfor a marbleslabwhich was
attributedas a marveringslab, and a cuttingWheel,both found at Wilderspool(May1904,
50). However,many of the metal tools would only be recognisedif found together or in
associationwith the glassfurnace,and may havebeenoverlookedIn excavation,removed
when the industryceased,or melteddown for scrap, or In the case of wooden objects or
somemetalobjects decayedaway. There may also be problemsof Identification: Some
domestIcknivesfound at Lyveden(Bryantand Steane1971)in associationwith a pottery
making workshop were almost certainly used In the pot making process. Similar
confusion has been experienced at Coppergate, York, where examples of domestic
pottery appear to have been usbd as glassmeltingpots (Section4.4.1.4).
Many glass vessels produced In the Roman perlod were blown Into
moulds, for example some blue-green bottles display a moulded circle on their base
(Price 1976,119; Section 2.4.3). These moulds have not been recorded from any

Romano-Britishglassworkingsites, but may not have been recognisedif broken.

3.3.3.1

Crucibles: form and function

Veryfew glassmakingcrucibles have been recoveredor recognisedfrom
Roman Britain. 'In contrast, there seems to be a wealth of Information regarding
metalworkingcrucibles from this period, especially for ironworking, which like glass,
requirestemperaturesin excess of 1000*Cfor hot working (rylecote 1990,128).
Crucibles would normally be made of a high-refractory ceramic (see
Section6.6.2.1). Becausethey were subjectto handlingwhen hot, and largetemperature
fluctuations,they would haveto be able to withstandlarge thermaland physicalstresses,
In additionto extremelyhigh temperatures. However,it has been statedthat some types
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of domestic pottery would be adequate for remelting glass (Freestone 1989,160; Bayley
1987,250).

Althoughceramicmaterialsassociatedwithancientmetallurgicalprocesses
were not refractory by modern standards (able to withstand heating up to 1500"C), the
use of low grade clays was usually adequate so long as temperatures did not exceed
approximately 12-1300*C. However the Roman period saw a widespread adoption of
refractory kaolinitic (alumina-rich) crucibles for metalworking when an increase in the
practice of heating crucibles from below, as opposed to directing the heat onto the metal
0
surface, was introduced (see Section 6.6.2.1). These clays were typically tempered with
20-30% fine quartz sand, and contained up to 30% alumina, especially the white-firing clay
pots (so-called because they contained less iron, and fired to a white colour). These
crucibles were frequently wheel-thrown, and this, together with the use of similar clays for
domestic wares suggests a closd relationship between the crucible manufacturer and the
domestic pottery industry (Freestone 1989,159; Section 3.1.1). In many cases domestic
pottery was used or re-used for metallurgIcal purposes. This may also have been the
case for glassworking.

One source of good refractoryclay for the production of green glass is
mentioned by'Merrett

in the seventeenth century (1662,246).

This came from

Worcestershire and was probably Stourbridge clay. Two sizes of pots manufactured from
this clay for glassmelting are described. The larger (2' deep with a 20" diameter rim

tapering to the 2" thick base)'was used in the crystal glass furnaces. The smaller pots
(the size dependedupon the amountof glass to be melted)stood aboveand on one side
of the large pots and were used to melt coloured glasses and to melt glasses used for
decoration. They often containedIn excessof 50 lbs of glass. Althoughthis gives some
Indicationof crucible shape, it must be noted that these large crucibleswere producing
glass on a commercialscale from coal-fired furnaces In the seventeenthcentury, and
therefore it is likely that earlier crucibles would be smaller.
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Thosecrucibleswhich havebeenfound in Romanand post-RomanBritain
do not appear to follow any particular style, both In size, shape or fabric, perhaps, firstly
because few have been recovered and secondly those which have been found are from
chronologically and geographically different locations. Crucible material may be site
specific, where the crucible maker used local clays and local methods for manufacture.
Far more crucibles have been recovered from Roman metahvorklng sites,

and with few exceptionsthese appear to be circular, and not the more easily hold and
poured triangular crucibles seen In both earlier and later periods (Tylecote 1990,97-98;
Figure 3.7). Round iron smelting crucibles have been seen at Wilderspool, which had a
side hole for ease of pouring. It is possible that similar crucibles were used on site for
glassmelting due to the close proximity of the two industries.
Metalworking crucibles can be used for either collecting the products of

smeltingor for meltingmetalsfor casting. Ukewiseglassmakingcrucibles can be used
for heating of frit, production of glass from the raw materials,or melting ready-formed
glass lumps or cullet.
The evidencefrom metalworkingcrucibles Indicatesthat when a crucible
is used for smelting, some of the metal forms a slag with the material of the crucible, and
on the outside of the crucible, owing to the fluxing action of wood ash (Alcock 1963,141).
This may also be true for the glassmelting pots from Coppergate and the crucible from
Worcester where it also appears that some of the contents have dripped down the
outside
0

of the fabric (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.1.4).

In addition, if the same hearth Is used for both glass productionfrom the
raw materialsand glassmelting,it Is possible that the crucibles used for melting would
pick up, on the outside,traces of raw materials,sand or slaggy depositsfrom previous
glass production from the raw materials,.or from the sand deposits in which they were
stood to cool. This may confusethe interpretationof processestaking place on site.
Experimentsundertakento melt modernlead glass In crucibleson an open
hearth observed that, on cooling, silica formed In crusts on both the Inner and outer
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surfaces of the crucible. These crusts probably originate from silica present in the clay
matrix, the glass Itself, and from sand used to stand the crucibles In. It was also found
impossible to remove all the glass from the crucible, therefore when cool, the crucibles
contained a layer of waste glass (T Gamm, personal communication).

3.3.3.2

Evidence of crucibles on Romano-British glassmelting sites
The tank furnaces seen at Moorgate, London, would not require crucibles

for the melting of the raw materials or cullet. The other furnaces excavated Indicate that
In

crucibles were used. As most of these hearths are small, it is suggested the crucibles
they held were also small. It Is surprising that no crucibles were recorded from Mancetter
or Leicester, which are arguably the most convincing glass furnaces excavated, although
at Mancetter they may possibly have been mistaken for pottery sherds.

From Caistor bV'Norwich a flower-pot shaped crucible and associated
glass from the interior was recovered (Arts in Price and Cool 1991,24-25). Boon (1974,
280) also records from Silchester a fragmentary crucible, described as the base of a large
pottery jar, heavily burnt, with a layer of blue-green glass covering the inside. Further
examination by Pilkington's (St. Helen's) identified a soda-lime-silica glass containing
manganese and antimony (exact quantities not stated), and a mineralogical study
indicated the crucible had not been heated above 1100"C for any appreciable time. This
may suggest the crucible was used for the remelting of cullet rather than the preparation
of raw materials (Section 6.6.2.1). The crucible had a large basal diameter, with a height

of 30 cm, so an estimated15 kg of glass could have been melted at one time and so
glass may have been'melted on a large scale (ibid, 281). This contrastswith the small
glass furnaces recorded at most contem'porarysites.
Glassworking evidence from Deansway,Worcester includes ceramics
be
to
The
of
be
interpreted
appear
which could
crucibles
as glassmelting crucibles.
domestic fabric, and one example has a layer of blue-green glass on the base, and two
One
these
of
blue-green
fragmentary
glass.
colourless
other more
and
pieces contain
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fragmentshas glass which has run over the broken edges onto the exteriorwhich may
Indicatethat the cruciblewas not suitablefor high temperaturework (Cool and Jackson,
forthcoming) (see Section 4.3).

Glassmeltingpots from Coppergate,York, have been recorded in larger
numbers. The evidenceis in the form of large numbersof Romanwheel-thrownjars of
red and buff coloured fabric (Hall 1984,44).

Most of these sherds have a thin, even

coating of glass on their inner surfaces,although one completebase contains a pool of
glass approximately1 cm deep (see Section4.4.1.4).
Although there Is widespread eVidencefor the production of glass In
RomanLondon(seeabove),the only cruciblefound is from the third to fourth centurysite
at Norton Folgate which was found in association with glass debris (Shepherd and
Heyworth 1991,15).

3.3.4

The archaeological evidence for the glassmaker's methods

The methodsby which glass vesselswere produced in the Romanperiod
are discussed in Section 2.4.1. The waste associated with these vessel forming
techniquesis discussed below.
The excavation of furnace sites may go some way to explaining the
techniques of manufacture, as manufacturing techniques may be reflected In waste

products. For examplethe size of crucible determineshow much glass could be melted
at one time, which In turn in some way determineswhat artefacts were being made.
However, unlike pottery kiln sites, the spoiled products of a glass furnace are rarely
evidenced because of recycling, and therefore it is difficult to identify products which were
made at different sites or by different glassworkers. In addition, it is difficult to show
whether glass was made from the raw materials or remelted from cullet. Cullet can

consist of either glassmeltingwaste in the form Of lumps, dribbles, drips, and spoiled
artefacts,or collectedwaste glass in the form of broken vessels,etc.

ill

3.3.4.1

Evidence for glassmaking from the raw materials
The various types of waste from glass production are reviewed in Section

4.4.1.4. Depositsof the basic raw materialssuch as sand and soda aredifficultto identify,
and should only be interpretedas raw materialsfor glass productionif they are found In
relationto glassmakingdebris. At Wroxeteran excavationacrossa streetnearthe bridge
over the River Severnrevealedan area of 90 M2coveredwith clean silver sand, and a
ditch also filed with the same. Explorationof a nearbyarea revealed'glassworks'in use
In the late first/earlysecond century (Houghton1973). 'They were superimposedopen
(5

furnaces, with glassy slag lying on burnt clay; scattered lumps of glassy slag; fragments
of imported glass for re-use; blobs of melted glass, presumably derived from
glassblowing; and glass rods of various thicknesses for the external decoration of
been
had
indicated
that
'
(Wilson
1973,287).
The
glass
made
sand
vessels.
presence of
from the raw materials, and this Was confirmed by Pilkington's, St. Helen's, who analysed
the sand and found it to be refractory, melting at temperatures in excess 0550"C, and
suggested the "blobs' were made of this local sand', after a comparison of lithium levels
in both the sand and the glass debris from the site. They did not suggest that the cullet
Sanderson
by
locally
eta/.
(Houghton
Later
1973,18).
was made
compositional analysis
(1984,60) implies that the alumina level In the sand (at about 10%) is too high for the
glass found on site (with levels of only 3-06). However, this argument is only valid if the
Section
(see
before
treated
to
its
glassmaking
sand was not
reduce
alumina content

Aoft

Evidencefor fritting was recordedat Warringtonwhere severalfragments
of half-madeglass pieces were found in one of the glassmaker'sworkshopsexcavated
(May 1904,39). Other recorded glassmakingraw materialswere a lump of glass scum,
(possibly
iron
in
be
high,
to
thought
a small red crucible containing glassy material
ironworkingdebris), and a piece of chalk weighing approximately1 lb underneathclays
However,
lime
for
bottom
furnace
Interpreted
the
glassmaking.
at
as
which was
of the
these assumptionsmay be open to question.
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Otherevidencefor frittInghas beenfound at Coppergate,York. One piece
(not analysedhere) Is part-madeglass on the upper surface,but underneathgrading to
almostpure unreactedwhite sand, which is interpretedby Bayley (1987,249) as part of
trit
hot
discarded
the
batch
too
fritted
was
that
when
was
and
and
got
a glass
was
transferredto a crucible for glassmaking(see Section6.6.2.2).

3.3.4.2

ID

Evidence for glassworking

Thereare problemswith using processwasteglass and cullet to establish
patternsof manufacture. Firstlythe amountof waste found will depend upon how much
was produced or collected for use as cullet. The excavatedmaterial may also only
comprisewastegeneratedfrom the last batch just beforethe furnace's final close-down.
For exampleat the excavationof the seventeenthcentury Kimmerldgeglasshousethere
are written records of stocks of"materialwhich were to be used up, or sold, before the
furnacewas demolished.If sold, anywastewould havebeenclearedafterthe glassworks;
ceased production. This is reflected in excavationas there is no Indication of a cullet
store, although there are records that one did Indeed exist (Crossley 1987,355). An
additionalproblem is that the range of glass recoveredat a furnace may not necessarily
be typical of the materialproduced,and may have been affectedby conditionsunrelated
to those encounteredIn normal use, for example,the waste from an experimentalbatch
that went wrong (ibld, 355).
Secondly, the fragments recovered may not accurately reflect the range

of glass produced. Wherecullet Includesvesselwaste,the more robustvessels,le heavy
duty containers and bottles, would be least likely to be broken, and Wdamaged, their
necks and bases would be more easily retrieved for cullet than those of thin walled
vessels. Thus in the collectionof vessel cullet the thick and more robustvessels may be
over-represented,whilst in the domesticassemblagethin-walledor delicateobjects may
be over-representedas they might not have been collected for recycling. A further
problem is that broken glass might be brought from elsewhereto be used as cullet, so
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it does not necessarily mean that the cullet found at the furnace site was actually
manufactured there.

1,

Otherthan cullet, brokenvesseland window glassmay be found on glass

workshop sites. Cullet is therefore difficult to identify on a site unless pits of broken glass
are found in association with a furnace; waste scattered over a site may be evidence of
a domestic assemblage, imported glass used as glassmakers' models (although these
would be few in number) or disturbance from an earlier occupation. Large numbers of
vessel fragments found in association with molten glass waste, or glassworking
assemblages are better indicators of cullet, and these have been found at Mancetter and
to a lesser extent Leicester, Wroxeter and Sheepen, Colchester.

Howeverthe existenceof melteddrips and pits of wastermaterialor cullet
does presuppose the existence of some type of glassmelting industry, or a service

industry such as cullet collection in modern bottle banks.
None of the furnaces described in Section 3.3.1 have been found

associatedwith both large deposits of molten Wasteand crucible material.
Therefore,evidencefor glassworkingas opposedto glassmakingfrom the
.
raw materialscan perhaps be more easily identified. To state glassworkinghas taken
place does not necessarily 'preclude glassmaking, but the evidence for the melting of

glass can be stated with a greater degree of certainty.
The most easily identifiable, and perhaps because of this, the most
A40h'

commonindicationof glassworkingare the meltedand spoiledfragmentsof glass waste,
the waste from the shaping of vessels and from the ends of the blowing irons. It Is this
waste, in the form of spoiled vessel wasters, which is best used to establish the
characteristicsof the product as these are likely to have been producedon site. Clearly,
any recoveryof these is fortuitous.
The various types of glass waste from the production of vessels (Section
2.4-3) would be collected from:
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Drips of glass lost when the glass was removed from the crucible by the pontil

I.

rod.
broken
be
Iron
blowing
would
Wasteglassfrom the end of the
or pontil rod, which

2.

off when cool.
3.

Any glass that may have been produced when the pontl rod/blowing Iron was
later plunged into water to cool ft. The shape of these fragmentsIs not clear, but
may be In the form of slivers.

4.
0

Any glass waste from rim cutting, handle application,etc. Thesefragmentsmay
be pinched, pulled or distorted In some way.

5.

The waste associatedwith decorationor cutting, although this may have taken
place at a different location.

These types of-process waste can be grouped into the following
Cool
(1991).
by
Price
based
described
those
and
categories,
on

Moiles are the waste fragmentsthought to have been left on the end of the blowing iron
afterthe vesselhad been crackedoff, these being later removed.Varioustypes of moiles
have been recognised (Figure 3.8). These are thought to be positive evidence for
glassblowing.

01

Roundelsare either circular or oval fragments,with a diameter of approximatelyI cm,
which often have one concaveface. The process by which these are formed Is unclear,
but their associationwith moiles at Leicestermay Indicatethey are waste from blowing
(Figure 3.8).

Other mefted glassworking waste includes pulled and twisted fragments, those with
pinched edges which appearto have been cut with a scissor-liketool, and lumps - some
appearing water-rounded (Figure 3.8). Many, as can be seen in Figure 3.8, have a
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characteristic dimple In the centre. This shape is characteristic of Prince Rupert Drops
(Moody 1980), which were formed by dropping molten glass into water. When cool these
drops contain internal stresses which cause them to shatter on handling. However the
droplets seen here do not contain these internal stresses, and so how they were formed
is still unclear. It may be that the dimple was produced when the glass was pinched with
a round tool in order to pull it out before cutting it with shears (see Section 2.4.3). This
would produce a rounded structure at one end and a cut edge at the other. These
fragments are thought to indicate glassworking.

01)
Wasters are described as fragments which have become distorted in some way during
manufacture, however wasters can be produced by processes other than mistakes of
manufacture, such as fires on site. Wasters can only be interpreted as such when they
have
Although
furnace
from
found
in
wasters
site.
a
are
association with glass waste
been found at'Mancetter (Section 4.2.2), none have been recorded on the other sites
discussed.

This processwasteis valuablefor analysisbecauseit shouldrepresentthe
composition of the glass being made, and in theory reduces the risk of confusion with
likely
be
is
it
to
is
brought
in
a
from
If
cullet
elsewhere. the glass waste of good quality
product of a well-tried technology using suitable materials, and may show which sites

(D

produced the best quality glass.
From the interpretationof the different categories of waste described
above, only the presence of moiles implies blowing was taking place, although pulled,
pinched and twisted fragments may suggest glassworkingactivity.
On this basis Priceand Cool (1991,26) haverecentlyarguedthat the only
Wroxeter
Leicester,
Mancetter,
and
for
sites showing positive evidence
glassblowing are
Colchester.
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In
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and
Chapter 4.
sites showing evidence of glassblowing are
At Colchester it Is thought that blue-green and yellow-green glass was manufactured in
the neighbourhood of the kilns producing Sigillata (Harden 1947,288; Allen 1983,
Appendix 1).

At Wroxeter glass waste (including some pontil wads) suggests the

production of vessels (Price and Cool 1991,26), although no structural evidence of a
furnace was found. The types of vessels produced at Wroxeter is not recorded.

Thereis no definiteevidencefor the makingof glassfrom the raw materials
0
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all
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certain,and appears
examination
the city that only natural blue-greenglass was produced. The various sites throughout
the city with glassy waste are described below.
Mid-firstcentury evidenceis found at Watling Streetwhere both worWing
thin
the
The
from
Identified.
have
been
blowing
and
pit
material
came
a
single
and
elongated moiles and other moiles with flared ends suggests that phials, flasks and
beakerswere manufactured(Shepherdand Heyworth1991).The latefirst/secondcentury
site of Old Baileyproduceda small quantityof glassworkingwaste in associationwith the
kilns mentionedin Section3.3.1.
The second century large Industrialarea In the WalbrookValley, London
produced a large quantity of glassworking and furnace waste. Glassblowiingwas
evidencedby the presenceof blue-greenmoiles but the specific products have not been
Identified(ibld 1991,14),althoughit appearssometypes of flask and spindlewhorls may
have been made.
Also in London,In the south-eastcorner of the walled city two late second
to third centurydumps of glassworkingdebriswere found. One,from the bank of the city
wall at the Towerof London,showedfurnacefragmentsIn conjunctionwith a wide variety
of wastewhich Impliesa large range of mainly high quality productswere manufactured.
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The second dump was part of a road foundation next to a third century building at St
Dunstan's Hill. Although large amounts of crushed glass were recorded only a single
moile now survives. At Norton Folgate a dump of waste glass was also excavated (ibid
1991,15).
On the hearth periphery at Coppergate, York, a small cache of about 30
glass fragments were found in the form of threads and blobs of glass, implying that the
hearth was connected with glassworking in some form (see Section 4.4.1). Nevertheless,
there is no evidence in the form of moiles and roundels as at Mancetter and Leicester
e
(see Sections 4.4.1 and 4.2.2). These fragments were found in association with Roman
vessel glass which Hall (1984,44) and Bayley (1987,249) suggest is cullet (Section 4.4.1).
Re-examination of material from Wilderspool (Price and Cool 1991,26)
suggests, although glassmelting was probably taking place, there is no evidence for
the
Roman
on
site
out
somewhere
carried
glassblowing.
glassworking was probably
though as there, are many bubbly and distorted vessel bases which again, may be
Castleford
1991,26),
(ibld
may also
The
from
Caistor
Norwich
by
and
wasters.
waste
indicate the same (Wilson 1970,280).

Althoughglassworkingsites are nevercharacterizedby large amountsof
Worcester,
Deansway,
from
the
waste products,
amount of melted glass waste recovered
was particularly small, hence it is difficult to categorize (Section 4.3.2). However, some
has been tentatively Identified as glassblowing waste, but this cannot be proved with

certainty (Cool and Jackson, forthcoming).

3.3.5

Summary and conclusion

In summary,from the sites to be discussed in this thesis, Mancetterand
Leicester have furnaces in association with moderate amounts of process Waste
furnace,
is
there
a
Coppergate
of
At
taking
evidence
suggesting glassblowing was
place.
glassmelting pots and frit-like material indicating this may have been a glass producing
site. Worcester has evidence of crucibles and molten glass suggesting glassworking,
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Therefore
this range of glass producing sites,
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from putative evidence of glass production from the raw materials at Coppergate, to blown
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In conclusion, there Is evidence for some sort of glass production In
RomanBritain perhaps from the late first century. This Is supported by the finds from
Wroxeter and London, and certainly at a later date, according to the evidence from

Mancetterand Leicester. Furnacesfrom London do show that there was a con nu ion
Valley
in
to possibly
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Industry
from
the
least
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at
the fourth century, and the evidencefrom Walbrook suggests glass productionwas on
a relatively large scale. It is interesting to note from the sites in London the movement
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away
agreement with the movement of most industries from the second century onwards to the
peripheries of towns (Fullford 1989,185ff; see Section 3.1.2).

The available evidence

outside London (and for some sites within) is both small-scale and fragmentary. However,
the scarcity of finds may be due to a variety of factors, Including the recycling of glass,
making waste recovery difficult, and the small-scale nature of the putative furnaces (in
association with other high temperature Industries) making identification and location
difficult

In other words, small furnaces may have been missed or attributed to other

manufacturingprocesses.
The location of these sites does not seem to bear any relationshipto the
major sand deposits of Britain (Figure3.9), nor to lime deposits (Figure2.8). Therefore
it appearsfrom this evidencethat raw materialsdo not appearto Influencelocationto any
marked extent (see Section 3.1). Thus, ancient glassmaking centres should not
necessarilybe searchedfor In areas of abundant raw materials.
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Chapter 4
The sites and finds used In this study

Glass was chosen from five different sites to represent various aspects of
glass production and distribution in Britain.
Both Mancetter and Leicester are sites which showed in situ evidence of
molten glass waste, probably from the blowing of glass during the Roman period in
Britain. Worcester also produced a small amount of evidence for the melting of glass,
although little evidence suggested this was from blowing.
A furnace at Coppergate, York, and associated 'pots containing oncemolten glass' suggests this was a site where glass may have been produced from the raw
materials. Both the glass and some pieces of glass waste were chosen for analysis,
Glass from Fishergate, York, was also included, for although this site does not provide
evidence for the production of glass, it should provide a comparison with contemporary
glass from Coppergate. In addition, if Coppergate was indeed a glass producing site, it
would be'-Interesting to see if the glass from each site within York displayed similar
compositional patterns, and if the manufacturing debris can be linked to the glass at either
Coppergate or Fishergate. As the Fishergate assemblage contains glass from the Roman
and Immediate post-Roman periods, this allows a comparison to be made between the
composition of glass from different periods (which also may be relevant for helping to

ascertainthe date of the glass production debris from Coppergate).
In addition, all of these sites (perhaps excepting Worcester) produced
glass In sufficient quantities to constitute a large enough population for study. Glass
assemblagessuch as these are difficultto find firstly becausesites which show evidence
of glass production are relatively rare in Britain and on the Continent, and secondly
because of the recyclable nature of the waste and finished product (Chapter3).
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Quantification.'There Is no method of quantifyinglarge numbers of pottery sherds that
Is universallyregardedas completelyreliable' (Mainman1990,387). This Is also true for
glass, where recycling further reduces the reliability of any quantification data. The
homogeneityof fabric and colour In glass, and the fragmentarynature of the samples,
makefragmentlinkage difficult and minimumvessel count impracticableand unreliable.
Thedifficultiesare furtherexacerbatedby the extremeproblemsof residualityat the urban
sites of Coppergateand Fishergate,York. The sherds under study were all counted,
weighed and the colour and context noted. Therefore, although vessel counts and
weights are shown, minimum numbers of vessels were not attempted In this study for any
of the assemblages.

4.1

Mancetter

Excavationreports for the kiln site at Hartshill, Mancetterhave not been
publishedand hence,little Is known about the site or associatedfinds. What is perhaps
best known about the excavationis it uncovereda large area of kilns which are known to
have been producing vast numbers of mortaria from the first to fourth centuries AD
(Hartley1973a).
The Romano-Britishsettlementat Mancetterprobablyowes its origin to the
existenceof a legionaryfortressto the west of Watling Streetin the late first century. The
site at Hartshill, which lies In a field Immediatelysouth-westof the small settlementof
Mancetter,produced a seriesof about 35 pottery Wilns.Althoughthe potterywas mainly
for local consumption, it has been found widely around Britain in the second to third
centuries(Hartley 1973a,49; Fulford 1989,184) (Figure3.2).
The majorityof the early secondcenturypotterykiln structuresat Hartshill
were very small and had been seriously damaged by ploughing. However, by the
beginning of the third century the pottery kilns were large and could be fired at higher
temperatures(Swan1984,100; Hartley1973a,42). It is at this period that the site began
to produce pottery in very large quantities (Swan 1984,24).
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Found in association with the pottery kilns, was a glass kiln and a large

assemblageof glassy waste. The full extentof the glassworkingarea at Mancetterhas
not been established,but nearly all the glass fragments and waste, came from sites
W69(7),W70(7a)and W77(7/20),althoughtherewas a scatterof somemeltedfragments
in other areas on the site. The majorityof glass waste fragmentswere recoveredfrom
around the kiln (area7c, producing38% of the total glass recovered,and approximately
45% of the waste) (Figures4.1 and 4.2) and from a water channel (area7/20 producing
35% of all the total assemblageand approximately45% of the waste) (H EM Cool,
personal communication) (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). South of this area was largely
unexcavated,but may havecontainedanotherglassfurnacewhich would accountfor the
two distributions of waste. The waste from the vicinity of the furnace, although
concentratedin and aroundthe furnace,was scatteredstratigraphicallythroughthe filling
and stoke hole which suggestsit was not a heap of cullet waiting to be used. The other
major concentrationfrom the filling of the water channel(area7/20(63)and (64)),showed
a similar pattern of types of waste, and represents dumped material either from the
excavatedfurnace or a second unexcavatedfurnace nearby.

4.1.1

,

The glass
The assemblage of glass at Mancetter is relatively large, including worn

and bubbly vessel fragments,melted glass fragments,and waste from what appearsto
be glass blowing (see Section 3.3.4) in association with the glass furnace.
Approximately 1350 fragments of vessel and waste glass, and around 25 fragments of
window glass were recovered, weighing in total, less than 2 kg. Greater than 90% of the
glass is blue-green in colour, the remaining 5% consisting of yellow-green, yellow-brown
and colourless, and a very small proportion of polychrome. Waste glass (in the form of
melted fragments, blowing waste and, distorted and bubbly fragments (Figure 3.8))
constitutes 41% of the total assemblage by number (H EM
communication).
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Cool, personal

The most commonvesselforms found Includetubular-rimmedcylindrical
bowls (mid-first to late second centuries, Isings 44/45), collared jars (late first to early
second centuries, Isings 67b/c), and other forms of domestic ware In various colours, and
a relatively large number (20% of the assemblage) of blue-green prismatic and cylindrical
bottles (Isings 50 and 51) (H EM Cool, personal communication) (Figure 4.3).
The glass working waste consists of molten spills with rounded and
knobbly surfaces, thin rods and trails, and parts of moiles and wasters (see Section 3.3.4,
Figure 4.4). The most frequently encountered type were moiles which often had streaky
0

impurities and were strain cracked. Roundels were also found, but In smaller numbers.

However, by far the largest category of waste after cylindrical moiles was the
miscellaneousheat affected lumps, often containing black vitrified inclusions, and thin
rods and trails. Given the nature of this materialand the site, vessel fragmentswhich
werebubbly or distortedwerethoughtto be wasters,especiallywhen found in association
with molten waste (H EM Cool, personal communication). These may help with
identificationof what was being produced on site.
The majorityof wastersand glasswaste are blue-green,but there is some
evidence for the production of colourless and yellow/green/brown glass in the form of thin
trails and rounded lumps. The 'wasters' Indicate the production of small jars with rolled
rims, collared jars, and base rings of some unknown vessel type (H EM Cool, personal
communication) (Figure 4.4). Some decorated fragments were recovered suggesting

manufacturewas not solely of utilitarianvessels. Howeverthere is no evidencefor the
production of prismatic or cylindrical bottles, or indeed that the glass was being made
from the raw materials,but only for the melting of glass. The range of products made at
MancetterImpliedby the types and proportionsof waster and blue-greenwaste suggests
the productionof utilitarianvessels may have been a local phenomenon.In addition,fuel
must also have been locally availableor cheap, to reduce the cost of the glass to a level
where the production of utilitariancontainersbecame economical.
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Theamountof wastefound at Hartshill,Mancetter,numbersapproximately
half the number of broken vessel and window fragments found on the site, but
proportionately the colours of glass are similar for both assemblages (Figure 4.5).
Therefore it appears that the colour of waste reflects that of the broken vessel and window
fragments found on site.
The furnace was dated to the second century, and this, along with

stratigraphic,tYPOlogicaland evidence of vessel glass colours relating to the period,
suggests a mid-second century date for the glassworking. The industry at Mancetter was
probably small-scale and involved the production (possibly from cullet) of domestic
tablewares around the mid-second century AD (H EM Cool, personal communication).

4.2

Leicester
The Romans arrived in Leicester in 47 AD, and evidence of their
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4.2.1

Blue Boar Lane
The site at Blue Boar Lane, Leicester (Figure 4.6), was excavated In 1958,

but, like Mancetter,no excavationrecord has been published. The following Is based
upon unpublishedinformationobtainedfrom B Rutlandof the Universityof Leicester.
The earliestoccupationof the site (Phase1) lies immediatelyover sub-soil
and consistsof two post holes and cobbled surfaces. Therewas little materialrecovered,
but what exists Is Romanin character. The samianand amphora sherds found date the
phaseto late first century.
The construction of a clay-brick house on stone foundations and clay or
concrete floors starts Phase 2. Further modifications were undertaken on the house by
their replacement with tessellated floors and wall paintings. The pottery dates the house
to early second century.

Phase 3 represents the destruction of the building and

subsequentbuild-up of material"whichcontinueduntil the late second century. Phase4
is characterizedby a buildingwith substantialstonefoundationswhich were subsequently
robbed. This is dated to the late second century. Although there is little occupation
evidenceit Is likely the building was used until the late third century. It is after this date
thatthe building appearsto havebeen partiallydestroyedand glazedfragmentsof pottery
which may be crucible fragments appear dated to the late third to early fourth century
(Phase 5). Phase 6 post-dates the Roman layers.

4.2.2

The glass

The excavationsat Blue Boar Lane produced 230 fragments of Roman
vessel glass, primarily of mid-first to third century date by typology, plus 12 fragments of
window glass. In addition to this, and perhaps of more importance, is the relatively large
quantity of waste associated with glass blowing which was found In the vicinity of a glass
furnace (H EM Cool, personal communication) (Figure 4.7).

The stratgraphic date, for the glass assemblagefrom Blue Boar Lane,
Leicester,of the late first to early third century Is supported firstly by the glass colour.
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Most of the glass is either colourless (23%) or blue-green (64%), with other shades of
green and stronger colours making up the rest. In addition, the assemblage appears to
be a typical domestic assemblage spanning a relatively long period; finds include
amongst others a limited number of polychrome pillar moulded bowls (first century, Isings
3), Hofheirn cups (first century, Isings 12), colourless facet cut beakers (late first to early
second centuries, Oliver (1984) group 2), tubular rimmed bowls (mid-first to mid to late
second centuries, Isings 44 & 45), and colourless cylindrical cups (late second to midthird centuries, Isings 85b) (H EM Cool, personal communication). AJsoincluded are 61
0

fragments of blue-green prismatic and cylindrical bottles (Isings 50 and 51) (representing
27% of the vessel glass) (Figure 4.3).
The site at Blue Boar Lane also uncovered a glass furnace (Figure 4.6) and
a small amount of associated waste (around 400 fragments, weighing approximately 400
g (H EM Cool, personal communication)). The total number of fragments is low, but this
may be expected because of recycling practices. The waste appears to be representative
of glass blowing (Figure 4.7), consisting of cylindrical moiles, roundels, fragments with
pinched edges, rods and trails, and a variety of lumps including ones with rounded
knobbly surfaces (see, Section 3.3.4). These are similar to types of waste seen at
Mancetter, although the proportions of each differ and the glass waste seen at Leicester
appears to be clearer and of a better quality glass. Cylindrical moiles at Leicester make
up 15% of the waste assemblage (20% by weight), roundels 18% (20% by weight), and

the remainder are miscellaneouslumps. These proportions are different at Mancetter,
which exhibits a greater proportion of molles, but less roundels and chipped fragments
than Leicester (Figure 4.8). This may indicate different processeswere taking place at
each site such as:

1.

The production of a single batch of glass at each site.

2.

Differentrecycling trends.

3.

Glassmakersbeing skilled in differenttechniquesat different sites.
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The production of differenttypes of vessels at each site.
5.

The use of different raw materials/cullet at each site altering the working properties

of the glass, hence producing differenttypes of waste.
Chronologicaldifferencesbetweensites.
7.

Differentexcavationrecoverytechniquesemployedbetweensites.

95% of the waste at Leicester Is blue-green and the remaining 5% is
colourless,and both colours are seen In all types of waste (Tables4.3 and 4.4). The
presenceof a small proportion of colourlessmoiles suggests colourless glass was also
being blown to a limited extent. This contrastswith the vessel assemblagewhere there
are a larger proportion of colourless glass fragments recovered (23% by number)than
there are colourlesswaste fragments(5% by number) (Priceand Cool 1991,26) (Figure
4.9).
However,unlikeMancetter,thevesselassemblagecontainedno fragments
which appeared to come from wasters, or which were badly made, and hence it Is
Impossibleto suggest what was being made on the site. The colours of waste glass
recoveredsuggestglassworkingwas taking place probablyIn the second and more likely
in the third centuries (H EM Cool, personalcommunication).
Mancetter and Leicester are the only sites to date In Britain which have

shown evidenceof furnaces associatedwith in situ waste from vessel production.

4.3

Worcester
Excavations started at Deansway, Worcester In 1988 on 4 adjacent sites

(Figure 4.10).

Althoughthere Is extensiveevidenceof Romanoccupationin Worcester,
the knowledgeof the RomansettlementpatternIs patchy. In the north-westsector of the
town large defencesýhave been uncovered and there Is evidence within the Roman
deposits of a planned area, showing linear metalled surfaces (Baker eta/. 1992,69). As
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overwhelming finds have been evidenced for iron smelting in the second to fourth
(Burnham
industrial
Worcester
has
been
site
centuries,
recently
classified as a specialist
and Wacher 1990,232-4) (Table 4.5).

In the post-Roman period (fifth to eighth centuries), ecclesiastical
institutionsoccupiedthe defendedarea of the Romantown, consistingof three churches
and the newly founded cathedral of St Peter. North of the ecclesiasticalarea there
appearedto be commercialactivityaroundthe riversidearea, pre-datingthe founding of
the Burh in the ninth century (Bakeret a/. 1992,72).

4.3.1

Deansway
Of the four sites excavated at Deansway, Worcester, the evidence for

industrial activity, has been found in Site 4 (Powicke Lane North) (Figure 4.11) (HWCM
Interim Report 1989,21). Little was found which indicated occupation before the Roman
levels. From the first to third centuries AD (dated by ceramics) a number of linear gullies
formed enclosed areas in the eastern part of the site, within which industrial iron smelting
in
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(ibid,
22).
4.11)
comes
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for
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dump
and
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of
and a pit containing a
waste was recovered from a number of features in the southern part of the site, where a

found.
domestic
structure and pits containing
rubbish were
The Romanlronworkingindustry,in the form of smeltingfurnacesseen at
Blackfriars, Worcester, has previously been noted (ibid, 22). Therefore, it is likely that Site
4 formed part of a fairly extensive Industrial area, and was separated from other domestic
for
Is
it
common
sites to the south and west, where no Industrial activity was evidenced.
industrial areas in this period to relocate outside city boundaries (see Section 3.1.2).
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In the late third to fourth centuries the industrial character of the site
disappears and a series of fourteen graves were found, although the full extent of the
cemetery was not realized (Figure 4.11) (ibld, 22).

In the post-Romanperiod (fourthto eleventhcenturies)there appearsto
have been little activity,and the Romanfeatureswere sealed by an extensivedeposit of
dark soil. This is then followed by Medievaloccupationfrom the 11th century onwards
(ibid, 22).
0
4.3.2

The glass
Vessel glass was recovered from all four sites at Deansway (Cool and

Jackson, forthcoming) (Table 4.6) spanning the first to third centuries, Including tubular
rimmed bowls (late first to early second centuries, Isings 67c), globular and conical jugs
(late first to early second centueies, Isings 52 and 55), colourless cylindrical cups (late
second to mid-third centuries, Isings 85b), and blue-green prismatic bottles (Isings 50 and
51) (Figure 4.3).

During the excavationsa small amount of glass waste and part of a
crucible still retaining blue-greenglass were discoveredin Site 4, which is seen in the
larger numbersof glass fragmentsrecoveredcomparedwith the

other sites (Table4.6).

This waste consists of -cruciblefragments,furnace lining and a

small quantity of glass

debris,the majorityof which has been datedto between120and 240 AD (contexts20535,
20547,20580) and a little 240 and 400 AD (20608,20610,20609) (Cool
and Jackson,

forthcoming)(Table4.7).
The crucible fragment from Site 4 (context 20535) retains a thick layer
of

blue-greenglass on the interior, In places up to 6 mm thick on the base (Figure 4.12).
Two otherfragmentsrecoveredfrom othercontextscontainingblue-greenand
colourless
glass respectively,one of which showedglass runningover the broken edges suggesting
the vessel was broken during heating, The crucible appears to be domestic ware,
tentativelyidentified as black-burnishedware, and possibly not purpose made. This is
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also seen In similar material from Coppergate, York (Section 4.4.1.4). The inability of
some domestic pots to withstand the high temperatures required for glassmelting may

explainthe subsequentbreakageof the vesselwhilst in use.
The amount of glass waste found on the site is extremelysmall, even
taking into account possible recycling practices. It consists of one large lump weighing
c. 135 g (from context 20580) and many extremely small fragments weighing in total less
than 125 g (Table 4.7). The types of waste are difficult to distinguish because of the very
small size of the fragments, but appear to include fragments of moiles, roundels and
OD

pinched lumps in both colourless and blue-green glass, which may indicate glassblowing
on a limited scale (Section 3.3.4.2). However the evidence is not conclusive, because of

its fragmentarynature and small size.

4.4

York
The most important factor in determining the foundation, growth and

development of York, were the Rivers Ouse and Foss which meet in the city. The Ouse
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Sea
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allows
access
growth of the Roman town on the south bank of the Ouse (see Coppergate, below) with
the building of a fortress in the second century and the establishment of a colonia on the
banks of the Ouse in the late second/early third century (Addyman 1984,7). Later in the
Anglian period the principal activity shifted downstream to the confluence of the two rivers
(see Fishergate, below). In the Viking period the activity refocused on the Roman centre
(Hall 1987,23).

4.4.1

Coppergate

Excavationsat 16-22Coppergatetook placebetween1976and 1981. This
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be
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the
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area appears
city, especially
manufacturingquarter of
(rable 4.8).
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16-22 Coppergate lies on the spur of land between the Rivers Ouse and
Foss (Figure 4.13) (Hall 1990,377). Not all the site was examined In all periods (Figure
4.14). The earliest occupation on the site (Period 1) Is dated after 71 AD, the date the
Romans arrived in York. At that time the legionary fortress lay 160 rn to the north-West;
the immediate vicinity was certainly occupied by temples and a variety of commercial
establishments. Evidence for Roman timber and stone buildings were recovered, the
former being replaced by the latter, but the functions of these structures could not be
deduced. Stone structures were found in the south-east portion of the site, but later
disturbances, including the systematic removal of stone even at foundation level for re-use

meantlittle survived. From foundations it was thought a long building had existed, but
it was not clear if this was contemporarywith a small cemeteryof inhurnationgraves of
third to fourth centurydate (Medievalbuildings were also dug into these levels) (Figure
4.15). Romanwalls were evidencedby trenches,but these had been thoroughly robbed
at some point before the tenth century (Hall 1981a). The latest pottery in these levels
datesto the around400 AD. It appearsthereforethat most of the evidencefrom the early
levelshas been subsequentlyrobbed or destroyed,especiallyin the tenth century,or cut
through by later pits (Brinklow 1984,25) (Figure4.16).
Fromthe presentstateof research,especiallyevidencefrom pottery,there
seems no reason to suppose that Romano-British activity continued here beyond c. AD
400, and from then until the mid-ninth century the site seems to have been unoccupied

(Period2). This periodwas marked stratigraphicallyby the accumulationof up to I rn of
grey silty clay loam soils, interpreted as the result of natural agencies: there was no
evidencefor structures. All the pottery in these layerswas Romanwith the exceptionof
a small quantity of Anglo-Scandinavian sherds which are believed to be Intrusive; the
contexts from which they were recovered were adjacent either to upstanding baulks
Incorporatinglater material,or to later features (Hall 1990,377-81).
Above the grey loamswhich mark the four and a half centuriesof Anglian
desertion of the site, a band of dirtier grey silty clay loams was recognised. Into these
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was cut a series of features, Including a sequence of hearth/oven/kiln bases at the
northern street frontage (see below), as well as several pits containing domestic debris.

These hearths consistedof an area of burnt clay, approximately75 cm
wide, interleaved with ashy layers and a setting of Roman tiles at one level, with shallow
trenches defining, an open-ended rectangle around it, in which its walls once stood (Hall
1981a, 16; 1981c, 21; 1984,43; Bayley 1983,27; 1987,249) (Figure 4.17). This was
interpreted as the base of an Industrial furnace, which because of the sequences of
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has been suggested for their supply (ibld, 45). Subsequent refiring In the hearth when
they were used as glassmelting pots would alter the colour of the clay from grey (more
initially
being
for
for
Roman
buff
them
to
not
usual
or red, and would account
urns)
recognised as Roman vessels.

An archaeomagneticdate for the upper surface of the hearth of 860
t

20 AD

(13.4

±

2.5"E

declination

and

61.3

±

1.2"

inclination)

was

thoughtto be reasonablyaccurate(Noel 1978,14). This date put the hearthto the end
of the Anglian period and the beginning of the Anglo-Scandi navian period.
It must be noted that this date also Indirectly provides a date for the AngloScandinavia burial of an adult, without any grave goods, which was cut into the edge of
the feature (hearth base) (Hall 1984,26) (Figure 4.15). Evidence from the extensive pit
digging suggests there Is nothing to refute this grave and others, being robbed at a later
date. Also in the area were a number of square or circular pits which were backfilled with
various materials including bones and Roman pottery (residual), which occur up to
Medieval deposits. This entire horizon, Period 3, is dated to c.850-900 AD on the basis

of the combinationof the archaeomagneticdate and the numismaticevidence(Hall 1990,
380), althoughthe cemeterywas initiallydated to the Romanperiod (Brinklow1984,25).
Most of these levels were rebuilt upon the destruction and levelling of structures of the
previous occupation.

In the area aroundthe hearthvery little else was found, exceptmany ninth
centurypits, some of which containedRomanpotteryand the 'glazed' pot sherds. These
pit complexesdestroyedvirtually all traces of Romanperiod deposits and features (Hall
1981c, 28). Below the hearth no traces of Roman features were found, except three
trenches which were Interpreted as foundations of a first or second century Umber
building (Hall 1982,24). In undisturbed Roman deposits to the south of the site no
'glazed' potterywas uncovered,which suggeststhe potterywas depositedin post-Roman
contexts(Hall 1981c,30).
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Sealing the features of Period 3 were deposits into which were inserted
wattle alignments which anticipated the alignment of the subsequent tenements and

structures, but which did not themselvesform obviously coherent structures. These
alignments and features are assigned to Period 4A and dated c.900-30 AD.
The next phase, Period 413,is marked by the division of the area into four
tenements, designated A-D, and,

lif

the street Coppergate was not in existence before, it

must have been laid out at this time. The tenements showed evidence of successive
refurbishments and intensive occupation.

Metalworking seems to have been the

predominant activity in this perlod, 'with the manufacture of items in iron, copper-alloy,
lead-alloy, silver and gold (Addyman 1984,17; Bayley 1992). A notable feature was the
quantity of crucibles recovered with their important corroborative evidence for the range
and variety of metalworking techniques and of high lead glassworking (Hall 1981b, 15).
These crucibles did not resemble those found associated with the glass waste, in earlier

contexts. They were small delicate vessels, made of fine white-firing upper estuarine
clays, ideally suited to withstand high temperatures. These crucibles would only normally

be used once and then discarded, and this would accountfor the large numbersfound
from all over the site (over 700), and around the furnacearea (Figure4.19) especiallyin
Period 4B (Mainman 1987,38; 1990,469).
In the later tenth century the remains of the latest phase of post and wattle
structures at the street frontage were covered to a depth of up to 1 m. This horizon,
AM&

Period 5A is interpreted as resulting in part from the upcast in digging out the sunken
structures of Period 5B, and partly as a deliberate dump of make-up or levelling material.
It thus accumulated very quickly, probably within a period of weeks or months, and
contained a mixture of material dated to c.975 AD and before. The chronology of

subsequentbuildings is imprecise;they are only assigned to the mid-eleventhcentury,
and are designated Period 5Cf, and contemporary levels at the back of the site as Period
5Cr.
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4.4.1.1

Problems of residuality at Coppergate
The glass has been placed Into the period from which it was recovered.

However it should be stressed that there is clear evidence from coins and pottery for the
displacement of objects from the context where they were originally deposited and their
re-deposition in later, often appreciably later, layers. The principal mechanism of this
movementwas the extensive cutting of pits at all periods, Anglo-Saxon graves, wells, etc.,
successive robbing of earlier layers and, more particularly, the digging out of the sunken
element in the Period 5B buildings, which penetrated deeply into earlier levels and
redistributed the soil removed from them, resulting in a great deal of earlier material being
re-deposited into later deposits. In addition, the site was excavated continuously for over
5 years. In some areas baulks stood exposed over long periods and sherds falling from
frost-damaged and weathered sections inevitably became incorporated Into deposits other
than those from which they derived (Mainman 1990,390).

In the case of the preciselydated coins it can be seen that, in the AngloScandinavian levels, coins sometimes occur in contexts dated 75-100 years later than
their striking although their wear patterns do not suggest circulation for this length of time
and there is no evidence that they were hoarded. Pottery sherds of Roman and middleSaxon type are found residually throughout the era (at Coppergate, Roman pottery is
often found in tenth ce'ntury deposits (York 1978,48; Hooley 1988b, 25; Mainman 1990,
390)). The same can be suggested for glass finds. The period designations therefore
Indicate a date for the context in which the Itern was found and not necessarily for the

item'smanufacture
or use.
Residuality is a very important factor on this site as glassmaking debris
derived from earlier periods and redeposited in later levels is almost Impossible to
recognise. However, identifying this residual material is not impossible with Roman
finished glass vessels, some of which have been recovered in deposits dating to the
eleventh century. For example, two Roman decorated fragments analysed In this study,
which appear to have come from the same vessel, typologically, by decorative pattern,
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and compositionally (see Appendix 1a, Sfns 10179 and 5495), were found to be deposited
in Periods 3 and 4 respectively. Therefore trends seen in pottery and glass vessels may
possibly be extrapolated to glass waste fragments.

4.4.1.2

Dating the production of glass at Coppergate
The questions of residuality discussed above have a direct bearing on the

discussionof the possible period of glassmakingat Coppergate.
It was Initially suggested, using evidence of the dating of the hearth, that

OA
kýýF

glassmakingtook place in Anglo-SaxonCoppergate. However,the only evidencewe
have for glass production at this date Is the date of the hearth. This date was taken only
from the top layer of the hearth, although stratigraphic evidence shows that the hearth
was built and rebuilt at various times. In addition, there were no Roman levels Identified
below the hearth, which would help us identify subsequent Anglo-Saxon features, and no
in situ glass wasters with recognisable forms were found in the hearth, which may help
with dating. However, this does not disprove the use of the hearth in the Saxon period,
but does not prove glassmaking took place in this period. An alternative use may be in
the form of metal-working, There Is widespread evidence of white fired metallurgical
crucibles seen around the hearth area dating to around the tenth century (Mainman 1990,
474-5; Section 4.4.1).

Evidence from melted glassy lumps found near, but not in the hearth,
cannot help us assign a date for the glassmelting, as these are not presently datable by
scientific methods,ýand have no typological characteristics which aid identification. This
small cache may indeed be either ninth century or Roman.

The glassmelting pots again found scattered around the site, but not
actually in associationwith the hearth are of Romanform. They may have in fact been
re-used Romanpots as originally ýuggested (Hall 1984,45) as they were found in postRomanlevels,or they may be residualfrom the extensivepit digging which took place at
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a later date.

A very small proportion of these pots, and other evidence of glass

production, does come from layers dated to the Roman period (Bayley 1987,254).

The vast majority of glass found on site is typologically Roman, only a
handfulhas been assignedto the Anglo-Saxonperiod (Section4.4.1.3). This evidence
alonewould favour the production of glass in the Romanperiod.
If this is Indeed evidence for the production of glass from the raw materials,

at any period, it is extremelyimportantas sites are so rare. Unfortunatelyno evidence
has beenrecognisedfor what was being produced. If the hearthis Romanin date, blue0
green vessel glass or window glass are likely products although the high proportion of
colourless glass fragments recovered (Section 4.4.1.3) may suggest otherwise. However
there is no evidence of half-finished or wasted items to support this. Ukewise if the hearth
is Anglo-Saxon in date simple glass beads which appear to be mainly post-Roman in date
and have been found predominantly in later periods, are the most likely product, but none
appear to have been found in a half finished or discarded condition. Bead production
Implies that strong colours were being melted, and there is very little evidence from the
debris for this (Section 4.4.1.4).

In summary,presentevidencedoes not confirm a date for the production
of glass at Coppergate,but from the evidence of finished glass finds, typology of the
glassmeltingpots, and the problemswith residuality,it is as likely the hearthwas Roman
in date as it was Saxon.

4.4.1.3

The glass
The excavations at Coppergate, York, produced nearly 2500 fragments of

glass, not Includingthe glass manufacturingand meltingwaste which will be discussed
separately(Section4.4.1.4). Thesefinds date from the Romanto post-Medievalperiods.
Althoughthe site showedevidencefor SaxonandVikingoccupation,unlike
that of Fishergate (see Section 4.4.2.1), the glass assemblage contained extremely little
glass that could be positively identified as Saxon (approximately 15 fragments), the
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majority appearing to reflect a typical Roman domestic assemblage, spanning the first to
fourth centuries; but mostly second and third century in date (H EM Cool, personal
communication). These Roman fragments numbered about 1800 (approximately 73% of
the assemblage by number, 62% by weight) (a full report of the Coppergate glass has not
been published by York Archaeological Trust, and therefore these classifications remain

tentatve).
This chronologicaldistributionof glassfragmentsis not totally reflectedin
the distributionof the glass stratigraphicallythroughthe site,the largestamountsof glass
ýM
r1l.nj

coming from Periods 1,3,4B and 5B (first to eleventh centuries) (Table 4.9), which reemphasises the question of residuality (Section 4.4.1.1). Table 4.9 also shows that
although much of the Roman glass appears in later periods, post-Roman glass does not
appear until Period 3 (ninth century), which is the next period of settlement of the site after
the Roman departure.

Romanforms recovered,which show that the site appearsto have been
(first
fragments
blue
body
deep
include
Roman
throughout
the
cobalt
occupied
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to second centuries),pillar moulded bowls (first century,Isings3), globularjugs (first to
Isings
85b),
third
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(second
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52),
centuries,
earlysecondcenturies,
cylindricalcups
cylindrical bottles (late second to early third centuries, Isings 50 and 51), and fourth
century conical beakers.(Isings 106) (Figure4.3).
Various fragments were also recorded which are typical of later Medieval
forest glass. These were badly decayed and opaque grey/brown in colour. Although

many may be vessels they were not cataloguedas such in Table 4.10, because most
were in a very fragmentaryand badly decayedstateto positivelyidentifyeven the basic
forms. Apart from these; by far the largest number of fragmentswere representedby
blue-greenfragments,including light-blueand light-green,and the colourlessfragments
(Figure 4.20). These colouriessfragmentsexceedthe blue-greenfragmentsIn number
but representonly half the weight of the blue-greenglass (Table4.11). This Is because
thinner
fragments
from
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smaller,
often
many colourless
are
qualityvessels,which are
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identified as vessels (Table 4.10). Roman blue-green glass is more commonly used for
utilitarian vessels such as bottles and other containers, which are often re-used, and

therefore made of thicker glass. This may account for the differences in weights.
Nevertheless, colourless glass appears to be well represented in the total assemblage,

and also within the Romanglass assemblage(Table4.12), showingthe assemblagenot
just to be a utilitarianone, but one which reflects prosperity.
0
The majorityof the blue-greenand colourlessglass appearsto havebeen
recovered from Periods 1 and 3 (dated first to fourth, and ninth centuries respectively), the
colourless glass being dominant In Period 3 (Tables 4.10 and 4.12), the date of the hearth
at Coppergate. However as the glass distributed across the site is typical of a domestic
assemblage, and does not appear to show evidence of wasters, there is no reason to
suspect that this glass assemblage represents a collection of cullet.

Windowglass Is relativelypoorly representedon the site, constitutingonly
3% of the overall glass assemblage. This is also mirrored at Fishergate(see Section
4.4.2.1). The majorityagain comes from Period 3 and is blue-greenin colour.
Over 300 beads, counters, rings and bangles were recovered from
Coppergate. Both Roman and Saxon forms are represented, but the majority of the

beadsappearto be Saxon(N Rogers,personalcommunication),which contrastswith the
window and vessel glass assemblage. This is also reflected in the distribution'by period,

where most beads, in a wide variety of colours, appearto have been recoveredfrom the
later periods, especially periods 413,5B and 6 (Figure 4.21).
Other items recovered Include four Romano-British bracelets/bangle
fragments (Price 1988), a number of Romano-British millefiori counter fragments

(representingprobably only 2 counters),and 6 simple band finger rings.
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4.4.1.4

Glass production waste
The Identification of glass production in archaeological remains can be

grouped into two broad categories;primary and secondaryevidence.
The primary evidence,where it is apparentglass productiontook place,
is in the form of raw materialsand refiningevidence,furnaceand crucibledebris, and the
remains of moulds, glass waste and wasters. Secondaryevidence for production is
gained from the compositionof the finished products (which may be site specific), the
typology of the materialand distributionof objects,and possiblydocumentation. These
e-5%
NU-

are less tangible and more difficult to prove.
Coppergate appears to have shown evidence of glass production in the
form of primary evidence. This glassworking debris has been sorted into 6 descriptive
Appendix
b).
(see
1
(Figure
4.22)
function
based
type
categories
upon
of manufacture
and

Class 1 -Fumaceremains
This consists of brick and tie showing evidence of a vitrified surface, fuel ash glaze, large

glassy deposits,or with vitreous concretionssuggestiveof glassmeltingor manufacture.
Also included are overheatedbricks or ties with uneven surfaces recoveredfrom the
same contexts, glass on large blocks of overheated and vitrified clay, and pieces which
may be parts of tuyeres. The vitrified and/or glassy layer on these fragments may in
places be up to 10 mm thick. This may be evidence of fritting, glass production from the

raw materialsand/or glassmelting.,

Class 2 Evidence of glass manufacture from the raW materials
This evidence consists of part-fused quartz fragments (a white vitrified layer) with or
without glass on top and blocks of glass with a white frothy quartz layer on top or both
interleaved. It has been suggested that this waste is indicative of overheating of the mix
during fritting. ýIf this is the case it would be expected that very little of this type of waste
would be found on the site.

Although the assumption that these fragments are
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manufacturing debris is speculative, they are the best evidence available to suggest that
glass was possibly made from the raw materials at some period at Coppergate (R Brill,

personalcommunicationto York ArchaeologicalTrust).

Class 3 Glassmeltingpots
These pots consist of a ceramic body, usually red or buff, not necessarilyof a highly
refractorynature, but coated with layers or glass from less than 1 mm to approximately
10mmthick. Somealso show traces of grey or whitishfrothy part-fusedquartz adhering
to the ceramic body or adhering to the glass. Many of these vessels do not appear to
have been manufacturedfor use as crucibles as they are thin walled, are of a fine fabric
with few inclusions (more coarse ware with larger inclusions is more able to withstand
heat shock, and possibly higher temperatures(Section6.6.2.1)),many are slipped and
some have incised decorations"ontheir exterior surface. Neverthelessthey appear to
have been used in the glassmelting/manufacturingprocess. Some of these pots were
broken in use as they have glass coatings on broken edges or solidifieddown cracks in
the matrix (sfn. 11800) (Appendix 1b). Although these pots cannot necessarily be
classifiedas cruciblesthey suggestthat glasswas eithermeltedon site, or madefrom the
raw materials.

Class 4 Glasslquartzlceramic waste
-Awl

W

This.type of waste consists of a mixtureof part-fusedquartz,glass and fired clay, which
may be indicative of overheating causing the three components to mix to a certain degree
and the ceramic to deform. These, like Class 2, may also suggest glass manufacture
from the raw materials.

Class 5 Glassmeltingwaste
Glass fragments which appear to have been produced during glassmelting and consist
of blobs, blocks, drips, trails and thin threads of glass which may be deformed or have
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knobblyor heat-crackedsurfaces.Thereappearto be no fragmentsparticularlyindicative
of glassblowing(Section3.3.4),and as a whole this categoryis quite small (132 g) when
comparedto the other groups of debris. As glass Is recyclableit Is unlikely much of this
but
indicates
took
the
be
This
that
found
site,
place on
waste
glassmelting
would
on site.
not necessarilyglassmakingfrom the raw materials.

Class6 Vitrifiedwaste
This category includes those fragments which appear to be waste deposits from the
glassmaking/melting process. Many of these contain black deposits mixed with glassy
phases, and as they are often intermixed they proved too difficult to separate for analysis
by ICPS. In addition, most examples of this waste have been removed for analysis
elsewhere (although those that remain are catalogued in Appendix I b). These are again
Indicative of glass production, but not necessarily from the raw materials.

As can be seen in Figure 4.23a, the glassmelting pots appear to be the

most abundant'glass manufacturingwaste found on the site by number. This may be
expectedif thesewere not-purposemade crucibles,and as such would only*probably be
ableto withstand,one meltingbeforedisintegratingor becomingtoo fragile for future use,
and thereforebeing discarded. In addition if these were plentifulon site there would be
no reasonfor re-use. It is interestingto note that it appearsfrom the existenceof glass
and vitreous concretions covering the broken faces of some of these pots (Figures 4.24

and 4.25) that they were broken whilst in use and not during deposition. This evidence
may further substantiatetheir use as glassmeltingpots but not necessarilyas purposemade crucibles. There are 39 rims In the assemblage,and a few of these are large
enoughto providesuitablesamplesfor rim diameterestimates(althoughnone have a rim
and base joined so that pot size can be estimated). Those rims in the assemblage
suggestthese pots had an internalrim diametersomewherein the order of 20-24cm, and
an exterior diameter of c. 28 cm (sfn 11657,11658). There are very few bases In the
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assemblage, but examples 14056 and 11800 have exterior base diameters of c. 12 and c.8
cm respectively (Appendix I b). These are therefore quite small crucibles and would only

produce relativelysmall amounts of glass at each melt. Base 11800has also lost its
interior surface which has probably come away with the glass (Figure 4.25). This is
indicative of high temperatures where the crucible wall may dissolve into the melt, also
implying that the temperature of the glass was above that which the pots could withstand
base
this
has
filled
also
a
crack
with solidified glass running down it (Figure 4.25). As
few bases were recovered it is difficult to judge if many were heated to high temperatures.
Some of the glassmelting pots (Figure 4.25) have evidence of vitreous
white concretions on their surfaces, quartz-like in nature, possibly indicative of fritting or

glassmaking.
Afthough the glassmelting pots are the most abundant by number, as

would be expectedthe furnacedebris consistingof brick and file with vitreousconcretions
and glassi formsthe largestcategoryby weight (Figure4.23b). This is becausetherewill
be fewer furnaces than crucibles, they would be used over an over again, and when
discarded the bricks and tile fragments would each be larger and heavier than the
crucibles, thus producing less fragments but more mass.
There appears to be less eVidence of waste glass in the form of melted
fragments, drips and trails, and also even fewer glass fragments showing evidence of

quartzon one surface. Thesewould haveprobablybeen recycledand thereforemay not
be representativeof the scale of production,

4.4.1.5 '

What colour of glass was being made/melted at Coppergate?

The dominant colour of the glass seen in all the categoriesof waste is
light-greenor blue-green,the natural colour of glass which containsiron as an impurity
(Section2.3.4.1)(273green and 35 blue-green)(Figure4.26). Only 28 examplesappear
to be colourless'(thesemeasurementsare of course subjective,and with those samples
with thin glassy deposits it is very difficult to assessthe colour accurately).
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The predominant colour of the glass adhering to the glassmelting pots is
light-green, and there seems to be a correlation between the colour of the ceramic and
the colour of the glass (Table 4.13). Most of the colourless glass appears on buffcoloured pots (sfn. 12391,12565,13549, but not II 240b which is red ceramic (Appendix
1b)), with a positive correlation (r=0.24, PSO.001).

Most of the green/blue-green

glass is found adhering to red coloured pots (Table 4.13). The explanation may be that
is
buff
iron
has
higher
than
as red ceramic
ceramic, an element which
content
a
transferable to the glass, a deliberate choice of ceramic colour was made for colourless
glass to avoid contamination. On the other hand, the alternative may be true, that the
glass is colourless because it has not been contaminated by the iron from the pottery.
In addition, the correlation between glass and ceramic colour may also be a function of
differences in redox conditions within the furnace.
The fabric of the fýrnace debris (brick, tile and tuyeres) is either red or grey

(due to oxidation/reductionof the furnace lining) and those fragments which do have
glass adhering show the presence of drips and dribbles. This suggests they probably
containedcrucibleswhich were used to melt the glass (this function may well have been
fulfilled by the pots discussedabove). As the predominantglass colour observedon the
brick and tie is light-green(Table4.14), it Is likely this was the most common colour of
glass to be produced, although there is a little evidencethat cobalt blue, colourless or
black glass may also have been melted (AppendixI b).
Interestingly,the majorityof meltedglass wastefragmentsare blue-green
(Figure4.27,Table4.15),this being the most commoncolour of Romanglass, especially
during the second and third centuries AD.
Using the criteria discussed in Section 4.4.1.4, Classes 2 (part fused quartz

with glass) and 4 (glass, quartz and ceramicwaste) suggest glassmakingfrom the raw
materials. Furthermorethe colour of the glass with quartz adhering should be the same
as the colour of the glass which was being manufactured. There are 20 examples of
quartz with glass adhering where the colour of the glass can be identified. All show
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evidence of light-green glass with the exception of one blue-green fragment and one
black fragment. Ten other fragments with ceramic fused Into the matrix show a red

potteryfabric, again implyingthat if glasswas manufacturedfrom the raw materialsit was
generallylight-green. This is also true for the colour of the glass in the glassmeltingpots,
the majority of which are of a red clay fabric. If these part-fused quartz and glass
fragments are indeed examples of overheated frit then the suggestion is that colorants or
decolorizers, ff used, were added at a later stage.
The above evidence reveals a conflict between the predominant colour of
'ýýAp
U_

glass seen in the melted waste fragments (blue-green), with the glass and frit, and on the
furnace and crucible fragments (light-green). This could be explained by differences in
cooling atmospheres. The melted glass drips may have been formed under reducing
conditions, subsequently spilled and cooled, relatively quickly. Once the glass has turned
a blue-green colour it will retain *this colour unless induced to change by the addition of
Conversely,
the
Section
2.3.4.1).
(L
Biek,
an oxidizing agent
personal communication;
glass with a quartz layer, and the glass on the furnace debris and glassmelting pots, may
have been slowly cooled after a subsequent melt(s) in an oxidizing atmosphere. These
would therefore tend towards a greener colour. Alternatively the two may not be related.

4.4.1.6-

Distribution of glass manufacturing waste on the Coppergate site
Figure 4.28 shows that in Period I most of the debris appears to be

IL
1,
617%,

accumulated in the western corner of the site. In Period 2 numbers of fragments of waste

are found to decreaseand move towards the area occupied by the furnace. By Period
3 there is the greatest accumulation of waste especially around the area of the furnace,
but to a lesser extent throughout the site, lessening in amount towards the southern
corner of the site.- In Period 4 the waste still appears to be accumulated around the
furnace area. By periods 5 and 6 there is a scatter of waste finds from all areas of the
site, indicating redeposition.
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Furnace debris Is found in abundance from Periods I to 4, which indicates
there was some furnace activity In the Roman period (rable 4.16).

Most of the

glassmelting pots appear to have originated from Period 3. Therefore it appears some
high temperature processes were taking place in the Roman period, but may indicate that
the main period of activity for glass making/melt ng is Period 3. Nevertheless, problems
of residuality may be masking any real distribution.

AlthoughPeriod3 has been attributedto the Anglo-Scandinavian period,
from pottery analysisthe period also shows a high incidence not only of Anglian and
Anglo-Saxonpottery but also of residual Roman pottery (Table 4.17). This Is also
supported by the distribution of glass finds throughout later periods, many of which are
assigned typologically to the Roman period (Section 4.4.1.3), and to the glassmelting pots
which are of Roman form. The residuality of the glass finds may perhaps be extrapolated
to the glassmaking/melt ng eviddrice. Although the greatest amount of debris is clustered
in Period 3 much of this may be residual Roman glass production debris. In addition
there is some evidence of furnace debris in Period I suggesting some high temperature
activity was taking, place at this time (dated to the Roman period) (Figure 4.28), although
there appear to be no features In the eastern corner of the site dated to this period
(Section 4.4.1.2). Therefore the archaeomagnetic date of c.860 AD may be due to hearth
refiring at a later date, or may in fact not necessarily be connected with the glass debris
also found on site.

4.4.1.7

Evidence of other pyrotechnology at York In the Roman period
That glass was melted and possibly produced at some time at Coppergate

is evidenced. However, there appears to be other areas in York which also
show
evidenceof Industrialactivity in the Romanperiod.
At the waterfront site, just behind Coppergate, excavated In 1986/7 there

Is mentionof evidenceof glass manufactureand metalworking,Includingmanyfragments
of crucible and metallic and glassy residues, however no date is given (Finlayson 1987,
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5). At an excavation on the Roman civilian settlement on the south west bank of the
Ouse, an undated, but probably second or third century dump of sandy clay was
excavated. Above the dump glassworking debris was found (Ottaway 1987,19). From
the second century General Accident site ironworking debris has been found (Hooley
1988a, 15), and an early Romano-British site at Blossom Street showed evidence of a pit
containing much burnt material and slag suggesting metalworking was taking place
(Oakey 1990,12). An excavation at Foss Islands Road found 2 circular hearths of burnt
clay filled with charcoal (Oakey 1989,28) sealed by second and third century layers.
Asp%

Nothing was found to indicate whether these hearths were fireplaces, ovens or kilns, but
they may have been pottery kilns, as wasters were found in surrounding layers.
Therefore, with this evidence of other high temperature industries in Roman York, there
is no reason to suppose glass production could not have taken place at this time, in
addition to the Saxon period, where metal extraction and refining were seen to take place.

4.4.2

Fishergate

Excavationsat 46-54 Fishergate,York took place in 1985/6. The site lies
directly to the east of the confluenceof the RiversOuse and Foss at a natural crossing
point across the two rivers.
The excavationhas not yet been fully published, and so the following
informationis that kindly provided by R Kemp and the York ArchaeologicalTrust prior to
108>

'
is
from
publicabon, and
an early assessment of the site (Table 4.18).

The earliest recorded deposits from the site show a well-drainednatural
clay subsoil containing varying amounts of river pebble (Period 1). The earliesthuman
activity on the site dates to the Romanperiod and is representedby traces of ploughing,
field boundariesand otheragriculturalactivity. Therewas also a silty orangeclay deposit
across the site which contained numerousRomanpottery sherds, but little else (Period
2). The site was opposite a known Romancremationcemetery (Kemp 1985a,25) and
was known to be away from the Roman centre, being a mile away from the Roman
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fortress and later Medieval and Viking towns, therefore little Roman material was found
(Kemp 1991,209).
The largest area of occupation (Period 3) showed an extensive settlement

by
dated
features
varying
comprisinga complex of cut
of
characterand concentration,
pottery and coins to around 700-860 AD. This fell into two periods of occupation
separated by what seemed to be a deposit representingabandonment. The earlier
(Periods3a and 3z) consistedof a number of large, well-spacedpropertiessurrounded
to the east and west by shallow boundary ditches (Figure 4.29). There appeared to be
at least three post-built structures, with their assoclated debris. This settlement seemed

to be well planned,and its locationat the confluenceof two riverssuggestan Involvement
in trade, possiblysupplyingthe nearby royal and ecclesiasticalcentre based on the area
of the former Romanlegionaryfortress. Theselevelsuneartheda large amountof AngloSaxonfinds including glass bedds, comb fragments,knives and pottery (Kemp 1985b,
1986a)which accountedfor probably half of the total finds from the site, many of them
being domesticIn character(rweddle 1987,39). However,some of these finds suggest
high levels of trade with Frankish and Rhenishcontacts; parallelsfor quernstonesand
pottery have been seen at Quentovic, Paris and Douai (France),Antwerp and Ghent
(Belgium),and from the Rhine valley and around Mayern (Germany)(Kemp 1986b, 10;
Mainman1988,34). Metalproductionwas also taking place,as evidencedby small scale
ironworking(Kemp1986b,11). The peak of activityappearedto be aroundthe beginning
0

of th.e eighth century AD. This was thereforethought to represent a small part of the
trading wic (Kemp 1991,209).
Around 740 AD this area appears to have been abandoned, and structures
demolished. Above this a charcoal-laden deposit was found across the entire settlement
area which was thought to be due to domestic fires (Period 3b). Cutting this deposit was
a further ditch associated with a number of pit groups (Period 3c), with coins dated to
c.830-860 AD. The artefactual assemblage from this period appears to show less Intense
settlement than Period 3a after which the site was probably abandoned.
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Evidence for the re-occupation of the site at around 1000-1202 AD
comprises pits, structures and boundaries of a newly created settlement (Periods 4 and

5). A cemeterywas also presentprobably linked to a church (St Andrew's)which may
have been a precursor of the twelfth century Gilbertinepriory, although no remains of
such have been found.

4.4.2.1

The glass
The excavations at Fishergate produced over 1100 fragments of glass from

(Table
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This bias is probably the result of the presence of larger thicker walled vessels in postConquest times. Much of the material from Period 4 appears to be small, thin walled
fragments. Table 4.19'also hides residual material, a feature that was also evident at
Coppergate (Section 4.4.1-3).ý Note that most of the fragments are found in Period 3a, a
to
be when the Saxon wic was well established.
period thought
According to the phasing the occupation at Fishergate was shown to be
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The assemblage consists mainly of vessel glass, window glass constituting

only 2% of the oýerall glass assemblage.' Both Roman and Saxon forms are well
represented in the assemblage (Hunter and Jackson, forthcoming), although exact
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Roman forms from the first to fourth centuries have been identified. These
Include prismatic bottles (first to second centuries, Isings 50 and 51), cylindrical cups with
double base rings (second to third centuries, Isings 85) and certain types of fourth century
cups (Isings 96/106) (Figure 4.3),

Characteristicexamplesof glassvesselsfrom the Saxonperiodwere also
identified. The majority are blue-green and characteristic of the palm cup/funnel beaker

serieswhich is datedto the middle Saxonperiod (seventhto tenth centuries)(Figure4.3).
Apartfrom those vesselswhich could be positivelyidentifiedwith a certain
0

period, many other body fragments of various colours could be identified as Roman or
Saxon, although the vessel forms from which they were derived could not be recognised.
What is interesting to note is that for some blue-green body fragments (and some rims),
especially those which showed evidence of some degree of bubbles, by typological
criteria these could be either Roman or Saxon.

4.5

The material chosen for analysis

The materialchosenfor analysisin this study comprisestwo types: glass
from domestic assemblages,and the glassy remainsof glassmeltingand glassmaking,
from the Roman and immediate post-Roman periods.
517 samples of archaeological glass were prepared for analysis by ICPS,
based upon the representative colours and types of vessels and waste. A full list of these

0

is given In AppendicesIa and b. The majorityof fragmentswere either blue-green,light.
blue, light-greenor colourless,and this is reflectedin those analysed. These were the
most predominant colours found in all the assemblages under study.
195 glass vessel and window fragments were analysed from Coppergate,

York,from Periods1 to 4 (firstto tenth centuriesinclusive),althoughall were typologically
Roman,
46 samples of glassy residues indicative of glass production were also
analysed from Coppergate, These included glass from glassmelting pots (and in some
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cases samples of ceramic), and glassy debris which was thought to be indicative of
production of glass from the raw materials. These samples were also recovered from a

wide range of periods throughoutthe site (althoughagain mainly Periods1 to 4).
Blue-greenand colourlessmeltedglassfragmentsthoughtto be indicative
of glassmeltingand probablyglassblowing,from Mancetterand Leicesterwere analysed.
These comprised 75 samples from Leicester and 63 from Mancetter. In addition 40 blue-

greenvessel'waster'fragmentswere analysedfrom Mancetterto form a comparisonwith
the melted glass waste from the same site.
Aibýý

lio

Waste and 'wasters' from the two areas at Mancetter,W69(7)24 and
W77(7/20)63/64 was chosen to represent the two largest accumulations of melted glass
waste on the site.
Melted glass waste from area BI19 at Leicester was chosen for the same

the
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more
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Worcester
for
from
fragments
24
of melted glass waste were analysed

comparativepurposes.
74 fragments of vessel and window glass, of a variety of colours, were
analysed from the assemblage at Fishergate. These comprised some vessels which were
typologically either Saxon or Roman in form.

The data presentedin Appendix6, and discussedin Chapter6, is based
upon a single iteration, during analysis by ICPS because of the destructive nature of the

technique. Silica was not calculatedby differencebecausenot all elements,which may
be present in glass, were determined using the TRACE program (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 5
Materials and methods

5.1

Inductively coupled plasma spectrometry

5.1.1

Introduction

Inductivelycoupledplasmaspectrometry(ICPS)is now a well-established
by
detail
in
is
described
for
the
of
materials
method
and
compositional analysis
Thompson and Walsh (1983).
Briefly, samples for analysis by ICPS are introduced in solution into a
plasma where complete atornization and excitation take place. Radiation at wavelengths
characteristic of each chemical element contained in the sample is emitted from within the
plasma and subsequently detected.

In this way, simultaneous multi4ement

determination is Possible. The analysis is both rapid and limited in the amount of solution
required to determine a relatively large suite of elements. For this reason, ICPS is ideally
suited to the analysis of archaeological material where the quantity available for sampling
is limited.

5.1.2

Instrumentation
A Philips simultaneous free-running air-path inductively coupled plasma

spectrometry(ICPS)system based in the Departmentof Geology, Royal Holloway and
BedfordNow College,Eghamwas used for all analyses. The facility compriseda Philips
PV8050 emission spectrometer with a PV8490 ICP source unit linked to an Digital VT240
computer which was used for data manipulation by means of the TRACE program
developed by Dr JN Walsh at Royal Holloway and Bedford New College for the analysis
of silicate rocks.
Figure 5.1 outlines the basic components of an ICPS instrument, which can
be considered as comprising four separate sections (Dymott 1986,1):
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I.

The ICP excitation source, which produces an emission spectrum characteristic
of the elements in the sample.

2.

The spectrometer, which optically collects light from the plasma and resolves the

compositespectrumemitted by the differentelementspresentin the sample.
The detector- generallya photomultiplier.
4.

The signal processor and data analyser.

Before entering the ICP excitation source, the sample is introduced into
14PA
W,

a nebulizer which produces a fine aerosol of droplets of solution using a high velocity

stable argon gas flow. This acts to remove any large droplets and commonly only 1-2%
of the solution entering the nebulizer finally reaches the ICP (Thompson and Walsh 1983,
56).
From the nebulizer the solution enters the ICP torch unit and into the

The
torch
the
be
in
ionized
to
conducting.
gas
plasma, which must
an
state make
carryingtwo outerflows of argon as well as the centralgas flow which carriesthe sample
is
frequency
high
applied, and
through
current
to
material,passes
a copper coil which a
heating occurs which generatesthe plasma (Figure 5.2). The plasma is usually at a
temperature of between 6000 and 10000K. This high temperature should ensure no
chemical bonds survive, which serves to decrease inter-element interferences (ibid, 9).

Strong emissionlines are producedfrom excitationof atomsinjected into
Z14%,

the plasma and for most elements there are a large number of spectral lines available for

analysis out of which one (sometimestwo) are pre-selected. This specific instrument
provides a roving detector and movement of entrance slit to give the user some flexibility

in analyticalrequirements.
When the sample is introduced into the torch, it enters into a relatively cool
part of the plasma - the region of the plasma used for analysis provides a broad
temperature profile allowing the general absence of self-absorption or self-reversal effects,
which in turn leads to calibration lines which are linear up to four orders of magnitude,
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essentialfor simultaneousanalysis (ibid, 11). Howeveroptimum cletectionlimits for all
elements cannot be reached simultaneously, since the optimum observation height and
carrier gas flow are the same for all the elements to be considered. Therefore there is

usuallya compromisebetweenobservationheight and carrier gas flow, which leads to
some minor compromise in detection limits for the elements to be analysed.
Ught emitted by atoms in the plasma is resolved into component radiation
by means of a concave diffraction grating. This radiation then falls on a series of slits in

front of photomultipliertubes located at the precise wavelength in the diffracted light
spectrum. Because of the wide range of elements usually present in the sample, a
complex series of spectral lines needs to be resolved and background correction is often

necessary.
The operating parametersfor the torch were typically as follows:

Anode current

0.41 A

Plasmagas flow (coolant gas)

10-201min"

Carriergas flow

0-1 1min*'

Auxiliarygas flow

0-1 1min"

Phase voltage

160 V

Argon pressure

4 lb in*2

Observation zone above the torch

18 mm

Consumptionrate of liquid into the spectrometerwas typically 1-2 ml per

minute.

I
Nine major and minor oxides determined at the percentage level, by

Fe2O3,
comparisonwith laboratorystandards,includedA1203,
MgO,CaO,NaAKATIOV
P20,and MnO (and PbO and Sb2o. using additionalstandardsolutions),plus twenty-one
elementsat trace levels determinedas ppm which is standard for rock analysis (Goffer
1980,20). Thesewere, Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, U, Mo, Nb, Ni, Sc, Sr, V, Y, Zn, Zr, and the rare
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earths La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy and Yb.

Preconcentration techniques have been

recommended for rare earth analysis (Eby 1972; Walsh et a/. 1981; Leyden and
Wegscheider 1981; Bolton et a/. 1982), however these were not used here because of
sampling limitations.

5.1.3

Choice of spectral lines
ICPS is not entirely free from interferences (see Section 5.1.7), but these

are not usually significant as other second or third order lines can be chosen. The
spectral lines used for analysis and possible interferents are shown in Table 5.1.

5.1.4

Materlals
Sulphuric acid (general purpose reagent grade) for cleaning the

polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE)beakers, and perchloric and hydrofluoric acids (Aristar
grade) for glass digestion, were obtained from BDH Chemicals, Poole, Dorset.
Hydrochloricacid (Analargrade)for final sampledissolutionwas purchasedfrom Mayand
Baker, Dagenham,Essex. Powderedsodium carbonateand calcium carbonatefor use
in contaminationexperimentsand sodium nitratefor use as a calibrationstandardwere
Analar grade, as obtained from BDH. Additional calibration standards for lead and
antimony were atomic absorption standard solutions from BDH (Spectrosol grade) and
Hopkin and Williams, Chadwell Heath, Essex (atomic absorption spectrometry grade)
Ilk

respectively.
The silicate rock in-house referencestandards KC10, KC11, KC12 and
KC13, in powdered form, were kindly donated by Dr JN Walsh, Department of Geology,
Royal Holloway and Bedford New College, Egham- Other reference standards were
synthetic glass standards 76-C-144,76-C-150,76-C-151 and 77-C-33 from Pilkingtons
Glass, St Helen's, Merseyside.
Water was distilled in a Jencons (Scientific) GP6 Autostill (Leighton

Buzzard,England),in the Departmentof ArchaeologicalSciences,Universityof Bradford,
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5.1.5

Methods
Sample preparation

Archaeologicalglassfragments(fordetailsseeAppendixI a) wereselected
to
in
decorated
and
unusual,
way
for analysisto avoid specimenswhich were
or any
information.
loss
the
typological
minimise
of
Approximately 200 mg was removed from each glass fragment using an

Isomet11-1180low speed saw (BuehlerLet,Warwick,UK),this quantitybeing morethan
0.1
Is
homogeneous
Jim
above
sufficient to give a representative sample since glass
(Newton and Davison 1989,6; Goodman'1987,22),

later
for
losses
at
and allowing

drill
to
diamond-tipped
remove
The
fragments
using
a
were
cleaned
selected
stages.
in
distilled
layers,
water.
washed
and
weathering
surface contamination and

Glass

0.5
100
Analysette
ball
±
in
Fritsch
mill and
agate
a
samples were then powdered
by
ICPS
by
foe
using an adaptation of a method
analysis
mg sub-samples solubilised
Thompson and Walsh (1983,85).
This method involves the digestion of the powdered glass in a mixture of

2 ml of 40%hydrofluoricacid and 1 ml of 60% perchloricacid in PTFEbeakers. Digestion
of glass by hydrofluoric acid leads to the complete decomposition of carbonates,
phosphates and silicates (carbon and silicon being released as carbon dioxide and
volatile silicon tetrafluoride respectively). Perchloric acid is included in the mixture to
ensure complete solubilization of any otherwise Insoluble fluorides (ibld, 85).
After digestion and drying, the samples were reconstituted In I ml 38%
hydrochloric acid and diluted to 10 ± 0.05 ml with distilled water in pro-leached
polyethylene bottles. This dilution of sample and hydrochloric acid was considered to be
of sufficiently low viscosity not to cause signal suppression during subsequent analysis
in the ICPS, therefore eliminating the need for very close matrix matching (Ward et a/.
1977,91).

This method enables a relatively concentrated solution of sample to be

Walsh
(Thompson
together
trace
for
the
elements
and
and
analysis of major
prepared
1983,85).
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5.1.5.2

Preparation of standards

a)

Calibration standards

For the majorityof elements,calibrationdata were already incorporated
into the analysissoftwarefor the ICPSinstrument.
Calibration curves were obtained from plots of measured intensity versus
element concentrations using standards of known composition and blanks to obtain the
high and low points of the calibration line. At Egham these are in-house silicate rock
standards, KCI 1, KC12, KCI 3 and KC10. For the TRACE program KCI I was used to
AWN,

%P

obtain the high point for a suite of 30 elements, together with KC13 to cover those
elements at very low levels in KCI 1, and a reagent blank solution for the low point. The
day to day re-calibration of the instrument was performed with two laboratory rock
Calibration
determined.
be
to
for
bottom
top
the
standards
point of each element
and
drift
became
if
during
the
beginning
run
the
was performed at
of each run and again
severe.

Interferencestandardsof Ca (1000ppm), Fe (1000ppm)and Mn (50 ppm)
were also run to check for any interferencesassociatedwith these elements.
Standardsodium nitrate solutions in 10% HCI at concentrationsof 0%-30%
(w/w) were preparedin 5% incrementswith respectto Na20. Thesestandardsprovided
a separatesoda calibrationto reflectthoseconcentrationslikelyto occur In archaeological
glass since the soda value in the KC1I referencestandardwas lower than that expected
in archaeologicalglasses (see Table 5.2).
Separateantimonyand lead standards,made from syntheticsingle element
solutions in 10% HCI, at concentrations of 0%, 0.5%, 1%, '1.5% and 2% (W/W)were also
included for analysis. These elements were considered worthy of separate determination
because lead and antimony are important In determining factors affecting glass
technology such as colorants, cutting properties, working properties and viscosities of the
glass melt (see Section 2.3.4).
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(b)

Referencestandards
Reference standards, consisting of silicate rock (KCIO-13; Table 5.2) and

synthetic glass (76-C-144,76-C-150,76-C-151 and 77-C-33; Appendix 2, Table A2: I) were

selectedto resemblethe archaeologicalglass samplesas far as possiblewith respectto
the analysis,and for later calculationsof precisionand accuracy. Thesestandardswere
processed and analysed In an identical manner to the archaeological samples.

In addition, one 100 mg KC11 standard was processed for every 10
archaeological samples and introduced at regular intervals into each ICPS analytical
10
sequence to allow correction for instrumental drift before the data analysis stage. This

was accomplishedin the KCI 1 standard by calculatinga mean value for each element,
calculatingthe differencefrom the'true'value and then correctingeach unknownsamplO
by this value. The aciditiesof the calibrationstandardsand the archaeologicalsamples
were matched,as were the total solid contents of both, to increaselevels of accuracy.

5.1.6

Determination of background and contamination
Blanks were incorporated into each analytical sequence to assess

background levels of the elementsto be determined in the archaeologicalsamples, to
check the purity of the reagents, and contaminationarising from the PTFE beakers.
Theseblanks were preparedby leaving PTFEbeakersempty at random positionsin the
trays while archaeologicalsampleswere being weighed. For every ton archaeological
0

samples,one blank was incorporated. Subsequenttreatmentwas identical.
In one run a series of dummy sampleswere also used in addition to the
empty beakers. These included distilled water, and 100 mg samples of sodium and
calcium carbonate. The sodium and calcium carbonatesampleswere treated in exactly
the same way as the archaeological samples from the grinding stage onwards, to
ascertainIf contaminationwas entering at any of the subsequentstages.
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5.1.7

Evaluation of ICPS
The aim of this Section is to assess ICPS as a method for the analysis of

archaeological, glass and to define any limitations which may affect the validity of the
conclusions drawn from the data.

5.1.7.1

Contamination levels
Table 5.3 shows that neither the blank nor the distilled water analyses

contain elements at any concentration above the minimum detectable levels (see Section
5.1.7.5). Therefore, contamination arising from the PTFE beakers or airborne particles
entering during sample processing, or retention of ions sticking to the walls of the vessels,
was considered to be negligible. Analyses of solid sodium and calcium carbonates which
contain known contaminants (declared by the supplier) indicated that any contamination
would be detectable if present.

5.1.7.2

Precision

Precisionis definedas the randomuncertaintyin a measuredvalue,or the
corresponding uncertainty in the estimate of concentrationas derived from that value
(Bournans 1987,162). The precision of an analytical technique is the standard deviation
of repeated analyses, expressed as a percentage of the mean concentration determined.

It Is important to make clear whether the quoted values are obtained by simply taking

EID

repeat measurementsof a single solution in rapid succession (intra-day),or over an
extended period of time (inter-day). Inter-day determinations make a more rigorous test
of the precision of a method and it is those which should mimic routine analysis, although
it should be noted that the samples run between days were made In separate batches.
Also, as the detection limit (see Section 5.1.7.5) for trace element analysis is approached,
standard deviations increase significantly.
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Precisionwas determinedprimarilyfor the KCI 1 values for one run over
a single day (25 values, run every 10th analysis) and secondly, for 5 runs (131 values,
over approximately 2 years) (data in Appendix 3).

The values presented in Table 5.4 indicate that as expected Intra-day
precisionis better than inter-day,which may be explainedby the use of solutions made
at different times for different runs. Out of the 30 elements determined 22 gave values of

precisionwhich are better than 10%. Those at levels between 10-20%were Cr, Nb, Zr,
and the rare earths, Sm, Eu, Dy.
is

Co and Mo, with inter-day levels of 310% and 111

respectively are particularly imprecise and will be discussed later (Section 5.1.7-3).

For certain elements, unacceptably low inter-day precision made
comparison between runs impossible. Therefore Co (332,3100/6),Cr (6%, 19%), Mo (7%,
lll'/o), Nb (7%, 140/o),Zr (13%, 130/c»,
La (30/o,100/o),Sm (5%, 120/o),Eu (0%, 100/o)and Dy
(6%, 15%) were not included in'further statistical analysis.
As the KC1I rock standard does not exactly mimic the composition of

archaeologicalglass, precision between runs was also determined by analysing 10
unknownarchaeologicalglass samples in 4 separateruns done on different days.
The results (comparing Tables 5.4 and 5.5) show that those elements
which seem to Nve consistently low precision are the same in both the archaeological
glass samples and the KC1I rock standards, namely Co, Mo, Cr, Nb and the rare earth
elements.

Therefore, KC11 can be considered an adequate matrix match for the

archaeologicalglass in this study.

5.1.7.3

Accuracy
Accuracy refers to the comparison between the measured concentration

and the 'true' value. The principal limitations to accuracy are errors caused by, for
example, inter-elementeffects which lead to reproducible but incorrect estimates of
concentration(Boumans1987,176). Accuracyis tested by comparingresultswith those
obtained on the same sample types using Independentmethods, or by comparing the
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results obtained on standard reference materials with certified values as seen here.
Levels of accuracy depend upon the analyte, its concentration, the matrix, the integration
time, the equipment, the ICPS operating parameters and the standardization procedure
(Bournans 1977,14). Additional factors affecting accuracy are associated with sample
preparation.
Table 5.6 indicates how far the ICPS data deviates from the quoted mean

KC11 standard values (obtained from Dr JN Walsh, Departmentof Geology, Royal
Hollowayand BedfordNew College,Egham). Inter-dayand intra-dayvaluesare quoted.
Accuracy could not be calculatedfor Mo as no 'true' value was available.
Comparison of precision (Table 5.4) and accuracy (Table 5.6) data
indicates that those elements which can be determined with a precision level better than
10% but with poor accuracy (deviation from the 'true' value by greater than ±20%)

are Zr and the rare earth elements La, Nd, Yb, and Sm. Zr is known to be difficult to
dissolve using conventional acid digestion methods, and consequently fusion procedures
are considered more appropriate (Walsh 1980,107). It appears that only approximately

25%of Zr has been solubilized,because,as shownin Table5.6,the percentageaccuracy
for Zr is down by 7"0%.
From previous work on certain rock forming minerals, several authors have
suggested that Al, Fe, Mn and Mg (Church 1981,413; McQuaker et a/. 1979b, 1084) might
be particularly difficult to dissolve at high concentrations. However, in contrast to Zr,
these elements are not depleted. This suggests that the digestion procedure used here
is suitable for their complete dissolution.
Those elements whose determination by ICPS is neither precise (deviations
above 10VG)nor accurate (above -±20%) are Co and Mo, the rare earth elements

Eu and Dy, and, to a lesser extent, Cr and Nb.
In the case of Co, this is found at low levels in archaeological glass (see

Appendix 6), and therefore may be close to its minimumdetectable level (see Section
5.1.7.5). For Mo, there are difficulties with calibration (see Section 5.1.7.4) and no 'true'
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value has been publishedbecausethere are recognisedproblemswith Mo detectionon
the 220 nm line, especiallyas concernsinterferencefrom Al (Thompsonand Walsh 1983,
102), An additionalproblem may stem from the formationof insolublecomplexesof Mo
in strongly acidic environments(McQuaker1979a,890).
Thereare variousreasonswhy levelsof precisionand especiallyaccuracy
for the rare earth elements are unacceptable. Work by Fassel eta/. (1983) suggests that

the rare earth elements,althoughtheir detectioncan be more sensitive,are expectedto
be problematicbecausethey are found in such small quantitiesIn a matrix containing
other elementsat much higher concentrations.
To compensatefor this, the rare earth elementsare normallypreparedfor
analysis using pre-concentrationtechniques, except for La and Ce which can be
measured by the stated analytical method (Thompson and Walsh 1983,106). The major
elements are removed by passage through an ion exchange resin, and the rare earth
elements eluted separately as a more concentrated fraction. The results here indicated
that Ce in the abundances seen can indeed by quantified with reasonable accuracy

without pro-concentration,howeverthe same cannot be said for La.
Anotherexplanationfor the problemsassociatedwith ICPSanalysisof rare
earth elements is complex formation with Zr which, as demonstrated above, is
incompletely solubilized (Walsh 1980,107).

However, this is not valid for the results

presented here because Table 5.6 shows evidence for enhancement, not depletion.
Cr can occur in the form of chromite (FeCr204)which, like Zr, is difficult to
dissolve. In addition this complex may form in solution after digestion (ibld, 108). Nb has
been reported to be lost by volatilization during acid dissolution (Church 1981,414) and
also precipitated in strong acid media (McQuaker et a/. 1979a, 890). However, as with
Cr, the accuracy values indicate enhancement, not depletion.

Thoseelementswhich show significantenhancementcomparedwith their

'true' concentration(Co,Cr, Nb,La,Ce,Nd,Sm,Eu,Dy,Yb) demonstrate
that problems
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with accuracy are probably not associated with sample preparation (compare Zr) but ICPS
analytical performance.

5.1.7.4

Dynamic range of ICPS
The dynamic range is defined as the concentration interval over which a

calibration curve is linear (Bournans 1987,160).
In ICIPSthe instrument output signal and concentration of an element are
said to show a linear relationship over several orders of magnitude - up to 105 (Ramsey
and Thompson 1982,70), this being necessary for the simultaneous analysis of both high
and low concentration elements. Significant line curvature as concentration increases for
any of the elements might require dilution of the samples.
Work

by Floyd et aL (1980,2171)
-undertaken

and later by Walsh

(Thompson and Walsh, 1983,25) on Al, Fe, Mg and Ca (wavelength selection the same
as this thesis) showed that line curvature was significant for these elements at
concentrations levels between 1000 pg ml" and 10 000 ýLgMI" (0.1-1%) in solution, and
hence quadratic equations must be fitted to the calibration curves.

Work by Bladesand Horlick (1981,894) indicatedthat above 10 000 tig
ml" atomic lines of certain elements were enhanced, whilst ionic lines were slightly
depressed. Ionic lines have been found to be much more sensitive than atomic lines
(Bournans 1984b, 430)., Ca was one of those elements, but the behaviour was found to

be quite complex. The Ca atom emissionline was in generalenhanced,the magnitude
increasingwith increasing molar ratios of Na to Ca, while the Fe line was depressedas
Na concentrationincreased (Fasseland Kniseley1974,1117A). The Na concentrations
used were relativelylow, whilst in this study Na is presentin much higher concentrations.
This effect on the signal is not due to spectral line overlap,but may be due either to the
viscosityof the solutionaffectingthe nebulizer,or more likely perhapsto the excessof the
major element (Na or Ca) altering the excitationconditions of the emissionsignal. This
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These
for
the
emphasises again
some matrix matching of samples and standards.
need
findings were Investigated as follows.
Figures A4: 1 to A4:32 show the relationship between concentration and

signalintensityfor eachelementunder study,for 50 samplesof archaeologicalglass,rock
standardsand blanksfrom a single run (Run5) (Appendix4). In agreementwith previous
findings (Walshand Howie 1983,972; Thompsonand Walsh 1983,25) most elements
show linearityover the concentrationranges indicated. However,in agreementwith the
findings of Blades and Horlick (1981, 894), both Ca and Na calibration lines show
deviation from linearity (Figures A4:4 and A4:5 respectively).

Although calibration

equations for Na and Ca were incorporated into the TRACE program, it was necessary to
develop a quadratic equation to quantify Na at the concentrations found in the glass
samples (see Appendix 2).
Figures A4: 15, A4:24 and A4:25 (Appendix 4) for Mo, La and Ce

respectivelyindicate that no relationshipbetween signal intensity and concentrationis
apparent,

5.1.7.5

DetecUon Umits
The detection limit is a statistical value that appraises an analytical method

for the smallest detectable concentration or absolute amount of an element (Bournans
1987,102),

or the 'concentration associated with the smallest signal that can be

distinguished with a, precleterminedprobability from the random fluctuations of the
background (Shaw 1969,330).
Background effects have two main components (Sobel and Dahlquist
1981,152).

1.

From the solute. A continuousbackgroundcomprisingthe aggregatedeffect of
many different kinds of random fluctuations which release energy that can
accumulatewith the quantity of elementsbeing measured.
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2.

From the instrument. Interference background consisting of a second spectral
line
superimposed on another, and from fluctuation at the photon level in the
,
photomultiplier. Corrections for these can often be difficult.

Owing to the large number of lines which can be detectedin ICPSsome
interference effects are inevitable. The interferences for ICPS have been studied widely
and include spectral overlap, background radiation, stray light and matrix effects (see
Section 5.1.7.4). However in ICPS these are considered minor and are dealt with in detail
0

by Mermet and Trassy (1980,1981), Thompson and Walsh (1983) and Larach (1973).
Because quantitative determinations at detection limit concentrations are
not feasible because of the background component, it is usual to estimate the Lowest
Quantitatively Determinable Concentration (LQD) or Minimum Detectable Level (MDL).
If the assumption that a signal '10 to 15-fold greater than the standard deviation of the
background scatter is desirable for quantitative determination, then a concentration 5-fold
greater than the experimentally determined detection limit may be a reliable estimate of
the LQD where a precision of approximately 10% can be obtained (Floyd et a/. 1980,
2170; Kahn 1982,177).
Factors influencing detection limits have been listed by Bournans (1978,
5), as follows.

071)
11

Type of ICPS and nebulizer.

2.

Instrumentoperating parameters.

3.

Spectral lines used - le 1st or 2nd order.

4.

Resolutionof the grating.

5.

Integrationtime.

6.

Sample matrix.

7.

Definitionof the background and blank,
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Taking all these factors Into account, detection limits will be different
between instruments, runs and types of samples.

It Is a well-establishedpracticeto obtain a cletectionlimit by determining
the noise on the background as a standard deviation (a). The standard deviation is
2a
is
then
to
as
either
conventionally
quoted
which
equivalent
converted a concentration
or 3or(Boumans 1984a, 5; Thompson and Walsh 1983,32).

Detection limits quoted in the literature are often obtained by ton
integrationson a blank solution and then calculatingconcentrationsequal to twice the
standard deviation. These may produce the best detection limits obtainableunder any
conditions but are calculated under non-routine conditions and are machine specific
(Greenfield 1981,7). They are therefore not realistic for practical applications. Usable
detection limits are obtained under compromise line selection and operating conditions.
Those quoted here were obtain'ed under routine analysis conditions (Table 5.7).

The limit of detectionis used as a criterion of whether the analyticaldata
set used can usefully include a particular element. In this analysis, each sample was
diluted 1004oldduring preparation,and hence detectionlimits must be 1004oldlower in
the solution than those in the glass sample.
The cletection limit may be defined as follows (Dymott 1986,3):

Cý = 0.01 Kx (RSD), x CJSBR

(Eq. 5.1)

where: CL is the cletection limit, K is either 2 or 3 (see above), (RSD)I, is the relative
standard deviation of the background signal ý/o) and SE3Ris the analyte signal to

background ratio measuredat an analyte concentrationCo.
To improve detection limits ft. is necessary to reduce the (RSD),,and
increasethe SBR. The (RSD)I,is largely due to 'flicker' noise from fluctuations in the
excitation source, which has an RSD which Is constant with signal strength and not
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related to spectrometer performance. An alternative source of noise is due to the random
arrival rate of photons, the RSD of this is proportional to 1/47signal(ibld, 3).

From this study, the backgroundsignal for each elementwas estimated
from the intercepton the signal Intensityaxis of a linearregressionlinefor the relationship
between concentrationand intensityfor 50 analysesdone in a single run (Run 5, see
section5.1.7.4). The standarddeviationof the backgroundwas taken as its square root,
according to Poisson statistics, assuming the background to be independent of the
analytesignal (Greenfield1981,7). The constantmultiplier,K was set at 3 to provide a
higher level of stringency.
The results indicate that the detection limits are higher than those most
recently published (Table 5.8).

This may be explained not only by the higher level of

stringency, but also by the use of different spectrometers operating under varying
machine parameters, and the ahalysis of a complex matrix under routine conditions, as
opposed to simplified multi-element solutions.
The levels seen in Table 5.7 are acceptable for the routine analysis of

be
to
lines
Those
quadraticsuch
for
appear
which
archaeologicalglass most elements.
as CaO and Na20 have had a straight line fitted to them for the purpose of minimum
detectablelimit calculation,which althoughless accurate,still showsthe detectionlimits
for these elementsto be satisfactoryfor the mediumunder study (at 3a). Thoseelements
which did not show a clear relationship (linear or otherwise) between intensity and
conqentration (Mo, La and Ce) have had a linear equation applied for calculation
purposes.
If we then apply the cletection levels obtained in Table 5.7 to the mean
element and oxide levels in the archaeological glasses obtained under routine conditions
we obtain the results shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 shows that from the five sites studied, all the elements or oxides

are above 1 minimumdetectablelevel. Howevercertain elementsin the glasswhich are
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below the recommended 5-fold MDL (Floyd et a/. 1980,2170) are Co, Nb, Sc, Nd, Sm,
MID
54old
have
levels
Dy
5u
to
their
MI Yb,
La,
Ce,
which
are
close
and
while
and
Therefore on this premise all the rare earth elements can be discounted

from the statistical analysis of the data as their concentrations are probably
Indistinguishablefrom the background. Other elementswhich can be discounted or
treatedwith caution are Co, Nb and Sc. This may explainwhy the determinationof these
elementswas both impreciseand inaccurate(see Sections5.1.7.2 and 5.1.7.3).
0
5.1.7.6

Summary and conclusions
Table 5.10 Is a summary of the data presented in Tables 5.4,5.6,5.7,5.9

and Appendix 4, and gives an overview of the reliability of the ICPS data as analysed
using the TRACE program.

From Table 5.16the following points emerge:

a)

Major and minor o)ddes
All the major oxides (A120.,Fe203IMgO,CaO, Na2OfT'02fP205IMnO)can

be determined with precision and accuracy and occur in concentrationsabove their
-11-N
minimum detectable levels. Therefore they are considered suitable for further data
analysis.

0

Rare earth elements
In summary,the rare earth elements(La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, Yb) are all
below their five-told minimum detectable levels, as recommended to give a 10% precision
to the analysis (Floyd et a/. 1980,2170; Kahn 1982,3). In addition, the determination of

all the rare earth elementsis shown to be Inaccurate(see Table 5.10). Thereforethey
could be used for comparisonbetweendata sets as long as it is borne in mind that they
are not a good representationof the 'true' values.
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They all appear to be higher than their 'true' values and, although Zr is
said to be associated with the rare earth elements and has not probably been fully
dissolved by the method used here (Section 5.1.7.3), it will contribute to the Inaccurate
value. However, because they are all below the accepted minimum detectable levels they
will be discounted from any further statistical analysis. It is suspected that the rare earth
elements have not been corrected for background interference on the ICPS calibration

program,where spectral line curvaturemay becomemanifestat the lower concentration
range (Boumans 1977,15).
One possible explanation is that it is almost impossible to obtain multielement standards of sufficient reliability and In adequate amounts to calibrate for the rare
earth elements (Thompson and Walsh 1983,113). Therefore the figures quoted as the
'true' values for the rare earth elements may themselves be inaccurate.

C)

Traceelements
The majorityof the trace elements(Ba, Cu, U, Ni, Sr, V, Y, Zn) appeared

to be sufficiently precise, accurate and above their minimum detectablelevelsto allow
further data analysis. Thosewhich were in someway problematicalare discussedbelow,
Co is below the accepted minimum detectable level and this is reflected
in the values of accuracy and precision, and so it will be discounted from the analysis.
Mo and Cr show inter-day imprecision and therefore cannot be used to
line,
202.0
Mo
the
data
from
Interfere
is
known
different
nM
Al
to
compare
on
with
runs.
which is said to be a limiting factor in estimating a 'real' detection limit for this element
(ibid, 102). One factor which may explain why Cr is imprecise and inaccurate may be that
it is not fully attacked by the HF/HC104dissolution procedure (Section 5.1.7.3). However
the values for accuracy seem to indicate that Cr is in fact not depleted, but enhanced.
Nb is below the accepted minimum detectable level and is Inaccurate, and

so must also be discounted. Nb is consequentlyunstablein strong acid solutionswhich
that
for
suggest
(Church
However,
1981,414).
the
accuracy
values
causes volatilization
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the concentrationIs enhanced. Furthermore,the line used for Nb is not very sensitive
1983,102),
&Walsh
determine
(Thompson
hard
to
10
below
ppm
making concentrations

and this may also be affectingthe results.
Sc Is just below the accepted minimumdetectable level and Is found in
figure
for
Se
level.
The
to
I
the
significant
one
values
are
given
most samples at
pprn
and so any small changes in concentrationwill not be represented.
Zr is inaccurate due to problems of dissolution (Section 5.1.7.3) and
cannot be used In further data analysis.
In summary, those elements which should be removed from the data
analysis are all the rare earth elements, Co, Cr, Mo, Nb, Sc and Zr. Eighteen elements
remained for statistical analysis, plus Sb and Pb which were not included in the TRACE
program and were determined independently using single element solutions for
calibration.

5.2

Scanning electron microscopy

5.2.1

Introduction

Electron microscopy produces an electron beam upon the sample face
A.
has
A scanning electronmicroscope(SEM)has
1
which
a resolutionof approximately
an electron beam which can scan across the surface of the sample and commonly has

A.
100
The analysed section is a volume of approximatelytwice the
a resolution of
diameter of the beam. This produces a 2-D image which is made by storing point
traversesas it scans across the sample. When used in conjunctionwith a dispersiveXray fluorescence unit, X-ray emission is stimulated by bombardment on the sample
surface, providing a means of elemental analysis. Areas of less than I tLO can be
analysed. Spot analysis of certain sections in the sample are used to produce
concentrationmaps across a prepared section of material.
Current work has shown the glass found in domestic ceramics from
Coppergate,York, to be of a different composition to the vessel glass found on site
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(Section 6.6). Both were found in similar contexts on the site. It has been inferred that
the ceramics were being used as glassmelting pots (see Section 4.4.1). Analysis using
SEM was therefore conducted to investigate the possible diffusion of elements, and hence
contaminaton, across the glass-ceramic interface, which would produce the discrepancy
in concentrations between the two samples.

5.2.2

Instrumentation and analysis
SEM was carried out on freshly polished samples on a Jeol energy

AWA

to

dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDX) detector system based in the Ancient Monuments
Laboratory, English Heritage, London. The SEM was used in back-scattered mode to give
atomic number contrast for detailed compositional information. The parameters used
were 15 W accelerating voltage, and 100 seconds live time per sample.

After approximatelyeverytenth analysisa cobalt standardwas stored to
correct for drift in the spectra. For each sample quantitativemeasurementswere taken
in
the
and
interface
in
the
matrix,
ceramic
the
the
and
glass
of areas
of
glass, around
As
inclusions.
a
Pottery
is
inhomogeneous
various
ceramic.
and contains
matrix very
bulk matrixanalysiswas preferred,to see areasof diffusion,spots of between10 [Lmand
500 ILmdiameterwere analysed,the larger areas in the pottery matrixto gain a mean of
all the elements. For the two samplespresentedin this thesis (Section6.6) sample 12474
was analysedat 50 ILmintervalsand spots of diameterof 50 ýtm;sample 14217at 100
pm diameter spots and at intervalsof 0.5 mm.
15 major and minor elementswere determined. Thesewere Na, Mg, Al,
Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu and Pb, which were automatically corrected in the
SEM using the Unk ZAF (Z = atomic number, A=

absorption, F=

fluorescence)

technique. The Unk ZAF analytical package automatically strips the background using
a Fourier transform function before peak fitting and therefore peak and background
information were not available. The minimum detectable limits are estimated from the
peaks rejected as not statistically significant (at the 2arlevel) by the analytical software.
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Of the fifteen elementsdeterminedNa, Al, K, Ca, Fe, Si, S and Cl were
they
discussion
from
Cl,
S
Si,
as
background,
these,
Three
were
excluded
and
above
of

were not quantifiedby ICPS.

5.2.3

Materials
An Epo-Kwick (Buehler) Fast Cure Epoxy Kit, consisting of 20-8128-032

Epo-Kwick Resin, 20-8128-008Epo-Kwick hardener and 20-8180 Sampl Kups, was
obtainedfrom Buehler Let, Warwick Science Park, Warwick, England. Silicon carbide
paper, and 6 gm and I tLmdiamond pasteswere also obtained from Buehler.

5.2.4

Methods
Fragments of glass and crucible to be sampled were cleaned with distilled

Each
blade.
diamond
low
tipped
Isomet
with
saw
a
water and sliced using an
speed
samplewas then placed in a I" plastic sample cup (BuehlerSampl Kups) and covered
with resin. The cups were then warmed In a Gallenkampvacuum oven for 30 minutesto
1 hourto aid settingand removetrapped air bubbles,removedfrom the oven and allowed
to cool. Sections were prepared by grinding on a succession of wet silicon carbide
papers (240,320,400 and 600 grit) and finished on an extra worn 600 grit pad. Samples
were then polished on a mechanical wheel using a6 tim followed by a1 tLm diamond

pasteon a BuehlerMicroclothpolishingwheelwith a white spirit lubricant. After polishing,
sIpecimenswere rinsed in absolute alcohol and dried. Each sample was then placed
under vacuum,to removetrapped air, ready for analysis by SEM.

5.3

Techniques for data exploration

The aim is to statisticallyassessthe data derived from the compositional
analysis of glass from the various sites studied (see Chapter 4), and to highlight any
compositionalpatternswhich may suggest technologicalsimilaritiesor differences,due
to differencesin manufacturingtechniques or provenance.
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One problem is the lack of reliable compositional data on raw materials,
sources, and recipes for glass manufacture.

To date glass does not have a

comprehensive database on which to statistically test suitable glass groups or
assemblages, In conjunction with sources of raw materials.
The problems of sample bias and choice of statistical methods for the
analysis of provenance and compositional data have been widely argued (Gillings 1991;
Baxter and Heyworth 1991). In the present study it was impossible to decide from the

initial physical examinationwhere fragmentsof glass were manufactured,thereforeany
preconceptionsor sample choice distortionwere relativelyabsentfrom the Initial choice.
Again, unlike pottery, which may have site specific styles and fabrics, glass tends to be
ubiquitous between different sites, and often between different countries, In the period
under examination.

The glass was therefore sampled primarily on the basis of a

representative mix of the total population, and for the parameters which certain fragments
were best able to test, such as the addition of colorizers, decolorizers, etc.

The materialanalysedwas from a range of Romanand post-Romansites
of differing' dates and locations within Britain (Section 4-6). A variety of statistical
techniques there applied to test the validity of the data and to reveal any meaningful
archaeologicalpatterns. All statisticalmethods used in this study were obtained using
SPSS/PCV2.0 (Norusis 1988aand b).

5.3.1

Visual examination of the data
If a data set does not' follow a normal distribution, the immediate

assumption is that more than one population is represented. A normal distribution is
required for multivariatestatistics. Thereforeto determinewhether the data follows a
normal distributionthe Initial groups need to be ascertained,eg. to test whetherthe data
representsa group of glass from the same batch, the same site, Is of the same colour,
has the same additives, underwent the same processing of raw materials before
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If
data
follows
the
had
batches
a non-normal
etc.
set
added,
of
cullet
manufacture, similar
distribution (ie. is skewed or bl-modal) multivarlate statistics should be applied with care.
Those data which were shown to follow a non-normal distribution because

Nineteen
before
5.1),
(Section
analysis.
statistical
were removed
of analyticalproblems
oxides and elementswere retainedfor initial statisticalanalysis.
To ascertain if the data followed a norrijal distribution, values of skewness

distribution
A
into
kurtosis
meaningful
populations.
were calculated,afterseparation
and
is skewed If is not symmetrical, but has a 'tail' towards one end of the distribution. If a
larger proportion of the cases falls into the 'tails' of the distribution than into those of a
normal distribution the distribution has a positive kurtosis, and if fewer cases fall into the
Values usually used as indicators of a

tails, the distribution has a negative kurtosis.

normal distribution are skewness =0 and kurtosis =3

(Norusis 1991,204).

Table 5.11

show skewness and kurtosis leýels for a) blue green glass from all the sites studied, and
b) for the waste glass from Leicester.

Whilst both do not fit the accepted levels for

skewness and kurtosis, it can be seen that the values shown in a) are widely different and
must represent

many different populations,

which together

do not show a normal

distribution, whilst that for b) is more representative of a single population with a normal

distribution. These deviationsfrom a normal distribution must be borne in mind when
using multivarlatestatistics,and thereforeany data must be interpretedwith care, and in
conjunctionwith other statisticalmethods.
is

The basic theory was to use as many methodsas were availableto yield
a set of results from which areas of agreementwere sought enabling a high degree of
confidence to be assigned to any given Interpretation (Vitali and Franklin 1986,200).

5.3.2

Multivarlate statistical analysis

Multivariatestatisticsare used to obtain a two-dimensionalstructure in a
Multidimensional matrix. The main methods used in this study were cluster analysis and

discriminant analysis. Principal components analysis was tried but gave no more
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archaeologically meaningful results than cluster analysis together with the other methods
tried, and therefore is not discussed here. This finding is supported by Baxter (1989,50),
using both principal components analysis and cluster analysis on archaeological glass
compositional data to demonstrate both methods lead to broadly similar results.
That multivariate statistics should not be used with data, which is
100%.
to
in
testable
terms
up
adds
set
which
expressed percentage
and
as a statistically
was initially discussed by Aitchison (1986) and more recently by Baxter (1989,1991), and
Gillings (1991), but no firm conclusions have been reached. However it has been used
(Christie
from
in
data
derived
the
etaL 1979,
analyses
glass
widely
past on compositional
Baxter eta/. 1990).

5.3.2.1

Cluster analysis

Cluster AnalysisIs designed so that when given a sample of n objects
into
the
for
objects
it
grouping
each with a score on rn variables will provide a scheme
in
multidimensional
treated
individuals
points
The
as
are
sets containing similar objects.
n
In
in
that
space.
joined
space, which are
and merged to their most similar neighbours
this study the distance between the points was calculated in terms of squared Euclidian
distance (for'detailed discussion see Manly'1986). This is the most commonly applied
be
to
distances
easily
for,
of
measure
quantitative variables and enables an array
established.
i 41P7A

ýV

Thefirst step prior to analysiswasto standardisethe variablesso that each
elementhad a mean of 0 and a standarddeviationof 1. This was becauseelementsvary
In their natural spread when calculatingsimilaritydistances,an effect which can lead to
greaterweighting arising from those with larger absolutespreads and to stop the results
being dominated by those variables with the largest absolute magnitude. The relative
spreads thus remain unaffected (Pollard 1983,59; Vitali and Franklin 1986,198).
in
the
objects
The exact method for establishing the relative closeness of

the multidimensional space depends entirely upon the specific clustering algorithm
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the
hierarchical,
the
There
types
where
two
available,
chosen.
of algorithm
are
main
starting point Is taken where n objects form n groups which are then merged by a process
of agglomeration to eventually form a single group, and divisive where, as its name

suggests,the opposite is true, with a single large group comprisingthe starting point.
The divisivetechniquesare best suitedfor very large data sets,therefore,
althoughthe data set as a whole was large, it was split into smallermore archaeologically
meaningfulgroups for analysis. Consequently,hierarchicalmethodswere used. These
methodsfall Into three groups: linkage,variancemethods,and centroid methods. These
are summarlsed in Appendix 5 and discussed In Norusis (1988b, B-83).
The strength of this technique lies in the fact that it assumes nothing is
known about the structure of the data set, nor about interrelationships between variables.
In most forms of cluster analysis once a sample is assigned to a group it is not re-locatedý

There are 7 hierarchical clustering algorithms available in SPSS/PC
(Norusis 1988b), but no rules as to which methods suit a given situation (Appendix 5).

In addition it has been found no one methodis necessarilysuitablefor all cases (Pollard
1983,59). Thereforeall of the hierarchicalclusteringtechniqueswere used to identify
areas of agreement/disagreementin the resulting dendrogramsand to obtain the most
archaeologically meaningfulresult. For example all 7 methods were tried on the data
obtainedfrom the glass analysedfrom Leicester(n=75). Comparativeanalysisof all the
clusteringtechniquesshowed that the data formed two groups, one of colourlessglass
0

and the other an amalgamationof all other colours (Appendix5). As Ward's method
appearedto show the data to the best effect,this was the dendrograrnmost often used
In the discussion (Chapter 6). In the case here Ward's method generally proved to be the
most archaeological ly significant.

The resultingdendrogramis a two-dimensionalrepresentationof a threedimensionaldiagram. To interpretdendrogramsthe horizontalcomponentis taken as the
magnitudeof the separationand the vertical, linkage lines showing the clustering order
and hence the degree of similarity betweenthe specimens.
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*unless a re-location option is selected.

In addition to the type of clustering technique chosen, the number of
clusters which are significant is difficult to ascertain. Therefore , it is necessary to examine
the cluster coefficients. Small coefficients Indicate that fairly homogeneous clusters are
being merged, large coefficients that clusters containing quite dissimilar members are
being combined. These are used as a guide only, and the most significant number of
clusters Is usually when two adjacent steps becomes large. In each case If no significant
change is seen then no structure is assumed and the optimum number of clusters
suggested is one. These were plotted as breaking graphs to show the most significant
number of clusters, and can be seen with each respective dendrograrn in Appendix 5.

5.3.2.2

Discriminant analysis
This method is used to distinguish between two or more groupings. The

linearly
is
to
weight
and
formed
the
mathematicalobjective
groups are
a pr1ori and
far
force
discriminating
the
apart as
In
to
as
groups
chosen
combine
variables order
possible,
The technique combines the discriminatingvariables into one or more
combinationscalled discriminantfunctionswhich can be regardedas axesof a geometric
space and are used to look spatially at the relationshipsbetweenthe identified groups.
Stepwise addition of the most discriminating elements is performed until no elements are

left.
4W

A

This allowsan identification'of the most discriminatingelementsto be
madealongwith an assessmentof their relativecontributions. The methodusedhere
to decide the criterion for the selection of variables for inclusion in the analysis is the

stepwise method using Wilks' Lambda, which describes the proportion of the total
variance In discriminant scores not explained by differences among groups (Norusis
1988b, B14).
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A scatterplot(see Figure6.1) displaysthe spatialseparationof the groups
important
it
is
to examinethe relativescale
functions
first
discriminant
two
the
and
upon
function
discriminant
The
standardisedcanonical
magnitudeswhen comparing plots.
coefficientsshow the relative contributions of the elements to each of the calculated
functions (the sign Is Ignored) thus enabling the identification and an assessmentof
importanceto be made regarding the elementscontributingto the plot in question. A
to
the
inclusion
the
is
the
table
elements
of
of
order
summary
produced which shows
analysis before the calculated addition to the Wilks' Lambda becomes insignificant and
the effect of the specific variables upon the generalised distance measure. The table of
canonical discriminant functions includes eigenvalues, which are a measure of the relative
importance of the function, with the sum of the eigenvalues equalling the total variance
total
the
is
discriminating
Each
the
of
percentage
of
eigenvalue expressed as a
variables.
The
function.
importance
the
to
the
of
associated
sum and acts as a reference
relative
Wilks' Lambda Is an inverse measure of the discriminating capability of the original
variables not yet removed by the discriminant functions, so the larger the value it takes
the less information there Is left In the remaining elements. It is important for ascertaining
what percentage of each discriminant accounts for the total variance, and it the most
0

widely applicable' discrimination criterion (Vitali and Franklin 1986,200).

Careshould be taken using discriminantanalysisbecausecasesarefrstly
subjectively assigned to the best group and therefore the analysis will aim to find
differences between the assigned groups (and give each case a relative probability of
belonging to the pre-selected group). Secondly samples not,placed in groups are given
a relative probability of belonging based upon the chosen groups. This statistical method
should therefore be used along with other methods here (mean, standard deviation,
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graphical information, cluster analysis to check the validity and to ascertain the main
discriminants seen in the other techniques used).

5.3.3

Conclusion

In conclusion,there is no single best methodfor data processing. Means
and standard deviations of grouped data provide a useful comparative tool, in conjunction

with graphicalrepresentations.As regardsthe methodsof multivariatestatisticalanalysis
used in this study, the strengths of cluster analysis lie in its ability to analyse a completely
unknown data set about which no prior knowledge is assumed. Discriminant analysis is
a powerful tool, but care should be taken as it is very dependent upon the quality of the
groups assigned to ft. The use of discriminant analysis alone must be approached with
great caution. Groups for discussion were formed on certain criteria such as typology,
being
before
tested
basis
using
the
groupings
colour, site, etc, and upon
of cluster
discriminant analysis to ascertain the most discriminating variables.
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Chapter 6
Discussion

6.1

Introduction
The mostcommonfirst approachto consideringand interpretinganalytical

data is at the inter-site level on the basis of means (and standard deviations) of the data

blocks. Any significantdifferencesusually indicatedifferentsourcesof materialsand are
thus bases for characterization studies involving more detailed intra- and inter-site
examination of the data. In the case of pottery, where fabric and typology are more easily
recognised and which has been found in a specific location within one site, dated to the
same period, it is easier to consider groupings of material.

It may be that it was

manufactured at one location, and possibly using the same clay source. However, glass
is less diagnostic visually except on the basis of colour, is capable of re-use over an
extended period and may therefore be expected to derive from a variety of sources which
are impossible to distinguish upon visual examination.

Thefull data set of archaeologicalglass analysedcan be seenin Appendix
6. Means and standard deviations are presented here as a starting point to show the
broad compositions of the type of glass studied and show the proportion and ranges of
network formers and modifiers in the glass. which may give an indication of the

populationsrepresented.
Table 6.1 shows the means and standard deviations of the glass from each
of the five sites studied. The largest proportion of glass analysed was blue-green (and
similar hues) and colourless glass.

Very few strongly coloured fragments, such as

turquoise blue, cobalt blue or brown, were analysed.

The most obviousfeatureof the data is the similarityof glass compositions
among sites, which can be seen In Figure 6.1, a discriminantplot of the data.
Some trends however can be seen. For example, the composition of glass

from Fishergate,where both Romanand Saxonforms are represented,showsthe widest
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variability around the mean. This Is followed by the composition of the glass from
Coppergate. These data represent glass from domestic assemblages and as such reflect
the wide range of glass forms, colours and periods of manufacture.

The glass from Mancetter and Leicester shows the least within-group
variation, because this population consists of glassmelting debris, and may possibly
represent only a few batches of glass melted on site, The large standard deviations
around the mean at Worcester, firstly reflect the small number of fragments analysed, and
secondly may indicate that some form of experimental melting was taking place.
0
In searching for groups of glass by site, on the basis of chemical
composition, the problems of understanding the exact nature of the raw materials is
foremost. Uncertainties about the source and nature of raw materials for glassmaking
provide an unpromising basis upon which analyses may be used to draw conclusions
about the location of glass production centres, and the raw materials used to manufacture
glass (Section 2.3). Geological sources differ, as do alkali sources, allied to the problems
of mixing by trade in glass, and the addition of collected cullet. However glass groups
based upon composition have been identified (Sayre and Smith 1961; Iliffe and Newton
1976; Sanderson and Hunter 1980; Henderson 1989), based upon chemical composition.
Whether these differences between groups reflect the use of different raw materials, or the
choice of different raw materials (such as different alkali sources, or the use of different
colorants), has not been ascertained.
410%

&
tv

Nevertheless a full statistical treatment of the data has been attempted
despite the lack of understanding about the nature of glass production in the period in
question, the lack of suitable analyses of raw materials and the lack of Information
concerning the provenance of glass.
The analysis of glass from the five sites discussed here should provide an
indication of the general composition of Roman glass. The results show that silica, soda
and calcium oxide are the most abundant components. Silica is obtained from sand or
sandstones. The most widely acknowledged source of soda in soda-lime-silica glasses,
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of this period, is an evaporite source (such as natron), especiallywhere potash and
magnesia values are low (see Section 2.3.2.4).

Whetherlime was deliberatelyadded, or is present as an impurity of the
raw materials,has beenwidely discussed (Matson1951;Veldeand Gendron1980;Velde
1990)(see Section2.3.3). A dolomite impurity in the sand would contributemagnesium
oxide in the same proportions as calcium oxide. Where levels of magnesiumoxide are
low, as in Table 6.1, the most probable source Is from shell sands, although a small
proportion may have entered from the crucible.
0
Alumina Is found in constant abundance throughout all the glass samples,
ranging between 2 and 3%. This is a common impurity of sands, such as feldspar sands
or sands which contain kaolinite (Section 2.3.1). Crucibles will also contain relatively high
levels of alumina, some of which may be imparted to the glass.
Within the data discrete compositional differences could be indicative of
the use of different raw materials, different raw material preparation techniques, or the
introduction of additives such as colorants or decolorants.

6.2

Blue-green glass
The majority of glass found in Britain in the Roman and immediate post-

Roman period is not strongly coloured, but light-blue or light-green. This group is termed
blue-green glass and is presumed not to have any colorants or clecolorants deliberately
added to the basic glass mix. Therefore the colour produced is that dependent primarily
upon the concentration of iron present in the raw materials. Blue-green is also the colour
of glass from which most utilitarian vessels were manufactured, for the periods of the
glass studied here.

Table 6.2 shows the composition of blue-green glass for the five sites
(Figure
is
blue-green
is
the
It
that
the
similar
of
glass
composition
all
evident
studied.
6.2). It must be noted in Figure 6.2 that the mean blue-green glass compositions from
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Fishergate Includes a mixture of fragments which are typologically Roman or Saxon and
therefore may indicate a wider variation of composition.
Velde (1990,116) suggests a constant composition is indicative of a limited
number of production sites, or single production site, and subsequent transport of frits or
ingots for glassmaking (although there is no archaeological evidence for this).

He

proposes individual raw materials could not be moved because they are too difficult to
transport; Na20 or CaO are sensitive to moisture and caustic.

Assuming these

compounds were transported over long distances, it is more likely they would be
transported in a more convenient form such as evaporites (such as natron) or calcium
carbonate, rather than their oxide forms. This assumption also implies a non-local source
for these raw materials, and the necessity for extensive and expensive transport of raw
materials.
Thus, it may be likely that the similarity in composition for the blue-green
glass indicates a consistency of recipe rather than a unique place of manufacture. It is
unlikely that all blue-green glass was manufactured in one place, as the majority of the
blue-green glass is recovered from utilitarian containers rather than high quality domestic
wares. This colour of glass is the most simple and inexpensive to produce, requiring less
skilled labour (most of these containers are thick walled and often asymmetrical), less
control over furnace conditions to influence specific colours, and presumably no addition
of colorants and decolorants. The value of these containers would usually be in the
4W

goods they transported, which implies they were relatively inexpensive to produce, and
as such expensive transport costs,*either for raw materials or finished vessels, would be
counter-productive.

Therefore the blue-green fragments analysed in domestic

assemblages are more likely to be a mix of glass from different manufacturing centres.
If a single place of manufacture of blue-green containers is discounted,
then for the same reasons the long distance transport of blue-green glass ingots for
remelting would also appear to be uneconomic. Without costly imports of blue-green
cullet or Ingots from the Continent the assumption is that there was enough cullet to be
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found In Britainto satisfy demandfor the glass industry here. It may also suggest that
the glasswas meltedto producecontainersor otherglasswareat sites such as Mancetter
and Leicester,where evidence of glassmelting and vessel forming have been seen,
becausethere was sufficientlocal demand.
The main mean intra-sitecompositionaldifferencesbetweenthe groups
of blue-green glasses (although slight) appear to be between levels of iron oxide,
manganese oxide, antimony oxide and copper (Table 6.2, Figure 6.2). These differences,
perhaps except for the iron oxide, and possibly the manganese oxide (see Section
2.3.4.3), are not necessarily related to glass forming raw materials but are related to the
use of colorants and decolorants. Other differences are indistinct, making any blue-green
glass, studied in this thesis, difficult to characterize. This supports the hypothesis for the
use of a strict recipe for glass manufacture, in addition to the mixing, and subsequent
remelting as cullet, of different colours of glass from many different centres of production,
for the manufacture of blue-green glass.

6.2.1

Sands

Iron oxide found in glass is most likely gained from the sand, which is
supported by the positive correlation between iron and titanium in almost all analyses
(r=+0.73, P<0.001). Ilmenite,a titanium and iron containingmineralfound in sand, has
equal molar proportionsof both (Table6.3). The molar proportionsof iron and titanium
in the glass are approximately6:1 which may suggesta supplementaryiron source such
as iron pyrites (FeS)derivedfrom the sand (Crossley1987,366). If relativelyhigh levels
of iron and sulphur are found together, an amber or brown colour would result from
strongly reducing furnace conditions. As there is a tendency here towards blue-green
glass, it is likely that sulphur is either presentat low levels (althoughnot detected in this
analysis),or that the glass was meltedin a mildly reducingfurnace. Iron is not correlated
with alumina indicating epidote, a mineral containing both (Table 6.3), was not a major
constituentof the sands used.

Most of the analyses of glass sands presented in Chapter 2 (Tables 2.5
to 2.12) are of screened and washed silica sands, unless stated. It is evident that they
contain only low levels of impurities, notably iron. These low levels of impurities are not
reflected in the blue-green glasses analysed. It seems unlikely that iron was added as a
separate ingredient, and so it must be assumed that lower grade sands were used in
antiquity, than those currently employed for modern glass making.
Another oxide found consistently and at relatively high levels in the glass
isalumina. Initial work by Velde and Gendron (1980,186) led to the conclusion that A1203
at a constant 3% (by weight) in Roman glass was deliberately added, from an unknown
source, as no impurities would be so consistent in quantity. They suggested it was added
to counteract the relatively high level of CaO in the glass at c.7%. The thermal minimum
is
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If ancient glasses were made from materials derived directly from natural
sources, le. using minerals without chemical change, the molar ratios found in minerals
(1985,
Sennequier
Velde
within the raw materials would be transferrid
the
to
and
glass.
e
145) suggest the addition of anorthite, a rare form of feldspar, found to contain both
aluminium and calcium would account for the constant proportion both oxides in the glass
I
(rable 6.3). However, the sodium and calcium feldspars form a continuous series ranging
from albite (sodium-rich) to anorthite (calcium-rich), which would provide variable ratios
of both sodium and calclum'which would not be precisely controllable In the glass
(Whitten and Brooks 1972,172).

Upon comparison of the calcium bearing feldspar, anorthite, Velde and
Sennequier (1985) found the molar ratio of CaO:A'203to be higher in the glass analysed
than that found In the mineral, and inferred that the alumina found in glass was not gained
from the deliberate addition of anorthite.

The conclusion they reached was that calcium and aluminium were
introduced independently to the glass (although the addition of either of these is not

mentioned in ancient texts), and this inclusion must have been of a very consistent
amount to obtain the very compositionally tight groupings (Velde and Sennequier 1985,
144).
It is generally believed that alumina is present as a contaminant of the raw
materials; sand, (see Section 2.3.1), an evaporite source which could be responsible for
some K20, M90 and CaO as well as Na20 (Whitten and Brooks 1972,161), plant ash (if
this was the alkali used), or clay melting pots. All of these are discounted by Velde and
Sennequier (1985,144) because they suggest the low iron levels in the glass infer low
levels of other impurities, including alumina, in the glass-producing raw materials. Earlier
work by Davies and Rees (1945b, 277) indicates that leaching by humic acid through
sand would remove iron but leave aluminium bearing minerals such as kaolinite. Thus,
low levels of one Impurity cannot be taken as evidence for the existence of low levels of
all impurities.
In conclusion Velde and Sennequier (1985,146) and later Velde (1990,
116), suggest the Romans were aware of alumina as a stabilizer in glass, and added it in

consistentamounts,probably in the form of pure kaolinite. However,such a consistent
quantitycould also be gained by the presenceof an impurity in one of the raw materials
(eg. phosphorus and other trace elements also show a normal distribution) or by
dissociation or volatilizationat a thermal minimum (see Section 2.5). The deliberate
additionof manganese,an oxide like alumina,which Is probablyalso presentat low levels
as an Impurityin the raw materials,producesa bi-modaldistributionratherthan a normal
distribution (see Figure 6.28). Therefore although deliberate addition cannot be
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discounted, the evidence presented by Velde (1990) does not necessarily support this
conclusion.
The concentrations of antimony seen in the blue-green glass (Figure 6.3)

are not commonlyfound in most rocks which form the Earth'scrust, such as sandstones,
granites, or carbonates, etc. (antimony around 1.5 ppm), and which would be
components of the sand (EncyclopaediaBritannica 1979,702). This therefore points
towardsthe randomand non-discriminatoryselectionof cullet for the productionof bluegreen glass. It may also suggest the addition of opaque glassesto the mixture,which
vawl

would contain antimony in large quantities.

Manganese is also present in these blue-green glasses at a concentration
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6.2.2

Alkali
The alkaline constituents in the glass (soda and potash) lie largely within

the range of 18-20% (Table 6.2), which is typical of Roman and early post-Roman glasses
(Brill 1962,134). Soda and potash are present in an approximate ratio of 20-25:1 showing
a soda-rich alkali was used to produce the glass. Most authors suggest an evaporite
source, but Velde and Gendron (1985,184) suggest soda, in conjunction with potash at
levels below 1%, was introduced in Gallo-Roman glasses in the form of Salicornia or keli
ash.
0
Salicornia, although high in soda and low in potash, also contains calcium
in a similar weight proportion as soda. This would make the glass calcium-rich, and
therefore is unlikely to have been used for the manufacture of these glasses. Another
example of a plant with a low level of potash is washed seaweed with a mean "(.0 of
3.11%, and Na20 of 9'0 1% (Sanderson and Hunter 1981,28).

However If used as the

sole alkali source, would not be likely to contribute soda or potash in the proportions seen
in the glass. From the available evidence, it is most likely an evaporite source was used,
the low levels of potash probably entering the glass from the sand or by contamination
with wood ash.

6.2.3

Ume
Ume is present in the glass in relatively high proportions at around 7%

(higher than the thermal minimum (see Section 6.2.1)). There are four possible sources
for lime; deliberate addition, inclusion from wood ash or sand, In the alkali source, or from
the crucible (Section 2.4). It may be one or more of these factors is responsible for this
relatively high level.
The analyses of British glass sands (Section 2.3.1, Tables 2.5-2.12) show

that these contain very little calcium oxide. There are no availableanalysesfor coastal
sands (beach sands) which are likely to contain relatively high levels of shell impurities
which, unsorted, would contribute calcium at the levels seen in the glass. The deliberate
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addition

of calcium in the form of calcite is put forward

by Matson (1951,84)

who

suggests the possibility of commercial shipments of desired types of different limestones,
including calcite, to areas of glass production.
supported

Calcite is low in magnesium, which is

by the analyses presented here, where the ratio of Ca: Mg Is approximately

10: 1. However, If calcite were Indeed deliberately added, as it is a fairly common raw
material, it is unlikely that it was transported

over vast distances.

Natron contains little or no calcium (Section 2.3.2.1, Table 2.14), although

river water evaporites contain significant amounts of calcium; up to 13% Ca was recorded
from the Nile and Jordan rivers (Sayre and Smith 1967,291) (Table 2.16). These
evaporites also contain significant amounts of magnesium (up to 7%). Turner (1956c,
292T) suggests purification of plant ashes by solution, filtration and evaporation would
remove calcium and magnesium carbonates and phosphates (see Section 2.5.1), and the
same may be considered possible for evaporites which would reduce the amount of
magnesium oxide entering the glass.
Although calcium oxide does not show any strong correlations with other
oxides it is slightly positively correlated with alumina, which may suggest it entered with
the sand. It is negatively correlated with the soda indicating it did not enter with the alkali.
Velde (1990,116) takes the view that the two were added separately.

6.2.4

Colour
The blue-green glass varies in colour over a wide range of greens and

blues, the depth of colour being to a large extent dependent upon the thickness of the
fragment.
Colour can be affected in three ways: by the variations In composition, by
the time spent in the molten condition, and by the atmosphere in the furnace. The green
and blue colours in these specimens is most likely to be derived from Iron existing in
more than one valency state (see Section 2.3.4.1). Copper, which also causes a blue
hue, is present at very low levels and therefore Is probably not Influencing colour to an
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appreciableextent. Ferrousiron (Fe") alone producesa blue colour,whilstthe ferric iron
(Fe") producesa yellow colour,the strength being approximatelyten to one in favour of
blue (Wright1988,92), and this is controlledby the redox conditionsof the furnace and
redox equilibria involvingother elements.
A majorcontributorIs the redoxequilibriumbetweeniron and manganese,
the latter being present in the glass at around 0.4%. To successfully decolorize the glass

(by promoting the Fell to Fe3+reaction) the manganesewould need to be added in
quantitiesapproximatelyequal In weight to the iron alreadypresent. AlthoughVelde and
Gendron(1980,185) suggest this Is an intentionaladditive,it is unlikely attemptswould
be made to decolorize glass for utilitarian containers, and although the quantities are
sufficient, the glass has not been rendered colourless.
Manganese is present in both geological sources (in epidote, iron,
aluminium or calcium can be substituted for by manganese (Whitten and Brooks 1972,
157)) and at relatively high levels in beechwood ash (see Section 2.3.2.3).

That

beechwood ash Is not the main source of alkali can be seen in the relatively low levels
of Potash and manganese oxide these in glasses.

Hence,the mean ratio of iron to manganeseseen in these glassesvaries
between1:1 to approximately2:1, indicating its possible role as a decolorizer. However
the most likely explanation is that the manganese is entering the glass as an impurity of
the raw materials.
Previously published work (Jackson et ah 1990,301) suggests an equal
or excess of Iron to manganese produces light-blue colours, whilst an excess of

manganeseto Iron produces a light-greencolour. The same Is generallytrue here, the
glass consistentlyhaving a more blue hue at Leicesterwhere the ratio of Fe2o.-MnO is
2.6:1 comparedto a ratio of 1.21 at Mancetterwherethe glass, althoughstill blue-green,
has a slightly more green hue. Iron Is present in lower quantities in the glass from
Mancetter,and manganeseIn lower quantities In the glass from Leicester,both factors
which may also have some effect upon perceivedcolour.
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The picture is not as simple as this, as can be seen at Coppergatewhere
a continuum of colours from yellow-green to green to blue-green to blue are seen. In
Figure 6.4 the glass has been split into blue, green and yellow-green colours, although
each assigned colour covers a range of hues. The trend of high iron to manganese ratios
producing blue glasses and the reverse, green glass, is broadly supported, but the
assignation of perceived colour is not so simple as initially suggested. At Coppergate
some blue glasses have relatively high manganese levels, and some green glasses lower
manganese levels (Figure 6.4). Thus furnace conditions, together with the presence of
other oxides must also be influencing the colour.
Melting times have been known for a long time to Influence colour (see
Section 2.3.4), however the emphasis has been on radical changes in colour between
reds, yellows and purples. The effect of time on lesser variations in blues and greens has
received less attention.

Unpublished experiments undertaken at the Department of

Ceramics, Glass and Polymers at Sheffield University by Professor Cable show with bluefurnace
from
the
is
little
In
there
green glass melts
variation colour with glasses removed
between 1 and 6 hours, and that the main differences are due to iron and manganese
ratios (M Heyworth, personal communication).

It is also clear that the atmospherein the furnace could influencecolour
by regulating draught. Reducing conditions produce glasses tending towards blue and
oxidizing conditions towards yellow or green (see Section 2.3.4.1). The latter is rare

C)

amo.ng specimens from the glassworking sites of Mancetterand Leicester indicating
reducing conditions were most commonly employed. Thereforefurnace design must
have been relativelysophisticatedto provide an oxygen-freeatmosphere.
Reducing conditions could also be produced by the introduction of small

amounts of charcoalto the glass, possibly from the wood ash. If the ash used was high
in manganese(eg. beech ash), this would also contributesome way to the presenceof
manganesein the glass.
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6.3

High calcium glasses
Withinthe soda-lime-silicaglass at York,thereappearsto be a smallgroup

with comparativelyloweralkali and highercalciumoxide concentrations(Figure6.5). The
mean value for soda In the more common 'soda-rich' glasses Is c.18% and c.7% for
calciumoxide. HoweverIn 8 samplesfrom Fishergateand I samplefrom Coppergatethe
proportionsof calciumoxide:soda are approximately1:1, where both oxides are present
at around 13%. Other differences In these calcium-rich glasses are higher mean
concentrationsof magnesiumoxide, and lower mean concentrationsof aluminaand Iron
oxide,which servesto makethis a discrete group (Figure6.6). it must be noted that this
group of glass has a large Inter-group variation exhibited by wide ranges for some oxides
(Table 6.4).

It is usually assumedthat calcium oxide Is introduced into ancient glass
at low levels as an unknown but 'advantageous contaminant of the silica, or with the soda
(see Section 2.3). An excess of calcium oxide, above 5% as seen in the cases here,
makes the glass difficult to melt at lower temperatures, and Is to be avoided.

The

presence of these samples therefore suggest either a calcium-rich alkali source was used,
or large amounts of calcium carbonate were added to the glass, carbon dioxide being
driven off In the melting process.

Calcium-richsources of alkali are usually associated with plant ashes,
although Turner (1956c, 284T) and Sayre and Smith (1967,291) showed that evaporites

from the Nile and Jordan rivers contain roughly equal proportions of soda and calcium
oxide at around 13%,with magnesiumoxide at half that level (Table6.5). Other elements
found In these evaporitesinclude phosphate (around 1.5*/o)and potassium (between I
and 4%). In the calcium-rich glasses from Fishergate phosphate concentrations are
generally higher than In the soda-rich glasses, as is potash and the two are highly
positively correlated (r=0.97, N-0.001), but levels of both are variable within the
group, leading to the very large standard deviationsseen. This may be due to refining
or mixing of some raw materialsbefore addition to the glass.
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Plant ashes with high levels of calcium include Saficorniaand washed
seaweed (Table 6.5), both of which have approximately equal proportions of calcium
oxide to soda. Salicornia ash also contains potash at approximately one quarter the
amount of calcium oxide, and seaweed ash contains relatively high levels of both potash
and magnesium oxide, the latter present in concentrations only just below that of calcium
oxide (Sanderson and Hunter 1981,28). The wide range for potash and magnesium seen
in the calcium-rich glasses indicate that, for some of these samples at least, plant ashes

could have been the sole alkali source. In other examplesof calcium-richglasses at
i6l

Fishergate low concentrations of both alkali and magnesium oxide, below 0.5%,
,
suggests possible refining of plant ashes or the mixing of different types of ashes. It has
been pointed out by Sanderson and Hunter (ibid, 29) that the variation within batches of
be
in
from
large,
tree
the
this
contributing to the
way
may
some
ashes
same
are very
and
large variability.

Alternativelythese glasses may not have been manufacturedusing plant
ashes as the source of alkali. A negativecorrelationbetweensoda and calcium oxide
(r=-0.67, N-50.1) suggests that the two were not entering the glass in the same
discount
the
does
but
use
This
not
raw material.
may negate a sole plant alkali source,
of a mixedalkali.Theseresultsare indicativeof a wide rangeof alkalisourcesbeing used,
and, with the lack of positive correlationswith the calcium oxide and other oxides in the
glass, the possibility of the addition of calcium as a separate raw material cannot be
4W

discounted.
AJI the calcium-rich glasses have low concentrations of alumina in
comparison with the 'soda-rich' group, ranging from 0.70-1.58%. AlPmIna is often found
as a contaminant of sand, and this is supported by a positive correlation between alumina
and, iron oýide (r=0.92, RsO.001).

Therefore not only do the alkali and lime

sources appear to be very different for this group of glasses, but also other constituents
to the glass batch.
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Examplesof first millenniumAD soda-lime-silicaglasseswith high calcium
in
been
have
(Jackson
1987,110),
seen
have
been noted elsewhere
and
concentrations
the results of other workers (Heyworth 1991; Stjernquist 1985), although these glasses are
rarely discussed (see Section 2.6).

The data from the analysis of late third century Roman glass from
Sedeinga, Sudan, analysed by Brill (1991) is presented In Table 6.6. The first four vessels
seen in Table 6.6 are typical of high potassium and magnesium glasses made with soda
derived from plant ashes (ibld, 23). Unlike the calcium-rich glasses seen at Fishergate,
they also have high manganese values which Brill (ibid, 23) suggests is an Intentional
additive, although it has been shown by Turner (1956c, 289T) that beech ash contains
high levels of manganese. The colourless glass analysis is included in Table 6.6 as a
means of comparison, and, according to Brill (1991,23) is typical of a glass made with
natron. The high potash and mignesia glasses also show higher levels of calcium oxide
for
further
lower
levels
the
case
soda,
substantiating
of
and phosphorus pentoxide, and
the use of plant ash in these glasses. The concentrations of soda and calcium are
common to the analyses presented from Fishergate, although potash levels are much
higher in the Sudanese glasses. In addition, the Sudanese glasses do not appear to
show differences in concentrations of alumina between soda-rich and calcium-rich
glasses.

Stjernquist(1985)analysedelevenfragmentsof Migrationperiod (fifth to
0

seve,
nth centuryAD) Snarternobeakersfrom GArdl6sa,Sweden. Of these most appeared
to be typical soda-lime-silicaglasses, although two examples showed unusually high
levelsof calcium (Table6.7) In conjunctionwith reduced levels of soda, but, In contrast
to the calcium rich glassesfrom Fishergateand to a lesserextentthose analysedby Brill
(1991), concentrations of alumina in the glasses from GArdlasa are extremely high
(around6%). Theseglassesalso exhibit levelsof magnesiumoxide similarto those seen
at Fishergateand high levelsof potash and manganese,which Is indicativeof the use of
plant ash.
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Another immediate post-Roman glass assemblagewhich contains calciumrich examples is that from Repton, England (Jackson 1987) (Table 6.8). Three of this
group of four glasses show a tight compositional grouping, with high levels of magnesia
(c.3.5%), potash (c.3.2%) and lime (c.20%), and very low concentrations of soda (c.4%).
Correlations between magnesia, lime and potash indicate the use of plant ash as the
alkali, which is supported by the extremely low concentrations of soda. Although high in
calcium and low In soda these glass compositions are not similar to those seen at
Fishergate. On the other hand, the other calcium-rich glass in the group has lime, soda
and alumina concentrations which are similar to the calcium-rich glasses analysed here.
The glasses represented in the calcium-rich group from Fishergate,have

not been assignedto any specificchronologicalperiod,althoughboth Romanand Saxon
forms have been recognisedwithin the assemblage(Hunterand Jackson,forthcoming).
In addition,this'smallgroup cons-Istsof a numberof small undiagnosticvesselfragments
representedby examplesof colourless,light-greenand blue-greenglass. In Figure 6.6
which shows a dendrogramof the blue-greenglasses,as expectedthe four blue-green
examplesof high-calciumglassesincludedIn the analysisare seento form a very discrete
group. Neverthelessthey also appearto be more similarto the group which in the main
consists of Saxon glass, than the group which consists mainly of Roman glass (see
Section 6.4).
Thus, comparativeevidencefor glassescontaininghigh concentrationsof
4W

calcium appear not only in the Northern European mid-late ftst millennium sites at
GArdl6saand Repton,,but also at the late third century (Roman)site of SedeingaIn the
Sudan.' None of these analyses,exceptfor the similaritiesin levelsof calcium oxide and
soda, are compositionallyvery close to the glassesanalysedfrom Fishergate.Therefore,
althougha post-Romandate is likelyfor NorthernEuropeanglassesof this type, it cannot
be proved. These glasses appear to have been made using a wide variety of raw
materials,and do not appear to have been manufacturedto a consistentrecipe.
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6.4

Compositional variation as a function of time
In Section 6.2, the compositional similarity of groups of glasses from the

Romanperiod was discussed.The next step Is to compare compositionalvariationover
longer periodsof time. Glassesfrom both the Romanand Saxonperiods were analysed
from Fishergate. All dates were assignedfrom typological classification(Section4.4).
It has been suggested (Velde 1990,116) that post-Roman glass from

NorthernEuropewere produced from the continued remeltingof Romanglass cullet.
Velde (1990) compared glass samples from the first to fourth centuries,
and the fifth to ninth centuries. He found that there was an increased concentration of

CaO and A1203in the older samples (although a wide range of values). He also found
lower Na2ovalues in the more recent glass, which he attributed to loss through
Volatilization,where soda is lost in considerablequantitiesabove 1000"C (Schairerand
Bowen 1956,159). The constant and repeated recycling of glass and subsequent
remeltingwould systematicallyreducethe levelsof soda. This statementimplies all postRomanglass had its origins in Romanglass. However,work by Gehlhoffand Thomas
0 930,288) showedA1203
toincrease in concentrationwith successiveremeltingsof soda
glass (from0.7%to 1.4%after 20 remeltings,althoughwhetheran equilibriumIs reached
at a certain concentrationIs not clear), the inverse of the results presented by Velde
(1990).
In the blue-green glasses from Fishergate, there do not appear to be
any
significant differences ln, CaO and A1203,or Na20 between the mean concentrations of

Roman and Saxon glasses analysed (Figure 6.7). Hence, following the
argument
presentedby Velde (1990)these glasses,which appeartypologicallyto be Saxon,do not
appear to be produced by the successiveremeltingof Romanglass.
It is also unlikelythat all post-Romanglass was producedfrom remelting
of cullet, becauseof the largevolumesof cullet necessaryto producethe amountof glass
found, Including window glass.
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The mean compositions of Roman and Saxon blue-green glass from
Fishergate are similar (Table 6.9, Figure 6.7). Statistical analysis using cluster analysis
suggests there are slight differences which serve to separate the two groups, using
Ward's method as the most successful method for discriminating between the two groups
(Figure 6.8).

Other clustering methods used were not able to split the groups as

successfully, which indicates the differences are not great. The main discriminant appears
to be magnesium oxide (Roman 0.55 ± 0.09; Saxon 0.73 ± 0.06), although
these means would overlap within two standard deviations.
Sanderson et ah (1984,62) suggest that concentrations of iron and
titanium oxide are higher in post-Roman glasses when compared with Roman glasses
from a variety of analyses from British sites.
concentrations

of

1.1

t

0.5% and

0.17

They report iron and titanium oxide
t

0.10% respectively in

Saxon

glasses, and 0.5 ± 0.3% a]hd 0.07 ± 0.04% respectively in Roman glasses.
The proportion of iron in soda-lime-silica glasses has been shown to increase with
successive remeltings (Gehlhoff and Thomas 1930,288; Section 2.5). This would indicate
this glass could have been produced from the continual remelting of cullet. However
upon remelting, other oxides also appear to rise in the glass (see Table 2.28).
Alternatively, iron is generally correlated with titanium in most glass analyses and both are
found as contaminants of the sand (see Section 2.3.1). Therefore if one rises, it is to be
expected that concentrations of the other will also rise. These differences may therefore
4W

reflect the use of unrefined sands in the later glasses. However, although mean levels of

both iron oxide and titanium oxide are comparativelylower in the Roman glass from
Fishergate in accordance with Sanderson eta/. (1984) there appears to be no appreciable
difference within one standard deviation, between the two groups.

High concentrationsof copper In some examples of Saxon blue-green
blueMost
6.9).
(Table
have
this
blue
been
colorant
glass show
used as a
element may

iron,
by
Is
the
from
Roman
of
the
presence
green glass
period analysed here coloured
and not by the Introductionof copper.
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In conclusion, work by Sanderson et a/. (11984)and Velde (1990) and the

resultspresentedhere,Indicatethat becauseof the varied natureof post-Romanglasses,
In
in
differences
Roman
to
comparison
composition
systematic.
glasses,
are
not
,

6.5

Colourless glass
The compositional analysis of glass should be able to throw light upon the

extentto which the selectiverecycling of cullet (Section2.4), the choice of different raw
materials (Section 2.3), or the processing of different raw materials for glass production
can be seen In the compositions of the finished glass. This may be best illustrated In this

study by the colourlessglass.

6.5.1

I.

Leicester

Compositionaldifferencesbetweenblue-greenand colourlessglasswaste
indicatethat the selectiverecycling of colourlessglass was practisedat Blue Boar Lane,
Leicester,whereglasswas probablyremeltedfrom alreadyformed glass.The differences
betweenthe two groups, seen In Table 6.10 (Figure6.9), fall into two broad categories:
Firstly, because the antimony oxide concentration increases with
decreasingdepth of colour, it appearsto have been the main decolorizerin colourless
glass. Although antimony occurs in both the colourless and blue-green groups, a mean
value of 0.61% is seen In the colourless glass, compared to a mean of 0.35% In the blue-

0

green examples(Table6.10),whilst manganeseoxide Is presentat a meanvalue of 0.02%
In the colourless glass, compared to 0.27% in the blue-green glass (where the
concentrationwould be expectedto be lower, see Section2.3.4). Thereforeit appears
manganeseIs not actively being used as a decolorizer In the colourless glass from
Leicester.
,
Antimony decolorizes glass by acting as a strong oxidizing agent,
changing blue Fe(ll) to the yellower and less intenselycoloured Fe(Ill), and altering the
equilibrium of the two oxides so that a relatively colourless glass Is obtained (see Section
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2.3.4.4). In addition to high levels of antimony, the colourless glass In comparison with
I

the blue-green glass, shows lower levels of iron oxide, the oxide responsible for this

colour.
Correlationsof oxideswithin this group of colourlessglassessuggestthat
antimony is positively correlated with iron (r=0.75,13:50.1). This may be expected
as increasing concentrations of iron within the sand would require increasing
concentrationsof antimonyto act as a decolorizer. AntimonyIs also positivelycorrelated
with magnesium (r=0.88, Ne.0.05), phosphorus and with manganese (r=0.77,
ri

P--50.1 both)

(at low levels), and negatively correlated with soda

(r=-0.98,

P:50.01). This may indicate the antimony was mixed with the sand before addition,
although it does not give a possible source for the antimony.
As antimony is required in only small quantities to clecolorize glass, the

likelihood of characterisingthe"raw material or the form in which it was added to the
B')20,(O,OH)) is unlikelyto have beenthe source
glass, are slight. Bindheimite(Pb2(Sb,
becauseof the low lead levelsseen in the finished glass. Alternatively,bertheritemay be
a possible source of antimonyand, since it can contain both iron and manganese(at up
to 15% and 3% respectively)might explainsome positivecorrelationsmentionedabove.
Stibnite (Sb2S3) may have been added, but the presence of sulphur has not been
analysedfor here. It Is likely that the ore was roastedto produce antimonyoxide before
it was added to the glass, the sulphur being driven off in the process, and hence not

ej,
I

detected in the finished glass.
Secondly, the base composition of the colourless glass is markedly
different from that of the blue-green glass. This is illustrated in Figure 6.10 where the two
groups form discrete clusters based upon colour. There are notable differences between
the two groups In concentrations of alumina, calcium oxide, phosphorus pentoxide and
iron oxide, all at a reduced level in the colourless glass (Table 6.10, Figure 6.9). This may
indicate that either rigorous and selective treatment of raw materials took place before the
is
usually
different
which
glass was produced, or
sources of raw materials, notably sand
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responsiblefor the alumina and Iron oxide in the glass, were used. This practice is
commonlyemployedin modernglassmaking,wherepurer sand sourcesare selectedfor
the manufactureof colourlessglass,and subsequentlywashedto removeiron Impurities
(Section2.3.1).
Iron oxide is positively correlated with phosphorus pentoxide (r=0.96,
PSO.01),

magnesium

oxide

(r=0.97,

P:50.01)

and

manganese

oxide

(r=0.96, P:50.01) in the colourless glasses, all of which are found at lower levels
than in the blue-green glasses, as are alumina and titanium dioxide which show a strong
positive correlation (r=0.88, P--50.05). These oxides are likely to be components
of the sand, and also strengthen the argument for the use of a high quality sand, or
refining practices for the manufacture of colourless glass, and for the careful selection of
cullet. Potash and calcium oxide are also lower in the colourless glasses (Table 6.10)
which may indicate a depletion 'of feldspar minerals. Most feldspars contain aluminium,
different species also contributing additional impurities to the glass composition such as
calcium from anorthite, soda from albite (and various grades between the two, see
Section 2.3.1), potassium from orthoclase, calcium and aluminium from anorthoclase.

Thereare no strong positivecorrelationsbetweensoda and other oxides
or elements, but a negative correlation between soda and iron oxide (r=0.81,
I

PsO.1), suggesting that an evaporite alkali was used for the manufacture of the
colourless glass, because plant ashes are shown to contain some iron oxide (Section
2.3.2.3). Therefore it is likely that any differences between the colourless glass and other
coloured groups are likely to arise from differences in the selection and treatment of the
sand,
In summary, it is likely that the low concentrations of alumina and

phosphorus pentoxide correlated with iron in the colouriess glass indicate that the
differences between this and the blue-green glass are associated with differences in the
sand when the glass was first manufactured. This in addition to low levels of copper
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which would be contained in strongly coloured blue glasses (Table 6.10) also shows that,
before remelting cullet was selected and used according to colour.
Depending upon the selection criteria used, colourless glass can cover a
wide range of different hues of glass, from pieces with a slight greenish tinge to totally
clear colourless glass whose decay products may appear almost white on the surface.
For the purposes of this study colourless glass is that which falls into the latter category.
However colourless glass with a greenish tinge (especially on the fractured edge) also
occurs on the site and is termed fight-green-colourless. The analysis shows this does not
t

have a similar composition to the colourless glass, but has higher levels of manganese
oxide, iron oxide, alumina and phosphorus pentoxide (Table 6.10, Figures 6.9 and 6.11),
and appears compositionally more similar to the blue-green glass. This can be seen in
Figure 6.10, where,, using all oxides and elements in a clustering technique, the lightgreen-colourless glasses appear to lie within the blue-green glass population. Although
the light-green-colourless glasses have a slightly higher mean antimony pentoxide value
do
have
they
blue-green
not
lower
the
iron
than
glass,
and a slightly
mean
oxide value
lower mean alumina or phosphorus pentoxide concentrations. The manganese oxide
level (9=0.30) is similar to the blue-green glass group and therefore may not appear to
have been actively used as a decolorizer. The production of a nearly colourless (lightgreen-colourless) glass here may be due more to the careful regulation of furnace
conditions upon production or subsequent remelting, than purer raw materials. This, in

40,

conjunction with some antimony and manganese has rendered the glass almost
colourless (although the influence of each upon the glass cannot be proven).

6.5.2

Coppergate
Similar compositional characteristics, such as higher levels of antimony

pentoxide, and lower mean levels of alumina, phosphorus pentoxide and Iron oxide in the
colourless glasses from Leicester are also found in the domestic assemblage at
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Coppergate,York, an assemblageof mainly second and third century glass but which
spans the first to fourth centuries (Table 6.11, Figure 6.12).

The colourless glass data from Coppergate show larger standard
deviationsthan those from Leicester. This is probably due to the assemblageof glass
spanning 2 to 3 centuries, and may consist of glass made at many different sites.
Nevertheless,this larger data set reflectsthe level of control in the processof colourless
glass manufacture. Eventhese standarddeviationsare relativelylow when comparedto
those for blue-greenglass,where presumablysand was less selectivelychosen, did not
undergosuch rigorousprocessingbeforemelting,and where a wider range of culletwas
added to the melt.

The antimony pentoxide in the colourless glass from Coppergate, in
contrastwith that from Leicester,appearsnot to be significantlycorrelatedwith any other
oxidesand elements. This may suggest the antimonysource was added separatelyas
a relativelypure decolorizer,not premixedwith the sand (seeSection6.5.1). Phosphorus
pentoxide (r=0.50, P:-,0.001), manganese oxide (r=0.55, N-50.001), titanium
dioxide

(r=0.88,

P:sO.001),

calcium

oxide

(r=0.66,13: 50.001)

and

alumina

(r=0.59, P:50.001), all correlated with iron oxide, appear at low concentrations
indicatingthe use Ofa high grade or refined sand for the initial production of the glass.
Only 4 samples do not conform to this pattern. Two examples (sfn. 10781

and sfn. 13995,AppendixI a) appearto be decolorizedby both antimonyand manganese
0

(Sb2p,at 0.21% and 0.35%and MnOat 0.45%and 0.42%respectively),but do havelower
Iron oxide and aluminalevels. Most notablyone sample (sfn. 12096(see Appendix I a))
appears to have been decolorized using manganeseoxide alone (MnO 0.93%, Sb2O5
0.11'Yo),but containshigh levelsof iron oxide (0.75%)and alumina(2.25%)(Appendix1a).
This glass has been successfullydecolorizedwithout a decreasediron oxide content.
The contraryis true for anothersample(sfn. 14108)which showsVerylittle
evidence for the deliberate addition of manganese or antimony (at 0.02% and 0.05%
respectively), although it has low levels of aluminium and iron and Is successfully
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decolorized (Appendix 1a). This is probably due to the careful regulation of furnace
conditions. The implication here is that glass can be decolorized with the presence of
antimony or manganese, the presence of both together, by reduced concentrations of iron
oxide and careful regulation of the furnace conditions, or a combination of all of these
factors.
The one example of facet cut glass (sfn. 11172), shows a high level of
antimony (0.88%) and low manganese (0.01%). In addition to its decolorising action,
antimony aids the cutting properties of the glass (see Section 2.3.4.4), and so this vessel
ej,
was probably made to a controlled recipe. Similar values of antimony and manganese
for cut colourless vessels have been seen elsewhere (Boon 1985,15).
I",

-Figure 6.13 shows a positive correlation between the concentrations of iron

oxide and alumina (r=0.59 P--50.1)., This may indicate that the two are entering the
glass in the sand component, and so when one is reduced, or removed from the sand,
so is the other, Common iron containing minerals found in British sand deposits include
ilmenite (FeTiO3),and epidote (Ca2(Al,Fe)3S'.0,20H), a family of minerals which contain
varying amounts of iron and alumina (Whitten and Brooks 1972,236) (see Table 6.3).

Ught-green-colourlessglass is also observedat Coppergate,and like that
from Leicester, is compositionally more, similar to the blue-green glasses than the
colourless glasses from the same site (Figure 6.12).

Aw
Q

6.5.3

Vorcester

-

Worcester,
from
three
fragments
were
analysed
only
-Although
colourless
these also have higher levels of antimony pentoxide, and lower levels of alumina,
phosphorus pentoxide and Iron oxide than the blue-green glass (rable 6.12), which
conformsto the compositionsfor colourlessglass seen at both Coppergateand Leicester
(rable, 6.13).

,,

-,.

II

The results presented In Table 6.13 (Figure 6.14) show colourless glass

from these three geographicallyseparatesites in the British Isles to be similar for most
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oxides. In comparison with blue-green glasses (Table 6.2), these colouriess glasses all
show lower levels of A1203,F020311ý209P20., MnO and most of the trace elements and
slightly lower levels of MgO, CaO and T102(Section 6.2). Conversely, rather than these
glasses having lower levels of Iron oxide, potash and manganese dioxide, it may be
suggested that the blue-green glasses have higher levels of these oxides because of the
use of lower quality raw materials, or due to contamination or deliberate addition of small
amounts of wood ash to the melt (Section 2.3.2.3).
0
6.5.4

Mancetter

The compositional differences between the colourless and blue-green
glasses from Leicester, Coppergate and Worcester, are not seen to the same extent in the
glass from the mid-second century site of Mancetter (Table 6.14, Figure 6.15).
At Mancetter, from 9 examples of colourless glass, only one exhibits the

characteristictraits of low phosphoruspentoxide,iron oxide and alumina,In conjunction
Withhigh levelsof antimonypentoxideseen in the glass from the other sites. Two other
colourlessexamplesshow evidenceof higher concentrationsof manganeseoxide (up to
1.2%) than in the colouriess examplesfrom Leicester,Coppergate and Worcester, in
conjunctionwith low levels of antimonypentoxido (Figure6.16). Others show relatively
high levelsof antimonyoxide (above0.35%)and the presenceof some manganeseoxide
(around0.3%), although manganeseoxide is seen in the blue-greenglasses at similar
level.
s (Figure6.15). However,these examplesdo not appear to have reduced levels of
iron oxide (Fe2o3generallyabove0.5%) (Figure6.18). Thesedifferencesdo not appear
to be relatedto the differentfinds areas within the site at Mancetter(for discussion see
section4.1). In addition,the mix of waste and vesselwasters may In some way explain
the compositionaldiscontinuityof this group of colourlessglasses.
Although there are slight differencesbetweenthe oxide means between
the colourless and blue-greenglass from Mancetter(Table 6.14; Figure 6.15), the two
groups do not seem to separate well (Figure 6.17). The similarity in compositions
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between the two colour groups may be due to differences in melting practices, the bluegreen glass produced in a reducing atmosphere, whilst the colourless in an oxidizing. In
addition, if glass were being remelted from cullet, relatively low temperatures and short
melting times would be required to produce glass of workable quality, which, in
conjunction with a short working time, would presumably retain the colourless or bluegreen quality from the Initial glass.

i

It should be noted that this group of colourless glass Is similar in

composition to the light-green-colourless glasses from both Leicester and Coppergate
(Tables 6.14 and 6.16).
Within the colourless glass the same positive correlations appear, but
again to a lesser extent in comparison with the other sites discussed above; alumina with
phosphorus

pentoxide

(r=0.82,13: 50.01),

and magnesium oxide (r=0.86, P:50.01).

potassium

oxide

(r=0.82,

P--50.01)

The soda is negatively correlated with

the 'calcium (r=-0.90, P50.001), this appears to be seen in all examples of
colourless glass.

As both antimony and manganeseappear to be acting as decolorizers
(independentlyor together) In these colourless glasses, it is interestingto note that,
although antimony pentoxide appears to be positively correlated with iron (r=0.62,
manganese'oxide is not (Figures 6.18 and 6.19). In addition, antimony
pentoxide is negatively correlated with manganese oxide (r=-0.92,13:0.001).

This

indicatestwo differentpopulationsof colourlessglasshavebeenanalysedfrom Mancetter
which may be a reflection of different sources of colourlesscullet. Whetheror not it is
significantthat a manganeseore (pyrolusite)is found at Hartshill,Mancetter,cannot be
determinedby these analyses (Section2.3.4.3).
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6.5.5

Fishergate

Themix of glassfrom both Romanand Saxonperiodsat Fishergatemakes
it almost Impossible to statistically analyse the colourless glass as a discrete population.
The wide range of compositions Is evident from the relatively large standard deviations

Leicester
Coppergate.
from
to
and
the
glass
colourless
when compared
Only 8 colourless fragments were analysed, although 6 others of a light6.20).
Figure
(Table
for
6.15,
hue,
comparison
grouped
green-colourless
were also

Of the 14 samples in the two groups shown in Table 6.15,3 fragments
a

interesting
is
it
Saxon
3
to
the
Roman
dated
the
typologically
to
period;
were
period and
to note that the 3 Roman fragments are all in the colourless group, and the 3 Saxon
fragments in the light-green-colourless group.
The main discriminator between the colourless and light-green-colourless
have
both
Figure
In
6.21,
a
be
Is
This
groups
where
seen
groups
can
manganese.

spread of values for antimony,but have'discrete manganeseconcentrations.
Alumina,iron and phosphorusare positivelycorrelated,and the lattertwo
is
(Figure
in
6.22),
trend
lower
levels
the
also
which
group
a
colourless
are at generally
Coppergate
both
However,
Leicester.
from
in
the
within
and
glass
colourless
apparent
this group some fragmentshave low levels of both antimonypentoxideand manganese
oxide, and have extremelylow iron oxide concentrations,which In conjunctionwith the
control of furnace conditions,may be decolorizingthe glass.
That three samples of the light-green-colourlessgroup appear to be of
Saxondate, is not evidencethat all glass was decolorizedat this time without antimony
pentoxide, but Increased levels of manganese. Examples of light-green-colourless glass
have also been seen at Leicester and Coppergate (Table 6.16).

On comparisonof the three groups of light-green-colourlessglass seen
in Table 6.16 and Figure 6.23, the following points emerge:

Firstly, the glass from

Leicestercontains similar concentrationsof both manganeseand antimony oxides with
very low standard deviations, suggesting a strict recipe may have been adhered to (or the
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analysis represents the waste from a single batch). Secondly, the glass from both
Fishergate and Coppergate has higher mean levels of MnO than Leicester and lower
Sb205 (in - some - cases almost none).

AJI three groups have relatively high (and

comparable) levels of iron oxide and alumina compared to the colourless glasses. This
suggests that the light-green-colourless glass from Leicester is being decolorized to some
extent by the mix of both antimony and manganese (although the level of manganese is
similar to'that seen In the blue-green glass (see Table 6.2)), whilst the light-green-

colourless glass from Fishergate and Coppergate Is being decolorized primarily by
manganeseoxide. Whether these oxides were, deliberately added is discussed later
(Section 6.5.8).
The levels of antimony in the glass from Leicester and possibly the levels
decolorize
Coppergate
in
from
Fishergate
the
successfully
could
and
of manganese
glass
In
be
that
it
However,
iron.
most
lowerlevels
in
shown
may
of
glass
association with
iron
decolorize
to
is
glass;
decolorizer
the
sufficient
cases
presence of a
alone not always
levels generally need to be reduced and furnace conditions carefully controlled.

6.5.6

The compositional homogeneity of the colourless glasses
Table 6.17 and Figure 6.24 show that at all the sites studied the

composition of colourless glass is similar, This is also indicated in Figure 6.25 where, of
all the agglomeration techniques attempted Ward's method was the most successful in
Mo-

differentiating between the groups, defining the Fishergate and Mancetter colourless glass

as the most discrete groups, although not totally different. This suggests that the
colourless glasses were probably made to a strict recipe, and in most cases antimony
was the prime' decolorizer.
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6.5.7

Antimony and manganese as chronological Indicators

That antimony Is being used as a decolorizer in the majority of these
Roman glasses, In preference to manganese, can be discussed In the light of other work
by Sayre (1963), Sayre and Smith (1967) and Velde and Gendron (1980) who found
trends of antimony and manganese oxide ratios were dependent on chronology
throughout the Roman period (see Section 2.3.4.5). Work by Sayre (1963) showed that
Northern European colourless glass from the late first and early second centuries appears

to have been decolorized using manganese,whilst by the'late second century it was
predominantlydecolorized using antimony,or both antimony and manganeseoxides,
whilst the trend from the end of the third through to the fourth centuries appears again to
be towards Increased relative manganese concentrations.

However, the ratios of

antimony and manganese in colourless glass from Italy appears to follow slightly different
patterns at different periods (Fidure 2.13).

What is clear from Figure 2.13 Is that in Northern Europe the most
dominant groups, throughout the second to late third centuries AD, appear to be the
antimonyand manganeseglasses, and that ratios of the two oxides are not consistent
betweensamplesfrom the same century.
Using the criterion outlined by Sayre (1963,265)
decolorizers are present above, 0.1

that intentional

Figure 6.26 shows the majority of the colourless

glass from the mid-second century site at Mancetter Is antimony/m anganese decolorized,

while that from the third century site at Leicesterappearsto be antimonydecolorized(not
taking into account the light-green-colourless glass).

The colourless glass from

Coppergate, spanning mainly the second and third centuries, but also covering some first
and fourth century glass, is mainly antimony but also antimony/man ganese decolorized,
as is the colourless glass from Fishergate and Worcester. These may fit well into Sayre's
chronological development of the use of the two oxides in Northern Europe, where in the
second and third centuries both antimony and manganese were used as decolorizers,
especially If the light-green-colourless examples are also included (Figure 6.27a).
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Conversely they may also fit within the Roman colourless glass from Italy, but less well
as in the third century AD there was a move to a predominantly manganese decolorized
glass in this region (Sayre 1963,277) (Figure 6.27b).

6.5.8

Antimony and manganese as deliberate additions or contaminants of
the raw materials
The chronological Indicators discussed by Sayre (1963) are based upon

the deliberate addition of decolorizers which he suggests is above 0.1%. As the Romans
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are presently thought to have used natron as an alkali source, and not wood ash which
would have been high in manganese, this may perhaps be considered a reasonable
assumption. , However the addition of 0.1% antimony will have a much greater effect on
the colour of the glass than 0.1% manganese as it is a much stronger decolorizer (see
Section 2.3.4.4). Therefore these cut-off levels must be considered arbitrary. It must also
be noted that Sayre (1963) and Sayre and Smith (1967) discuss 'nearly colouriess glass'.
These 'nearly' colourless examples reported by Sayre (1963) may include many examples
have
been
to
have
but
labelled
light-green-colourless
in
shown
which are
this study,
which
markedly different compositions, including different levels of antimony and manganese.
These examples will appreciably distort the picture.
It may therefore be necessary to consider the deliberate addition of
manganese as a decolorizer for values over 0.5%. it can be seen from Figure 2.12, that

both.manganeseoxide and antimony pentoxideshow bimodal distributions,the higher
values may indicate a deliberate addition. The same patterns can be seen In the data
presented here-if colourless and light-green-colourlessglasses are grouped together
(Figure6.28). If higher values are consideredto be a deliberateaddition,then using the
distributions seen in Figure 6.28, the deliberate addition of Sb2o. may be seen to be
above 0.2%,whilst for MnO these are seen to be possibly over 0.5%.
If colourlessglass compositionsare directlycomparedto blue-greenglass
compositionsfrom the samesite,the blue-greenexamplessometimesshowantimonyand
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Assuming
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6.2).
no
0.1%
threshold
the
levels
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especially
intentionaldecolorizationwas attempted,the antimonyand manganeseIn the blue-green
have
to
However
no
this
have
introduced
the
been
appears
cullet.
with
glasses may
(0.9%)
high
The
level
the
the
oxide
of
manganese
glass.
of
marked effect upon
colour
in the blue sectionof the Portlandvase studiedby Freestone(1990b)has been attributed
to the decolorizationof the glass before the cobalt was added. Howeverthe same Is
unlikelyfor utilitarianblue-greenglass, which often shows similar levels of manganese
oxide.
0
What Is interesting to note is that for the colourless glass from the sites
discussed above, only one example of colourless glass, from Mancetter, has a
manganese oxide level above 1%; a concentration seen in many of the fourth century
do
However,
discussed
by
6.27).
Sayre
(1963)
(Figure
those
examples which
glasses
exhibit high levels of manganeie (above 1%) tend to be either light-green, light-greenfrom
be
illustrated
by
to
the
blue-green
glass
reference
colourless, or
glasses, which can
Coppergate (Figure 6.29).

In addition, relativeamountsof both manganeseand antimony,if added
deliberatelyto clecolorizeglass, will to some extent depend upon the amount of iron in
the initial glass mix. Higher amountsof iron requireIncreasingamountsof decolorizerto
successfully produce colourless glass.

Hence it is suggested that, as the colourless glass analysed often has
lower (or 'similar)values of manganeseto that seen in the blue-green glass, but has
relativelyhigherconcentrationsof antimony,that antimonyis the primarydecolorizerused
for this glass, from most of the sites studied, in conjunction with sand which has a lower

iron content.
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6.5.9

Glasses with relatively high levels of manganese oxide
Samples which appear to have higher levels of manganese, such as the

light-green-colourlessglass from Fishergate, Leicester and Coppergate, also have
relatively high levels of iron, aluminiurn and phosphorus, in comparison with the
colourlessglasses(Table6.16).The phosphoruspentoxideappearsto be correlatedwith
the manganeseoxide (Figure6.30). The Figure also includesthe colourlessglass from
Mancetter, which appears to show the same correlation between the two oxides.
Although some phosphorus may be found In sand (Turner (1956c, 281T) quotes 0.12%
P20, for Nile sands, and some has been found in Egyptian sands In association with
manganese oxide (Lucas 1962,185)), the analysis of phosphorus may be more important
for the study of possible alkali sources.
Most early compositional analyses of glass did not determine phosphorus

hence comparativedata is limit6d. Geilmannand Jenemann(1953)analysedgroups of
Romanglass from around the Rhine,dated to the first to fifth centuriesAD, and found a
range of values for phosphoruspentoxideof 0.01-0.2%(althoughno other oxide values
were quoted) (Table6.18). If natron was used to make the glass, it is unlikelythat any
phosphorus would enter the mix with the soda (0.01-0.03%P205in natron, although
0.59%has been seen in Nile water evaporite(Sayreand Smith 1967,291)) (see Section
2.3.2). However if plant ash were used as the alkali'source, which Is known to often
containhigh levelsof phosphorus,it Is likelythat potashvaluesseen in the finished glass
would be much higherthan those experiencedin this study. Lucas (1962,186)suggests
that the phosphate (togetherwith a slightly increasedlevel of potash) may be explained
by contaminationof the raw materialswith ash from the fuel during the processof fritting,
and this is possible in cases where the proportion of both is relativelylow.
This may In fact be the case with the examplesof light-green-colourless
glass seen at Fishergate. Here, higher levels of manganese,phosphorusand slightly
higher levels of potash, than in the colourless glasses, seem to be correlated. These
could all be gained by the addition of a small amountof plant ash, althoughthe relatively
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low levels of these oxides suggest that it Is unlikely a potash alkali source was used, not
even seaweed, which has been shown to have relatively low potash levels (Sanderson
and Hunter 1981,28) (Table 2,19). As it appears little attempt has been made to
considerably reduce the Iron levels In the light-green-colourless glass, the fact that these

glassesare in fact almost colourless may be fortuitous, and dependent upon naturally
reducedlevelsof iron oxide in the sand and slightlyincreasedlevelsof manganeseoxide,
In conjunctionwith controlled furnace conditions. The same may be true for the light0

green-colourlessexamplesfrom Leicesterand Coppergate.
Alternatively the glass may be decolorized using manganese or
manganese/antimony together, but using lower grade sands in conjunction with optimized
furnace conditions.

6.5.10

The concentration of Iron In colourless glasses

Althoughdifferentconcentrationsof antimonyand manganeseare needed
to successfully decolorize glass, the combination of the two should also act as an
effectiveoxidizer of Iron. This can be seen In Figure 6.31 which shows the positive
correlation between the combined antimony/manganeseoxide concentrationand iron
oxide, In all examplesof colourlessglasses analysed.
When Iron levels are decreased in the glass, so are aluminium levels (see

Section6.5.1). This either indicatesthe use of a purer sand source for the manufacture
0

of co.lourlessglass, or a strict refiningprocedure. In modernday glass production,sands
are cleaned using alkalisto removeclay residueswhich would contain alumina,etc. and
acids to removeheavy mineralscontaining iron, which act as colouring agents (Section
2-3.1). However,it Is thought (Forbes 1958,87) no stronger acids than vinegar were
known In the Romanperiod. Alternatively,organic acids may have been made from the
fermentationof grape skins or malt husks, or from the distillateof wood tar (Hodges1989,
169). This Is unlikely to removelarge quantitiesof Iron in sand. Powerfulacids such as
sulphuric and nitric acids were probablyfirst discoveredin the twelfth century, and their
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production was not described until the thirteenth century (Klemm 1959,88). However
Campbell Thompson has suggested the Assyrians of the seventh century BC had
I

extensive knowledge of acids, bases, salts and minerals, and argues they were probably
acquainted with aqua regia (Turner 1956a, 40T). These acids would be strong enough to
purify sand, a process which has been implied by Cole, for the production of Roman
colourless glass (1966,47).

Therefore ff sand was refined in the Roman period, the

processes by which iron removal was achieved (if not simply by selection) are uncertain.
Pliny does indicate that impurities in the Belus sands had to be removed, but his account
it

is not very clear:

'it is not until they [sands] have been tossed by the waves and
is
that
it
Moreover
impurities
that
at
they
only
glisten.
cleansed of
by
ihey
the
be
to
sharp
thought
affected
moment, when
are
'
fit
for
become
use.
brine,
they
that
astringent properties of
Eichholz (1962,153).

Lucas (1962,184) suggests that the Egyptianscame to recognisewhite
sands, which he says were plentiful in Egypt,which containedlittle iron, and used these
to produce glass. It is possible the Romans did the same.

However,the iron and aluminalevelsseen in all casesof colourlessglass
presented here are far in excess of those quoted for British glass sand analyseswhich
show levels in the region of less than 0.1% Fe203(Section2.3.1.2,Tables 2.4 and 2.5).
It must be borne in mind that most of the modern sand analyseswere carried out after
washing and screening, and in some cases the washing may have Included modern
detergents,and/or acids and alkalis. Highley (1977,9) quotes a limit of 0.06%iron oxide
beyond which glass cannot be decolorized successfully(Section2.3.1). However,the
in
this
is
iron
levels
decolorization
higher
evidenced
of
of glass with much
successful
(see
dug'
for'as
sands
levels
quoted
study. Perhaps,what is more usefulare those oxide
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Section 2.3.1, Table 2.10). These sands are said to be used for the manufactureof
to
the
Impurity
have
but
comparable
today,
they
which
more
are
contents
colouredglass
levels of Impurities In the colourless glass analysed in this study (assuming most
impuritiesare derivedfrom the sand).
As most sands are extremelyinhomogeneousit Is very difficult to source
the
both
the
basis
for
and
the
sand
analysis
of
of
compositional
sands used
glass on
finished glass. This Is compounded by the possibility that most sands may also undergo

some form of treatment(even by simple washing with water) before glassmaking,and
cullet Is often added to the batch.

6.5.11

Comparison of the colourless glass analysed here vAth published
groups
As seen In Section 2.6, while there are few data sets of Roman glass with

which to compare these analyses,what is perhaps noticeable is the lack of published
analyseswhich statethe colour of the glassesanalysed;most data sets actuallybeing an
agglomerationof data from one site with glass from different periods, and of different
colours. This makes comparison of the results seen here very difficult

This is

compoundedwhen variationsin data sets are often technique specific. For examplein
Table 2.30, a range of compositionsfor Roman and post-Romanglasses analysed by
energy dispersiveX-ray fluorescence,are presentedby Sandersonet ah (1984),where
the cOncentrations'ofaluminaare much higher than would be expectedwithin groups of
Romanand post-Romanglasses in comparisonwith other work (Turner 1956c; Velde
1991;Heyworthet a/. 1990;Jackson et a/. 1990,1991). Thesedifferencesmay In fact be
real, but cannot be proved without comparison between techniques for published
analyses.
Those examples where the colour of the glass can be discerned are
known
for colourless glass Is that by Heyworth,
The
largest
data
below.
set
presented
who analysed120 examplesof Romancolourlessglass from Colchesterusing the same
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analytical technique as that presented here (Heyworth et aL 1990). The compositional
consistency of colourless glass is also seen in these examples, which date from the midfirst century to the beginning of the third century (Table 6.19). Although the glass from

Colchesterwas split typologicallyand chronologicallyinto groups,from the compositional
data there appearedto be little variationwithin the assignedgroups (ibld 1990,5). It is
interestingto note that the same patternsof antimonydecolorizationand similar levelsof
phosphoruspentoxide,aluminaand iron oxide seen in the colourlessglass In this study
are also seen In the Roman colourless glasses from Colchester.
Comparisons of second to third century relief cut colourless vessels found
In Britain and analysed by Boon (1985,15) all have very similar compositions (Table 6.20).
They also exhibit relatively high levels of antimony (0.6%, see note), have no detectable
levels of manganese and have low alumina, phosphorus pentoxide and iron oxide levels
found
from
is
from
here.
The
in
glass
the
seen
same
as seen
colourless glass analysed
Sudan.
It
is
but
from
different
at'Sedeinga,
area,
-a widely
a similar period
geographical
from
imported
but
Sudan,
thought
in
the
the
probably
was
not
glass was made
Alexandria, or from another glassmaking centre (Brill 1991,11),

In the one exampleof colourlessglass analysedfrom the fourth century
site at Jalame, western Galilee (Schreurs and Brill 1984,201) (Table 6.20), the glass
appears to have been clecolorized using manganese. These data together would support

the chronological use of antimony and manganese during the Roman period as
AP

suggested by Sayre (1963).

However,it is not only Romancolourlessglassthat appearsto followthese
trends. Table 6.21 shows Egyptian glasses dating from around 1500-1300 BC (Bimson
and Freestone 1988) and first to third century Iron Age beads from Meare and
Glastonbury (Henderson and Warren 1981) have similar trends. Although the Egyptian
glass does- not appear to contain either antimony or manganese for the colourless
examples, it does have lower levels of iron oxide and alumina than the coloured example
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though
the
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compositions are not
cases, even
Colourless glass beads from Manching, Germany, dating to around 200

BC were also found to be decolorizedusing antimonyand manganese,althoughit is not
clear if the content of antimonywas from the opaque white trails attachedto the glass
(Gebhard 1989,167). However,there appeared to be no difference In levels of iron
betweenthe coloured and colourlessglass.
0
In conclusion, glass which was decolorized using antimony appears to
havebeenproducedusing raw materialswith lowerlevelsof Impuritiesand possiblyusing
a more sophisticated technique. Whilst manganese, if deliberately added, appears to be

presentin glass which contained higher levels of impurities.
These results suggest colourless glass can be produced using raw
materialswhich have sufficientlylow impurity levels (especiallyiron) in conjunctionwith
favourablefurnace conditions;the addition of sufficientmanganeseor antimony,or any
combinationof the above. But the most successfullydecolorized glass appears that
which has both low iron levelsand the addition of a decolorizer,most notably antimony.
As antimonyappearsto have been used most widely in all the colourlessglass analysed
here, it Is likely it proved to be the most effective additive.

0

6.6
.

Evidence for glass production
Siteswith evidenceof Romanglass productionwere discussedIn Section

3.3 and various types of glass

production debris were reviewed according to the

evidence of their involvement in the glass industry. The sites can be grouped into two
main categories according to the type of waste they deposited; a) glassworking sites,
where evidence suggests glass was melted, and b) glassmaking sites which include
evidence for the primary fusion of raw materials. Glass production evidence has been
analysed from Mancetter, Leicester and Worcester, evidence which falls in category a),
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and from Coppergate, where it is thought the glass waste from this site is indicative of
glassmaking (category b) (Hall 1984,44).

It has been suggestedthat once sufficientcompositionaldata, deemedto
be representativeof a specific period and region has been assembled,the relationship
between glass composition and ancient technology at different periods can be
Investigated.A somewhatartificialdistinctioncan be made between'provenance'where
fundamentalcompositionaldata can relatea glass to its geologicalsources,for example
with the volcanic glass, obsidian, and 'characterization' which allows the differentiation
and comparison of glass compositions from different periods or geographical areas,
The
latter
(Freestone
1982,106).
information
the
source
on
without necessarily yielding
is generally used for glass studies.
Without complex studies on the nature and provenance of glass raw

to
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it
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alone
materials,
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constituent raw
those materials, which have not yet been fully understood. However compositional
lead
to
information
possibly
may
which
analysis, can provide some technological
be
to
It
is
in
attributable
may
characterization.
possiblethat variations glass composition
different sites of manufacture. By Including the industrialdebris from such production
sites it may be possibleto start to build such a model. This uses the assumptionthat the
by-productsfrom the industry should be linked to the products from each site.
The glass from sites of production should, however, lead to a greater
understandingof the technology of the glass production process.

6.6.1 -,

Evidence of glassworking

6.6.1.1

The analysis of glassworking debris from Mancefter and Leicester
is
Mancetter
The
I
glassworkingwaste from the mid-secondcenturysite at

discussed in Chapter 4, and is indicative of the remains of waste from glassblowing
first
The
the
two
Site.
from
(Section 4.1). The bulk of the glassy deposits came
areas of
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(W69(7)24) produced waste and vessel fragments scattered close to the furnace. The
furnace
20
from
the
from
glass
water
some
metres
a
channel
second assemblage came
In contexts W77(7120)63-64.

It has been suggested (H EM

Cool, personal

communication) that the second distribution may suggest the presence of a second glass
furnace In the unexcavated area. In addition to melted waste glass, some of the vessel
fragments, which could have been used as wasters, were also recovered (Section 4.1).

Although surprisingly no crucibles were identified at Mancetter,analysis
be
local
to
from
Mancetter,
the
clay
clays, showed
of mortarlaproduced at
presumably
a very high refractorymaterial (Tite et a/. 1982a, 111), containing a high proportion of
alumina (36.64%) and low levels of calcium (0.45%). It was found this clay could be fired
up to 1000"C satisfactorily without detrimental effects. Therefore, despite the lack of
crucibles from Mancetter (although this does not necessarily mean that none existed), the
clay from the area could have b6en used as crucible material, and therefore it Is possible
that the melted glass found on site was produced on site.

The second site to produce glassblowingevidence,of a similar natureto
that from Mancetter Is the third century site at Blue Boar Lane, Leicester. Unlike
Mancetter,there Is no evidence of vessel fragmentswhich have been termed 'wasters'.
The materialfrom Mancetterallowscomparisonbetweenwasteand vessel
glass from the same site, In addition to waste found In two different areas of the site, and
hence the production of glass from potentially two different furnaces. This, together with

the meltedwastefrom Leicester,allows a geographicaland chronologicalcomparisonto
take place.
Blue-green glass Is the most common category of waste and vessel
fragmentsfound on both sites, and using this evidenceit Is likely blue-greenvesselswere
most commonlyproduced (unlessthe waste was derivedfrom a single melt). In addition
blue-greenglass was the most common colour of glass to be used In the Romanperiod.
This glass Is thought to comprisethe basic glass mix, and is less likely to be one which
has been refined or had the addition of colorants. Therefore,if the production methods
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of the basic glass were different on each site, this may be reflected in the waste found at
each site,
Differences in the composition between the colourless glass from the two
sites is discussed in Section 6.5.

6.6.1.2

A comparison between the waste from Mancetter and Leicester
Comparison between the blue-green melted waste from Mancetter and

Leicesterindicatesthere is somesite specificdiscriminationbasedchiefly upon antimony
pentoxide (Wilks' Lambda 0.63) and manganeseoxide (Wilks' Lambda0.52), and to a
lesser extent Iron oxide and phosphorus pentoxide (Table 6.22). That is levels of iron
oxide and antimony are lower in the Mancetter glass waste compared to the glass waste
from Leicester, and levels of phosphorus pentoxide and manganese oxide higher.

Antimony pentoxide and manganeseoxide were primarily used in the
Romanperiod as glass decolorants. Althoughmanganeseoxide as a contaminantof the
blue-green
in
the
levels
(Section
waste
be
2.3.4.5)
the
seen
raw materials
presentat
can
from Mancetter, antimony is generally not present above a few parts per million in
commonly occurring geological materialswhich could be used as glass raw materials,
such as sandstones,carbonatesor evenseawater(EncyclopaediaBritannica1979,702).
Comparisonbetweenthe two sites, showed the colourlessglass from Leicesterto have
higher antimony levels, and that from Mancetterhigher manganeselevels (Table6.17),
which if added as cullet to the blue-greenbatch would give a higher level of these oxides
than would be expected. This would suggestthe additionof non-sortedlocal cullet to the
blue-greenglass melt at both sites.
That the waste glass from Leicesterappearsgenerallyto be of a bluer hue
than that from Mancettercan in some way be explained by the iron:manganeseoxide
ratios in the glass (Section2.3.4.3and Chapter4) (Figure6.32). The glass from Leicester
having a higher iron to manganeseratio than that from Mancetter.
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By using major and minor oxides together with trace elements these
differences between the blue-green glass waste from Mancetter and Leicester do appear
to support the discrimination between the two populations with the use of cluster analysis
(Figure 6.33). However, it Is clear from Figure 6.34 that within one standard deviation,
these differences disappear, indicating that for all the major elements analysed, within-site
differences can be as great as between-site differences, making glass fragment or waste
characterization from either site difficult.

Thus,the possibilityof completelydifferentiatingbetweenthe two different
meltingsites, on the basis of blue-greenglass composition,appears slight.

6.6.1.3

The suggestion

of the production

of glass In two furnaces at

Mancetter
Comparisonot tfie compositionof the waste from the two differentfinds
areas at Mancetter appears to be indistinguishable (Table 6.23, Figure 6.35). Therefore
it is not possible to support or disprove the presence of a second, unexcavated, furnace
at Mancetter. Furthermore, no analytical distinction appears between the waste, wasters
and blue-green bottles from Mancetter, Indicating that wasters and blue-green bottles
were being used as cullet, or that the blue-green glass bottles were made on site (Figure
6.36).

However the blue-green glass analysed In this study (Section 6.2) Is so

com positionally, similar it may not be possible to see a distinction even if one actually

exists.

6.6.1.4

The analysis of glassworking debris from Worcester

Comparisonof the blue-greenglass waste from Worcesterwith that from
Mancetterand Leicestershows the three data sets to be very similar. Figure 6.37
and
Table6.24does show that the blue-greenmeltedglassfrom Worcesterhas a higher mean
concentrationof potash than the glass from the other two sites (althoughstill within one
standarddeviation),but in other respectsIs extremelysimilar in composition. This high
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mean potash level is provided by 5 samples which have an unusually high value for
potash,above 1.5%. Two of these sampleshave black vitrifieddepositsadheringto the
surfacesand one has red ceramic adheringto the surface (see Appendicesla and 6).
It may be that these fragmentswere contaminatedwith potash-richfuel ash when they
were discardedfrom the furnaceand cooled. Uke Mancetterthe blue-greenwastecannot
be separatedcompositionallyfrom the blue-greenvessel fragments(Figure6.38).
Using cluster analysis (Ward's method) the blue-green glass waste from

Worcesterdoes appear to group together, but the glassesdo not form discrete clusters
t

I

I\

(Figure 6.39). When subjected to discriminant analysis the main discriminatory element
is Ba, but with a Wilks' Lambda of only 0.15. These results confirm the compositional
similarity of the data sets.

6.6.2

Putative evidence of glass production from the raw materials at

Coppergate
Evidence in the form of glassy waste and glass coated ceramics from
Coppergate,York,indicatethat glass may havebeenmanufacturedfromthe raw materials
(Section4.4.1). Typologicalassessmentof the window and vessel fragmentsproduced
a Roman date for the glass while the hearth has been dated to the Saxon period.
However,the date of the glassy waste and glassmeltingpots is not yet known, and
judging from the compositionalsimilarity of glass of both Romanand Saxon date from
Fishergate(Section6.4), it may not be possibleto discern.

6.6.2.1

Glassmeffing pots
The site produced virtually no evidence of glassblowing and very little

melted glass, such as that found at both Mancetterand Leicester,althoughevidenceof
melted glass can be observed in the glassmelting pots seen at Coppergate. Glazed
Romanceramicsare rare (Section4.4.1), and those that have been found havevery thin
layers of glaze. In contrast the glazes are very thick on these wheel thrown pots and it
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has been assumedthat these pots could be and were used as glassmeltingcrucibles
(Hall 1987,45; Bayley 1987,249).
but
Is
rare,
Analysis of the refractoriness of ancient glassmelting crucibles
Tito et a/. (I 982a, I 11; 1982b, 63; 1990,160) found with examination of copper smelft
distinct
Timna,
types
Israel,
two
that
first
from
to
the
millennium
site
at
crucibles
second
fragments
furnace
For
tuyeres
the
non-calcareous clays were
and
used.
were
of clay
for
the
Inclusions
included)
(CaO
(calcium
and
were
not
carbonate
<5%)
employed
before
Maximum
firing
(Table
6.25).
temperatures,
5%)
(CaO
>
crucibles, calcareous clays
decomposition

for
the
In
be
found
to
tested
the
adequate
all
and
cases
of
clays, were

durable
(up
the
11
50*C),
to
more
were
although non-calcareousclays
smeltingof copper
at higher temperatures. It is thought that high calcareous crucibles were selected at
Timna because the lime and clay reacted with the metallurgicalslag and lowered the
temperaturerequiredto melttho'bre (Titeet a/. 1990,173),and they were found to survive
withoutanysignificantchangein dimensionsuntil II 50*C (adequatefor copper smelting).
Howeverit is likelythat the clay was used on the site becauseof its availabilityratherthan
refractoryproperties.
Temperaturesranges relevantfor the production of glass are generally
upwards from 1000"C. Thereforeclays and other materialssuch as sandstonewhich
surviveto 1500"Cwithout total collapse or distortion are required to make the furnaces
and crucibles (ibld 1990,173), a temperaturerange which is higher than that normally
used to make pottery (700-10500C)(Maniatisand Tite,1981,59).
The more refractoryclays, which are Ideal for glass crucibles,tend to be
higher in alumina (often kaolinite), are particularlylow in fluxes such as soda, potash,
calcium oxide, Iron oxide and magnesium oxide, and will survive up to temperatures
around1150"Cin a reducingatmosphere.The less refractoryclays,which are often used
for pottery manufacture, usually have a higher flux content and have compositions
(containing
high levelsof sodium, calcium, iron,
illites
approachingmontmorillonitesand
magnesiumand aluminium)(Freestone1982,101).
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To ascertain the cone refractoriness (the temperature at which clay
softens), various metalworking crucibles have been analysed. A high quality fire-clay from
Roman/Medieval York, with 30.6% A1203and very little alkali, had a very high softening
temperature of around 1500-1600"C, which would have enabled it to be used up to a
temperature of 1400"C (Dyer and Wenharn 1958,423). Clays such as this could be used
for melting the raw material for glass production. The Iron Age metalworking crucibles
from Meare Lake Village, Somerset, on the other hand, were found to be not such good

quality, containing less A1203(13.1%)and large amounts of fluxing material (Gray and
Bulleld 1948 in Tylecote 1990,102) (Table6.26).
Early twentieth century German glasshouse crucibles, used for the
production of soda glass, were analysed by Bartsch (1930). Generally speaking the pot
clay consisted of a mixture of one or more clays, plus grog in the form of broken
and
firing
drying
renders the pot more
contraction
potsherds, which gives control to
and
suitable for sudden temperature changes. However, Bartsch found that as the pots were
used and re-used, the quality of the glass gradually deteriorated, and more of the crucible
became eroded.

Upon analysisBartschfound two types of claywere commonlyemployed,
namely high'silica clays and high alumina clays (Table 6.27). This was related to the
useful life of the pots and their resistance to corrosion. Low alumina clays produced the
best quality glass because they were able to withstand attack by molten glass and endure

P'.
d

high,temperaturesfor long periods. Thesepots were found to withstandtemperaturesof
up to 1400*C before any'softening occurred (Table6.28).
In addition, high resistance to corrosion by the molten glass requires a
structure as close and fine grained as possible, although high resistance to rapid

temperaturechangescalls'foran 'opengrainedstructure. A compromisebetweenthe two
6enerallywas
reached.
Glassmakingpots, of a similar date, produced in Britain,were studied by
Evers (1930). Three different but typical glassmakingpots were analysed,all made of
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Stourbridge clays (a source mentioned by Merrett 1662, Section 2.1.4), but from different
clay pits. These pots all show relatively low concentrations of alumina, and levels of other
oxides which are comparable to the Grossalmerode high silica/low alumina clays (Tables
6.27 and 6.29).
Five glassmelting pots from Coppergate were analysed by ICPS for a bulk
analysis of the clay matrix. Table 6.30 shows the alumina content of these crucibles to
be lower than those discussed by Evers (1930) (Table 6.29), but comparable to the
Grossalmerode clays discussed by Bartsch (1930) (Table 6.27) and the refractory clays
0

from Timna (rite et aL, 1990) (rable 6.25). They also fall within the low-calcareous clays
discussed by "rite et aL (I 982a, 111; 1982b, 63; 1990,160) which are the more refractory.
This indicates they were possibly able to withstand heating to 1400*C before softening
occurred, and as such may be suitable for glassmaking from the raw materials without
softening or cracking. Howevei, the bulk analysis by ICPS Includes all the non-plastic
inclusions which does not allow comparison of the clay matrix (without inclusions) to that
of Freestone (1982,101) and Tito et aL (I 982a, 112; 1990,166). The values for silica in
the Coppergate crucibles being much higher (c.70% by difference) than those quoted for
clay-only analysis of highly refractory kaolinitic clays by Freestone (1982,103) (C.505/0).
Nevertheless it has been shown that the inclusion of quartz particles In the clay would
Increase its refractoriness, reduce volume changes In the crucible at high temperatures
and would provide a filler which was stable at high temperatures (Freestone 1989,158).
One disadvantage of using quartz as a filler Is that it may have lowered the strength of the
crucible, by systematically reducing the amount of clay bond. Most high quartz crucibles
are therefore small. Roman crucibles were frequently tempered with 20-30% fine quartz
sand and Freestone (1989,159) quotes one such Roman metallurgy crucible from
London. Therefore, the higher level of quartz In the ceramics from Coppergate may be
due to the inclusion of quartz filler, another factor which would be advantageous for
heating the pots to high temperatures.
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Table 6.30 also shows the wide compositional differences between the five
factor
local
different
from
a
Indicate
the
pits,
either
clays came
pots analysed which may
noted In the Stourbridge crucible clays (Evers 1930,122), or that the pots were produced
from clays from many different sources. This may suggest they were not purpose made
(which
Table
6.30
in
levels
iron
in
Differences
are
Section
4.4.1.
in
of
seen
as suggested
higher than the Grossalmerode and Stourbridge clays (Tables 6.27 and 6.29), but similar
to those from Timna (Table 6.25)) show that the colour of the pot is not just dependent
iron
lower
buff
have
(the
here
In
firing
differences
pots analysed
conditions
upon
concentrations than the red coloured pots).
Figure 6.40 shows the compositional similarity of the glassmelting pots
from Grossalmerode, Germany (Bartsch 1930), Stourbridge, Britain (Evers 1930) in
However,
the
Coppergate.
from
the
unlike
relatively modern pots
pots
with
comparison
Coppergate
from
(1930)
Evers
those
(1930)
Bartsch
contain relatively
by
and
analysed
high concentrations of iron oxide, magnesium oxide and soda, some of which may be
imparted to the glass. Therefore although the levels of alumina in conjunction with lower
levels of calcium oxide provide sufficient refractory qualities, the high levels of fluxes (iron
oxide and soda) would not be advantageous to heating to high temperatures.
The evidence discussed above suggests these pots could have beenjused
for glassmelting and possibly glass producing, although the exact temperature of
decomposition has not been ascertained.
e

Assuming these were glass producing

crucibles, it is possible that the glass found on site was produced on site. If this Is the
case, the material In the crucibles should be equivalent in chemical composition to the
glass fragments.
Although the majority of the glass fragments recovered from Coppergate
are blue-green, the colour of the glass on the glassmelting pots is light-green (Section
4.4.1.4).
Upon analysis by ICPS, the glass adhering to the ceramic, and the vessel
it
Although
be
found
to
different
(Table
6.31).
were
compositionally
glass,
and window
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Is apparent that within one standard deviationthe two data sets are comparable,the
glassy deposit attachedto the ceramic Is higher in iron oxide and potash, and lower in
soda and calcium oxide (Figure 6.41). Higher levels of Iron may be explained as
contaminationduringseparationof the ceramicfrom the glasswith a diamond-tippeddrill.
Howeveras soda and calcium are also systematicallylower in the glass from the ceramic,
it is unlikelythese differenceswere due to contamination.
Consequently,scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Section 5.2) was
undertaken to ascertain R the differences between the glass from the glassmelting pots
and the glass assemblage was due to contamination by diffusion, or the erosion of the
crucible matrix.
Upon visual examination using SEM, it was noticeable that there is no

distinct interfacebetweenthe glass and crucible, but a matrix containingwhat appears
to be particles of ceramic Interspersedwith glass. As a result, compositionaldata from
the interfacemay representa combinationof both glass and ceramic (Table 6.32).
The compositional results for samples 12474 and 14217 are shown in
Table 6.32 and Figure 6.42 (Appendix1b). Sodium and calcium are seen to diffuse into
the crucible from the glass, and iron, aluminiumand potassiuminto the glass from the
crucible. This of course may be accounted for by the ceramic dissolving at the high
temperatureof the glass melt. This would produce higher levels of iron oxide, alumina
and potash and lower levelsof soda and calcium oxide, as seen in the analysisby ICPS
of the glass from the glassmeltingpots (Table6.33). Howeverthe diffusionwas found by
SEMto account for only the first 0.3-0.5 mm of the glass In contact with the
pot

This

question has also been addressed by Saleh et ah (1972) during the compositional
analysis, by flame photometry, of Roman glassmaking debris from Wadi-el-Natrun.
Examinationof part of a fritting crucible wall, abovethe main area of fritting revealedthe
structureshown In Figure 6.43 (inset). LayerA is the outer wall of the crucible, layer B
the inner sectionof the crucible,and layer C the sectionof the crucible in contactwith the
frit-glass matrix.
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The study by Saleh et aL (1972) demonstratedthat there was some
diffusion of certain elements across the Interface from both the glass and the ceramic
(Figure 6.43). The work, focusing on the composition of the ceramic, showed that
aluminium and iron oxides had been reduced in the crucible at the glass interface, while
sodium and calcium oxides had increased.
More recent work by Velde (1990,112), to determine the extent to which

glass composition varies as a function of contamination,looked at aluminiurn as a
contaminantfrom the crucible in the glassmakingprocess by microprobeanalysis.
e
The combinedanalysisof three cruciblefragmentscan be seen in Figure
6.44, which indicates the extent of the exchange process. Of the three oxides examined,
the general trend of the data suggested that in the glass at the crucible interface there

was a rise in K20 and A1203anda decreasein CaO.
The resultspresdntedhere are consistentwith those of Salehet aL (1972)
and Velde (1990),and suggest that contaminationfrom the crucible into the glass would
not be to any appreciableextent. Although the trend of movementof elementswas the
same in all three analyses,the extentof diffusionof only up to 0.5 mm from this work and
the work of Velde (1990), contrasts with that from Saleh et ah (1972) which shows a
diffusion/contamination zone in the order of severalcentimetres(see Figure 6.43). This
may be rationalizedon the basis that the ceramic analysed by Saleh et a/. (1972) had
clearly been used for fritting, which he suggests might involve chemical interaction
betweenthe reactingfritting materials(especiallynatron)and the mineralsin the crucible
fabric (ibid, 154).
In addition, contarnination zones will also depend upon the size and

composition of the crucible, and the amount of glass being melted. The contamination
zone from the work of Velde (1990)of only 0.3-0.5mm, along with a crucible diameterof
30 cm, a glass volume of approximately5000 cm', would produce a contaminationzone
be
7
Using
the
data
0.14%
Velde
(1990,112)
this
would
glass
of
of cm3.
estimatedonly
The
to
bulk
extent.
contaminated,which would not affectthe
glass composition any great
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samples analysed here were too small to estimatecrucible height and rim diameters,
although similar glassmeltingpots found at Coppergatehad rim diametersIn the order
of 20-24 cm (AppendixI b) which, assumingthat they were of a similar height to those
analysedby Velde (no pots were found which had both a base and rim joined), gives a
comparablecontaminationzone level (< 0.14%).
Therefore any differences between the vessel glass and 'crucible' glass
from Coppergate are not thought to be due to diffusion from and contarnination by the
0

crucible Into the glass.
It was observed that the crucible wall had not been eroded to any
appreciable extent In these Coppergate samples (see Section 4.4.1.4) further suggesting
the crucible matrix had not been incorporated to any appreciable extent Into the glass
melt. This further implies that the crucible had not been reused many times, or that those
analysed may not have been h6ated to a very high temperature.

The crucibleevidencepresentedhererepresentsglass In the cooled state.
Dependingupon the viscosity of the melted glass when hot, any eroded pottery fabric
may not have been homogenizedin the melt. Low temperatureglass melting and thus
high glass viscositywould preventrapid diffusionto the inner region of the moltenglass,
R stirring does not take place. This may suggest from the evidence here that these
crucibles were used to melt glass only, as the temperaturewould not have been high
enoughfor long periodsto either erode the crucible or allow rapid mixing. Alternatively,
by the same token, If the crucible matrixwas heatedto a high enough temperature,the
diffusion would be more rapid and would spread to the central area of
glass In the
crucible. This would agree with the different compositions of the glass from the crucibles

and the glass found on site.
However,althoughno such fragmentswere analysedhere, R Brill (to York
ArchaeologicalTrust, personal communication) recorded one ceramic fragment from
Coppergatewhich containeda glassy phasewhich appearedto have soaked In from the
molten glassy zone with which it was In contact. This Is indicative of melting at high
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temperatures. Further work should be able to substantiate if a large sample of crucibles
also showed evidence of this, and if, In fact, these ceramics are glassmelting or
glassmaking pots.

Thereare a few ceramicfragmentswhich showevidenceof layersof glass,
ceramic and quartz-like concretions (Section 4.4.1.4). The amalgamation of these three
layers may be further evidence of excessive temperatures, which caused the pots to bloat
and be destroyed.

In conclusion, further work needs to be undertaken by SEM on
glassmeltingpot debris and glass fragments. It Is possiblethat small fragmentsof wall
were eroded and appear as (extremely tiny) nodules in the glassy matrix, which would be
detected using SEM as a different composition, but might have been amalgamated in the
data upon analysis by ICPS.

6.6.2.2

Other types of glass waste observed at Coppergate

Other possible evidence from Coppergate that glass may have been
produced from the raw materials is in the form of white silicaceousfragments,found
adheringto glassyfragmentsor to ceramics. Brill (to YorkArchaeologicalTrust, personal
communication)observed that in a couple of specimens of pottery and glass there
appearedto be ýt 'gritty, materialadheringto the glass surfaces,which he suggests are
probably batch materials from the glassmaking operation. The Individual grains are
angularand look like grains of crushed quartzsand, althoughsome haverounded edges
and corners as a result of being heated. Interspersedthroughoutare occasionalgrains
of other phaseswhich may be of mineralorigin, sometimesred in colour, which give an
overall reddish colour to some portions of the samples. With subsequentdeposition,it
is likely that much of the original alkali would have been leached out, but some which
may have formed insoluble silicate compounds, may remain. Upon analysis,he found
this in the most part appeared to be crystallinequartz.
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While the outer surfacehas a gritty appearance,it then gradesto a more
bubbly/frothy phase below. This phase does not change gradually to the glassy phase,
but ends almost abruptly when it meets the glass. In conclusion, Brill stated that, in

conjunctionwith glassmelting,some glassmakingtook place on the site.
A sample of the white quartz-like 'frothy' granular material which was
removed from a fragment of light-green glass was analysed by ICPS (Table 6.34). This

sample,in accordancewith that describedby Brill, also showed depletedconcentrations
of sodium, calcium, potassium, titanium and phosphorus oxides, compared with true glass
from the same sample, probably through leaching. The higher concentrations of alumina
and iron may be a factor of the proportionate lowering of other oxides in the matrix.
The glass found adhering to this fragment was light-green in colour, and

although compositionallysimilar to the vessel glass analysed, had a higher level of
potash, a feature which was also noted in a similar fragment by Brill (Table 6.34).

Analysisof comparablematerialwas undertakenby Crossley(1987). He
found amongst the high calcium glass and glassy waste from the seventeenthcentury
glassmaking house at Kimmeridge,Dorset, material resembling solidified foam. It is
assumedthis white 'foamy' materialis similarto that discussed above. Analysisshowed
considerablecompositionaldifferencesnot only betweenthe 'foamy' samples but also
betweenthis group and the fragments of glass.
One sample of the 'foamy' materialwhich was closest to the glass gave
the impressionthat few elementshad been leachedawaywith subsequentdeposition(a).
The other sample (b) had a composition quite unlike glass (Table 6.35) (Crossley 1987,
368). A strong possibility is that these had originated as'gall', the material forming on the
top of the melt.

Gall can contain sodium sulphate at up to 80%.

As this often

subsequently leaches away the low Na2O and S03 values are not unexpected in sample
(b) (Table 6.35). What is peculiar about these results Is the high alumina and iron
content. The alumina in particular was far higher than in any of the glasses, which
Crossley (1987,369) attributes to gall which has fallen from the seiges into the fire, taking
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up alumina and perhaps iron from the fuel. This may be another explanation for the high
alumina and iron concentrations seen in the vitrified remains from Coppergate.

The composition of the melted glass from Coppergateis close to the
compositionalrange of Romanwindow and vessel glass fragmentsanalysedfrom the
same site (Figure6.45, Table 6.33). However,glass from Coppergatewith evidenceof
unfusedquartzshows extremelyhigh levelsof potashand iron and lower levelsof soda,
well outsidethe range of the Romanglass fragments(Figure6.45). Althoughlow levels
of soda might be indicative of leaching if the glass was not fully fused (Bayley 1983,28),
le

the higher levels of potash could not. Such levels of potash might be explained by the
incorporation of small amounts of fuel ash into the slowly cooling glass after the glass was
discarded. The glass, with remnants of black vitrified waste adhering, also shows the
same trends.

In summary,the"differencesin compositionbetweenthese samples and
that of the vessel and window fragments at Coppergate do not provide proof, or
otherwise, of differences in dates of production or provenance of the two groups.
Compositionaldifferencesmay to some extent be explainedin terms of the technology
of the glassmakingprocess and subsequentdepositionalprocesses.
As these samples were analysed using the bulk analytical method of ICPS,
further analysis by SEM may provide a more detailed picture of the composition of these
samples of glass production debris.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and further work

7.1

Conclusions

11

The Romano-Britishsoda-lime-silicaglass analysedin this study shows a
consistent uniformity of composition as seen in other published analyses

(Section6.1). The Saxon glass analysed from Fishergate,appears to
show a greater diversityof compositions(Section6.4).

2.

The random selection and recycling of cullet, a consistency of recipe, and
The
to
this
uniformity.
some
way
continual remelting would go
explaining
remelting of glass for vessel forming has been evidenced at the Roman

sites of Mancett6rand Leicester.

The low levels of magnesia (c. 0.51/6)and potash (c. 0.75%) observed in

the majority of these glasses is consistentwith the use of an evaporite
alkali such as natron, as opposed to a plant ash alkali source.

4.

The use of shell sands would contribute calcium oxide at the levels seen

(c. 7%).

A small number of glass fragmentsfrom York were found to be higher In
calcium oxide (c. 13%) than would normally be expected (c. 7%). These

glasses may be post-Romanin date (Section6.3).

The Romano-British blue-green glasses analysed appear to be
compositionallysimilar throughout and coloured by iron oxide, which is
probably a contaminant of the raw materials (in particular sand). Levels
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/o) in these
of manganese oxide (c. 0.5%) and antimony oxide (c. 0.251?
blue-green glasses is generally higher than would be expected from the
raw materials, and may therefore indicate the random Inclusion of different
colours of cullet into the glass melt (Section 6.2).

The Roman colourless glass from Leicester, Coppergate and Worcester

shows a uniformity of composition, and appears to be principally
decolorizedusing antimony. These glassesalso show reduced levelsof
IR
phosphorus,aluminium,calcium and iron, when comparedto the bluegreen glasses. This is indicative of the possible selective recycling of
cullet and the probable use of higher quality (and/or pre-treated) raw
materials (Sections 6.5.1 to 6.5.3).

In contrast,the Romancolourlessglass from Mancetterappearsto have
been decolorizedby using either manganeseor antimonyat levelswhich
might suggestthe additionalnecessityfor the control of redoxconditions
within the furnace (Section6.5.4).

The analysis of Roman and post-Roman colourless glass from Fishergate

showed -a mix of antimony decolorized, antimony and manganese
decolorized,and manganeseonly decolorizedglasses-Thesedifferences
may be linked to chronology (Section6.5.5).

8.

That glass was melted in the Roman period is seen at Worcester,
Mancetter and Leicester (Section 6.6.1). The analysis of melted waste
from all three sites, although similar, does show some site-specific
discrimination.

However, based upon the data In this thesis, the

is
slight.
the
to
site
origin
of
probability of assigning
each
waste
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EVIdencefor glassmaking from the raw materials has been seen at

9.

Coppergate, York, In the form of partly fused glass and possibly
overheated frit.

Glassmeltingpots were also recoveredfrom Coppergate. These were
found to be of a relatively low refractory nature with only c. 18% alumina,
but
iron
fluxes
In
high
soda,
oxide, magnesia and
such as
and

comparablewith other clays used for the manufactureof glass producing
the
initial
These
indicate
that
(Section
6.6.2.1).
although
results
crucibles
have
be
they
do
to
may
purpose
made,
glassmeltingpots
not appear
been able to withstand relatively high temperatures (up to 12000C),which
may have been sufficient for producing glass from the fritted raw materials.

Analysisof the compositionsof the glass found in the glassmeltingpots
from
from
types
the
waste
the
of
glass production
other
and
glass
Coppergate,did not correspondwith the compositionsseen in the vessel
'andwindow glass assemblagerecoveredfrom the site. Thesedifferences
presentlycould not be resolved.

0

7.2

Further work

1.

Under controlledconditions,trail melts, using glass compositionssimilar

.

to -those observed In this thesis, and differing levels of antimony (from
stibnite and other antimony-containing minerals)should be attemptedto
ascertainthe source and amounts of antimony used in these RomanoBritish glasses.

Alliedto the levelsof antimonyIn Romanglasses,sandswhich were lower
in iron also appear to have been used for the manufacture of colourless
234

glass at many sites. Samples of modern glass sands, should be washed
with water and different types and strengths of acids and alkalis to
ascertain if the same minerals are removed, as those which appear to be
depleted in the colourless glasses analysed in this thesis.

3.

Building upon initial studies on the glassmelting pots from Coppergate, on
the refractory nature of the clay, it may be possible to estimate the
temperature of decomposition of the clays. This, and further work on any
evidence of temperature gradients within the ceramic (promoting
vitrification) may indicate the temperature to which these pots could be
and were initially heated in an attempt to melt glass. This work may be
accomplished through SEM and petrological studies.

4.

SEM analysis of the glassmeltingpots from Coppergateindicated little
diffusion or eroding of the fabric which would affect the composition of
furnace
However,
controlled
and
recipe
glass.
using a constant glass
conditions, but using variations in crucible fabric, it may be possible to
ascertain the contributions of different clay compositions to the final glass.
This may have implications for differences in glass compositions between

different glass producing or glassmeltingsites.

)
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